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Abstract.

This is a summary presentation of TAU, a theory proposed to explain relativity and unify physics. It is a radical change, because it proposes six dimensions of space, instead of the usual three (normal physics) or nine (string theory). It starts with an alternative foundation for Special Relativity, and leads to a unified theory of physics. It is a realist theory because it is realist about space and time.

The TAU concept is briefly introduced here, and its results explained in three main areas, particles, gravity and cosmology. In these areas it makes strong predictions and has several tests. This presentation is based around these applications and the key questions of completing a full particle model, and completing tests of gravity and tests of cosmology. These will decide its fate as an empirical theory.
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A Summary of TAU.

Introduction.

This is a summary presentation of TAU, a theory proposed to explain relativity and unify physics. It is a radical change, because it proposes six dimensions of space, instead of the usual three (normal physics) or nine (string theory). It starts with an alternative foundation for Special Relativity, and leads to a unified theory of physics. It is a realist theory because it is realist about space and time.

The TAU concept is briefly introduced here, and its results explained in three main areas, particles, gravity and cosmology. In these areas it makes strong predictions and has several tests. This presentation is based around these applications and the key questions of completing a full particle model, and completing tests of gravity and tests of cosmology. These will decide its fate as an empirical theory.

The aim here is to give an overview, in reasonable detail for generalists to see how the model works, but with a minimum of theoretical derivations, so we do not get too bogged down in equations. There are a lot of illustrations instead. Please note this is only a survey of the theory, and a more detailed introduction with proofs follows in Chapters 2-6, where it is developed in stages. In the first half here, we go quickly over the main concepts, in the second half, we give some equations for cosmology and gravity solutions in more detail, because they are more novel.

Conventional Theories.

TAU. Theories Are Unified.

Figure 1. LHS. Conventional theories do not quite fit together. RHS. We reorganise the theories around TAU, which replaces STR in the center. This gives a single unified theory. Is it true? That is the question. It has a number of fine-grained empirical differences with ordinary GTR, QM and Cosmology. And a number of novel predictions and differences.

The state of the conventional theories is illustrated by the somewhat messy diagram on the left. The theories just don’t quite fit together as a logical structure. It looks a bit like the digestive tract of an artificial organism. This is evident in the problem of unification, the lack of a unified theory.

We make a list below of over thirty fundamental questions that physics cannot presently answer. A unified theory should answer these, or help answer them.

TAU, the neatly organised structure illustrated on the right, is proposed as a theory that provides a full unification, and it does provide answers to most of these questions. Whether they are the
correct answers is the other question of course. But it provides specific answers, and we explain them as we go. A summary is given at the end.

Table 1. A list of questions physics cannot answer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What is dark matter?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is dark energy?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Why are different measures of the Hubble constant incompatible?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did stars and galaxies form unexpectedly fast in the early universe?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the quantum wave function?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is wave function collapse and what causes it to occur?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What provides the space-like connection for quantum entanglement?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is there a deterministic level of physics underlying quantum mechanics?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the speed and frame of reference for wave function collapse?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is it possible to transmit information faster than light?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is quantum mechanics the fundamental description of particles?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are the mass or charge parameters in the Standard Model related?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does the Standard Model represent the complete set of particles?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is there a reduction of the Standard Model to something simpler?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can particle masses or force coupling constants be predicted?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Why do the electric charges of the electron and proton exactly match?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are the neutrino masses and can they be predicted?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Why does the weak force fail time and space reversal symmetry?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the quantum description of gravity?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Why does gravity travel at the same speed as light?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is the black hole event-horizon singularity physically real?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is the black hole central singularity physically real?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is General Relativity fundamental or an approximation?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the source of irreversibility of processes?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Why are the laws asymmetric in time?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Why are the laws asymmetric in space?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the flow of time?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What generated the low-entropy state of the universe?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What will the future expansion of the universe be like?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What happened in the very early universe before the Big Bang?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Why is the universe made of matter instead of anti-matter?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do the coincidences in dimensionless ratios reflect physical relationships?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do the fundamental constants $c$, $h$, $G$ change with time?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How many dimensions does space have?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is String Theory the only way to generalise to a multi-dimensional space?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These are all important questions that current physics cannot answer. The range of questions shows the extent of the problem. These are quite fundamental questions. They are not simply empirical questions, to be answered by better experiments or by tweaking theories in the process of "normal
science”. They indicate fundamental issues with the theoretical framework. A unified theory should answer at least some of these. TAU does: it provides answers to most of them. We explain these in this chapter, and give a list of our answers at the end.

This list brings us back to the crisis in modern physics. Theoretical physics has been stuck with a fundamental problem for over fifty years now – more than half its life-time. The two foundational theories, quantum mechanics (QM) and the General Theory of Relativity (GTR), are incompatible with each other, and no adequate consistent unified theory is known. QM describes forces and particles on the small scale, in the Standard Model of particles. The Special Theory of Relativity (STR) provides its mechanics in “flat space-time”. GTR describes gravity and space-time on the large scale, and is the foundation for cosmology. GTR provides its mechanics in “curved space-time”. They are successful in their own domains, but wherever they meet we find intractable problems. GTR cannot be quantised, and the Standard Model of quantum particles cannot be merged with the curved geometry. It is incomplete as a logical structure. Cosmology has introduced “dark matter” and “dark energy”, which have gravitational effects, but cannot be identified with any particles in quantum mechanics. Physics is now at an impasse on multiple questions.

This is unlikely to be solved without a successful unified theory. There have been many attempts to create unified theories, including string theory, supersymmetry, quantum gravity, many worlds quantum mechanics, Grand Unified Theories (GUTs), quantum determinism, discrete space-times, and others. They all describe some interesting feature of physics. But none of the main-stream theories has succeeded in providing a unified theory, and they look increasingly unlikely. They are all about 50 years old, but have failed to work in the straightforward ways they were expected to. They have come to look like theoretical mirages. And how many of the problems in our list above do they solve?

Yet all the clues we have from different branches of physics seem enough to overdetermine the solution to a unified theory, and we expect it should be obvious when it is recognised. It should provide a clearly unified model, and have multiple points of verification. But it must go back to something very fundamental. We will go back to the most fundamental level: the STR equation and the number of dimensions of space. Our first step is to replace STR with a higher-dimensional metric TAU. We have other material discussing this, so we briefly restate this. Then we consider how well it matches the particle model and the gravity and cosmology models.

The questions in our list are general questions about physical reality, not specialised questions about particular theories – except the last, which mentions string theory. This is the most pertinent place to start, because TAU is distinguished by its multi-dimensional model for space. There are two main types of modern theories: three dimensional space theories, and multi-dimensional space theories. This is a fundamental divide. Either space is three dimensional, in which case multi-dimensional theories will never work properly; or space has more than three dimensions, in which case conventional theories will never work properly. We think the choice of dimensionality is a prime feature to fix on.

String theory is fixated on nine dimensions, as the lowest possibility. But it has no specific model. TAU proposes a six-dimensional spatial manifold. It has an extremely specific model. They are very different, and disagree over almost everything. But they agree that the apparent three-dimensionality of space may be illusory, and our identification of space as three dimensional,
through our senses is contingent. Additional spatial dimensions, to the three we recognise is entirely possible in physics. In fact, it would be something of a coincidence if there were just three! It would mean that we happen to see all the spatial dimensions, and space is represented to us completely, by our innate 3D visual-spatial field. What about the possibility of other dimensions, curled up in micro-dimensions? To think we see all the spatial dimensions through our senses may be illusory like thinking that what we see in the visual spectrum of light are all the things that exist. But we cannot see the air. Or the cosmic microwave background. Or colours in UV or infrared, that some animals and insects and flowers use. We cannot see any fourth or higher dimension of space with our eyes. But perhaps we can reason to them.

A more specific motivation for going to higher dimensions in physics is that 3D space just does not seem to have enough complexity, in the spatial relations it provides, to explain all the weird and wonderful phenomenon that physics has revealed over the last 100 years.

The underlying complexity of causation just does not seem to fit into 3D space properly any more. In our view, it has been abstracted into mathematical constructions – complex wave functions, curved space-time geometries, abstract algebras, non-spatial momenta, non-local probability functions.

TAU proposes that most all this mathematical complexity is generated out of a surprisingly simple six dimensional geometry. The idea of a multi-dimensional geometric model for physics is no longer strange. But what will be strange to physicists is the low dimensionality.

So far, string theory is the only extensively researched multi-dimensional theory, and it tells us we have to start with nine dimensions of space (as a minimum). There is a “foundational proof” in string theory that any higher-dimensional space (…for physics as we know it…) must have at least nine spatial dimensions. This has prevented physicists from considering lower-dimensional spaces. But TAU changes the assumptions of string theory, and finds a much simpler 6D spatial geometry that works very well.

How is this possible if there is a general proof against spaces below 9D? Because TAU ignores certain String Theory assumptions, and the string theoretic “proof” does not apply. We impose another set of assumptions in its place, and it makes different predictions.

String theorists and other theory developers like to generalise from the algebraic forms and symmetries of known equations – primarily covariance and gauge symmetry. These are in effect assumed as the known forms for the laws of nature, as exemplified in ordinary QM or QFT or GTR. String theory, supersymmetry, GUTs, and almost all other theories, are intent on duplicating these formal-symmetry properties.

But TAU starts from a concrete model, which explains why STR works so well, and then why QM and GTR work so well, but it does not imitate them, or copy their equations. It reconstructs them. We must be able to re-derive known physics from a more fundamental basis in TAU.
Figure 2. TAU predicts *quantum particles*, *gravity* and *cosmology*. It makes strong predictions, and has a realist concept.

We will review TAU in these three areas in turn. They can be considered as three theories in their own right. But they are bound by a fundamental model.

- A number of significant empirical coincidences are required for these three areas of the theory to all work together.
- Several quantitative and qualitative coincidences required appear to be present at once.
- These are individually surprising, and even more striking as a whole.

There are several accurate predictions, relating diverse phenomenon in unexpected ways. This represents the strongest evidence for the theory. Equally, strong predictions make it vulnerable to empirical testing and failure. It can be tested at multiple points. Hence I had better finish writing it up quickly before it is disproved.

---

A short statement of key claims for the present theory is given in Appendix 1. This summarises the state of development in three parts: QM particles, gravity, and cosmology.

---

The aim here is to introduce and quickly survey the whole scope of the theory.

- The first step is the model for Special Relativity, particle physics and electrodynamics. Because TAU matches with conventional physics closely here, we just observe how it matches key points and equations of these conventional theories. We then discuss the question of solving for the full Standard Model.
- The second step is the gravitational model, and we see how TAU gravity arises from the physical model, and represents a kind of generalisation of GTR.
- The third step is the cosmology, and this is more novel, so we state the model in more detail, and give some simple derivations. We review how it applies to measurements of gravity, the Hubble constant and the age of the universe.
- Then we return to the unification of QM and gravity, where the two wave functions merge, the model for particle-wave duality, the explanation of quantum entanglement and interpretation of the wave function.
Preliminary. Explaining the STR metric.

We originally started in Explaining Relativity with the question:

- Why does the physical world behave relativistically, instead of classically?
- How can we explain the strange feature that relativity brings to the world?

The feature in question is most generally and simply seen as this. .

- Special Relativity tells us that when we move physical systems around in space, their internal processes slow down. Everything runs at the rate: \( \frac{d\tau}{dt} = \sqrt{1 - \frac{v^2}{c^2}} \).

If you move things around, they slow down inside. Clocks slow down. Cells slow down. Molecules slow down. Atoms slow down. Processes slow down. They all slow down, and in a way that exactly compensates for their motion in space. It doesn’t matter what type of processes they are: electrical, chemical, radioactive, mechanical, biological. The law is simple and the same for all: \( c^2 d\tau^2 = c^2 dt^2 - dr^2 \). This is just the previous equation, squared and multiplied out by \( dt \).

This is the defining equation of the Special Theory of Relativity. It makes everything in relativity theory work. It pretty much is STR. Its primarily effect is to slow processes in moving systems. To preserve conservation of momentum, this also requires mass to increase, with the familiar law of mass dilation: \( m = \gamma m_0 \). In turn this means the conserved quantity of energy is: \( E = mc^2 \). These are all the essential laws of STR. The Lorentz transformations follow from the metric too: for: \( c^2 d\tau^2 = c^2 dt^2 - dr^2 \) we must have: \( x' = \gamma(x - vt) \) and: \( t' = \gamma(t - vx/c^2) \).

It looks completely innocent. But this tiny equation has led to a crisis!

The idea of explaining relativity will seem strange today, but it did not to Lorentz, Maxwell, Fitzgerald and others who first encountered it. They sought a mechanical explanation for slowing of clocks and shrinking of rulers, in terms of the aether. Unfortunately, a 3D aether does not exist. Since Einstein and Minkowski, physicists have come to take the metric equation for granted, as the unquestioned fact of the space-time manifold. The STR equation above is taken as the metric or geometric function for “distance” in this manifold. As such, it is taken for granted: it is not explained or explainable, any more than Pythagoras’ Theorem for distance in space, in classical geometry. It is a fundamental fact of the representational space of modern physics. It is bound up in the tensor calculus, the universal form of mathematical expression for laws of nature. To most physicists, it is beyond the bounds of physical explanation, and it is just a fundamental law.

But we do question it, and ask for an explanation. It is responsible for all the strange behaviour of STR. The fact remains it is weird. If you move things around in space, their internal processes slow down, to compensate precisely for the motion. It entails physical effects, not just definitions of geometry or coordinate systems. It is a great unsolved mystery of modern physics: how does motion through space cause processes to slow down? Isn’t space invisible, and frictionless, with no resistance to motion? Yet in STR, motion does have these effects! It slows processes down! It makes things shorter! It makes things heavier! The relativistic effects of motion are all predicted from the STR metric law above, along the principle of conservation of momentum. Also, the equation is not just a geometric metric: it has the speed of light in it! A fundamental empirical physical constant! It is
about dynamics! And another thing: we know it is not consistent with curved space-time, in General Relativity, or with cosmology. For a quick summary of the metric relation:

- The law: \( c^2 \tau^2 = c^2 t^2 - dr^2 \) is the defining equation of the Special Theory of Relativity,
- As a time differential it means: \( c^2 (d\tau/dt)^2 + (dr/dt)^2 = c^2 \).
- We can rewrite this as: \( v(u^2 + v^2) = c \).
- We define: \( dw = cd\tau \) and: \( u = dw/dt \).

The second term is \( v^2 \), the velocity squared, and the first term is the proper-time speed squared, which we write as \( u^2 \). So we can rearrange the STR equation as a Euclidean triangle law for a particle with total speed \( c \).

It means processes \((u)\) slow down if their general speed \((v)\) through space is increased.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 3.** Left. Space-proper-time velocity diagram. Middle. Space-proper-time trajectory diagram. Right. The triangle relation of STR.

We will visualise the relativistic relation through these space-proper-time diagrams, where we see the STR law as a Euclidean speed metric, instead of the usual space-time metric. The metric can be rearranged as a function giving the proper time speed from the spatial speed: \( d\tau/dt = \sqrt{1 - v^2/c^2} = 1/\gamma \). Or inversely, as the real-time rate: \( dt/d\tau = \gamma = 1/\sqrt{1 - v^2/c^2} \). These equations are all equivalent.

### Table 2. Arrangements of the Metric Equation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Common arrangements of the metric equation.</th>
<th>STR metric – divide by proper time.</th>
<th>TAU metric – divide by real time.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Metric equation.</td>
<td>( c^2 d\tau^2 = c^2 dt^2 - dr^2 )</td>
<td>( c^2 d\tau^2 + dr^2 = c^2 dt^2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Differential equation.</td>
<td>( ds^2 = c^2 dt^2 - dr^2 )</td>
<td>( ds^2 = dw^2 + dr^2 = c^2 dt^2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rearrange. Use chain rule: ( dt/d\tau = (dt/d\tau)(dr/dt) ).</td>
<td>( c^2 = (dt/d\tau)^2(c^2 - v^2) )</td>
<td>( (dw/dt)^2 + (dr/dt)^2 = (ds/dt)^2 = c^2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rate of time flow.</td>
<td>( dt/d\tau = \gamma = 1/\sqrt{1 - v^2/c^2} )</td>
<td>( dt/d\tau = \gamma = 1/\sqrt{1 - v^2/c^2} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Definition of Gamma.</td>
<td>( \gamma = 1/\sqrt{1 - v^2/c^2} )</td>
<td>( 1/\gamma = v(1 - v^2/c^2) )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The concept of TAU.

TAU begins a simple concept, which changes a foundational assumption in the current interpretation of relativity theory. The changed assumption is realism about space and time. It means that time and space are different types of things. This leads us first to directly confront the fundamental law of STR, the metric equation:

\[ c^2 dt^2 = c^2 d\tau^2 - dr^2 \]

**STR metric – combining space and time.**

**Proper time  Space-time manifold**

The equation in this form reflects the normal interpretation, which combines time and space together on the RHS, giving the space-time interval, and equates this to proper time, which is a “physical invariant”, on the LHS. But given our assumption that time and space are different things, we will reinterpret this, and separate space and time. The key role of time in our realist view is as the differential operator for motion in a spatial manifold in which particles have trajectories. So we start by putting time on one side, and proper time and space together on the other side, and instead of modelling it as a space-time manifold, we interpret it as a “space-proper-time” manifold.

\[ c^2 dt^2 = c^2 d\tau^2 + dr^2 \]

**STR metric rearranged.**

**Time  Space-proper-time manifold**

We want to combine proper time with space in a spatial manifold on the RHS. We first convert proper time to its spatial measure, defined by the variable \( w \):

\[ w = c\tau \]

Definition of \( w \).

We then define the metric on the space-proper-time manifold by:

\[ ds = \sqrt{(dw^2 + dx^2 + dy^2 + dz^2)} \]

Metric for space-proper-time manifold.

This is a simple Euclidean metric for a 4D space. So we naturally write the relationship as:

\[ \frac{ds}{dt} = \frac{\sqrt{(dw^2 + dx^2 + dy^2 + dz^2)}}{dt} = c \]

The STR metric as a speed law.

**Speed = 4D-distance / Time = Constant**

This says: *everything moves at the speed \( c \) in a 4D-Euclidean “space-proper-time” manifold.*

This is still equivalent to the original STR equation, so far. Note the time-differential formulation is perfectly valid, because the fundamental variables of STR are the 3D spatial trajectory function, \( r(t) \), and the proper time function, \( \tau(t) \), and both are fully parameterized by \( t \) for all particles or fields.

The general foundational assumption of classical and modern physics is that particles have analytic, time-differentiable trajectories.

Note that the metric quantity of distance, \( ds \), is defined in TAU so that: \( ds/dt = c \), while in ordinary relativity theory, the interval is defined on the space-time manifold as the interval: \( ds = cd\tau \). But the latter is now just an ordinary spatial distance for us: \( dw = cd\tau \). We have rearranged the metric, and we will reinterpret the model.
Speed in this *proper time* dimension will be: \( u = \frac{dw}{dt}, \) in analogy with: \( v = \frac{dr}{dt}, \) and we have:
\[ u^2 + v^2 = c^2 \]
as two orthogonal components of speed in the *space-proper-time manifold*, or WXYZ manifold. Similarly, momentum is:
\[ p = mu + mv = mc, \]
as a vector addition. There is conservation of momentum in each direction. We can put the equation in this form because the fundamental assumption in STR, just as in classical physics, is that *there are time differentials for the trajectory and proper time functions for all particles and systems.*

The STR treatment is focused on differentiating by *proper time* (to create 4-vectors). But remember differentials in *proper time* do not exist for light, so a special treatment has to be given in STR. The function *gamma* gives the *rate of change of real time w.r.t. proper time*. However for light, \( d\tau = 0, \) and \( \gamma \) has no value. Proper time \( \tau \) cannot be used to parametrise the motion of light.

But the *real time functions*: \( r(t) \) and: \( \tau(t) \) always have values. And differentials. If we differentiate by real time, we get the TAU metric instead. And we have these simple relations in 4D:

\[
\begin{align*}
\sqrt{u^2 + v^2} &= c^2 & \text{Speed-vector addition in 4D.} \\
p &= mc = m\sqrt{u^2 + v^2} & \text{Definition. 4D Momentum linear.} \\
p &= \sqrt{(mu)^2 + (mv)^2} = \sqrt{(u^2 + v^2)} & \text{4D Momentum direction components.} \\
E &= p^2/m = mu^2 + mv^2 = mc^2 & \text{4D Energy-momentum components.}
\end{align*}
\]

Because of its complex *space-time metric*, STR normally starts with tensor calculus, which is a formalism for dealing with differentiation in this awkward “metric”. But we have a nice simple 4D Euclidean system, and we can analyze it by looking at simple examples that we can work out from first principles. All we will need are basic principles of differential calculus. So we do not need to start by writing down tensor equations. (And when we do, they are quasi-classical).

We can contrast two “metaphysical” views about space and time.

**Table 3. Alternative Metaphysical Views.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conventional STR</th>
<th>TAU.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Relativist Assumptions about Space-Time.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Realist Assumptions about Time and Space.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time is fundamentally the same as space.</td>
<td>Time is fundamentally different to space.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time flow is unreal.</td>
<td>Time flow is real.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There are no objective simultaneity relations.</td>
<td>There are objective simultaneity relations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relativity theory requires a <em>space-time manifold</em>.</td>
<td>Relativity theory requires a <em>space manifold with positions and time differentials</em>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space-time is intrinsically curved (must use Riemannian geometry).</td>
<td>Space is extrinsically curved in higher dimensions (Whitney’s theorem).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laws should be written in covariant form (relativistic tensor equations).</td>
<td>Laws should be written as time differential equations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Lorentz transformations are fundamental.</td>
<td>The Lorentz transformations are contingent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space is not real separately from time.</td>
<td>Space is real and it exists and changes in time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proper time is an invariant measure of processes that occur in space-time.</td>
<td>Proper time reduces to a fundamental motion in a (higher-dimensional) space?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The first line reflects a fundamental difference of opinion between realists and relativists. Although relativism dominates modern physics, most people recognise that there are fundamental differences between space and time. However, most physicists today would probably be confident of the Relativist viewpoint, and reject the Realist views. But it is not until the last line that we reach the starting point of the difference in physical theories that follow.

Now ordinary STR postulates space-time as a universal manifold for physics. It is a lot like God for physicists. Processes obey the general law of STR above, as if they are all in a single space-time manifold together. But there is no further explanation of this law in conventional physics. It is simply a fundamental property, nominalized as the space-time interval, a property of an abstract space-time manifold. It has no further explanation. It is just eternally how things are, in the modern view.

The TAU proposal is to replace space-time with a real WXYZ spatial manifold and give a reductionist mechanical explanation for STR instead. But this can only work if we can reduce all the particles to wave modes of one geometric manifold at once. When we develop the theory, we will start with an example of adding a single circular dimension to a 1D space – giving a cylinder in 3D. We have w curved in one dimension (meaning it is really rotating in two dimensions around the YZ-plane), with free motion in an open third x direction. We can develop this geometrically into a space-proper-time diagram, which we call a WX diagram, by unrolling the circular surface.

![Diagram of space-time diagram](image)

Figure 4. The “Compton-De Broglie Circular Light Clock”. This is a 1+2 = 3D space. If we set the radius to give the energy required to represent an electron mass with a single wave, we find it matches the fundamental relationships de Broglie and Compton found around 1923-24 by equating: \( hf = mc^2 \), and showing the equivalence of mass and light.

We can call this the Compton-de Broglie CLC because the relations we impose between the radius and the mass-energy are what Compton and de Broglie discovered around 1923-24. We see these shortly, but we continue with the concept of the geometric model for the moment.

- The STR metric equation applies precisely to describe the motion of particles or waves at the speed c on a cylindrical surface like this.

So the geometry has an essential equivalence to the STR “metric relation”. But it describes a different model, because we interpret proper time, \( \tau \), as the motion in w, which is now a motion in an underlying dimension in a real space. This may seem a strange thing to do, of course, because proper time is defined and measured quite differently to space. But the point is that there is a good
physical interpretation. And note that instead of postulating the STR metric as fundamental to describe this model geometry, it is now a contingent property of the model.

- The geometry will ensure we get relativistic relationships, the Lorentz transformations, etc.

The typical quantum properties generated by this full-wave-length model are:

**Full wave-length particle.**

\[ \lambda = Wc/v \gamma = h/mv \]

Spatial wave-length = de Broglie.

\[ T = W/(c \gamma) = h/mc^2 \]

Period of wave-fronts at fixed \((w,x)\) point.

\[ f = 1/T = mc^2/h \]

Frequency of wave-fronts at fixed \((w,x)\) point.

\[ E = hf = mc^2 \]

Relativistic QM energy.

\[ L = muR = h \]

Intrinsic angular momentum = spin-1.

\[ \mu = \hbar q/2m_0 = Lq/2m_0 \]

Magnetic moment.

The angular momentum is because: \(L = muR = (\gamma m_0)(c/\gamma)(R) = (h/W)(W/2\pi) = \hbar\).

A rotating particle with charge \(q\) would generate the classical *loop current magnetic moment*: \(\mu = IS\), where \(I\) is the current and \(S\) is surface area.

\[ I = \Delta q/\Delta t = q/T = q\gamma m_0 c^2/h \]

Current.

\[ S = \pi R^2 = \pi h^2/m_0^2 c^2 \]

Area.

Hence: \(\mu = IS = (q\gamma m_0 c^2/h)(\pi h^2/m_0^2 c^2) = \hbar q/2m_0\)

Considered from the ‘outside’ the system has a period, wavelength, rest-mass, relativistic mass, intrinsic angular momentum, and (for a charge) intrinsic magnetic moment, all conforming to an archetypal relativistic quantum system. We now use this to propose a reductive explanation of *fundamental quantum mechanical particles*. It obeys special relativity, and it gives a novel way of explaining why STR governed all processes except gravity.

We imagine that CLC systems existed on a tiny scale, and we could detect the proper-time periods \(T_A\) and \(T_B\), and the spatial wave-length, and angular momentum, but could not see into the mechanical construction. We are aware of the motion of the system in \(X\), but not the internal motion in the additional dimensions \(YZ\). In this case, the CLC particles will appear to us like relativistic quantum particles.

This amounts to introducing an underlying realist geometric model for “proper time”, \(w\). Note that \(w\) is not taken as a “pseudo-spatial dimension”, like time in ordinary relativity theory, which is given an “imaginary dimension”, \(ict\), in the tensor formalism. The new dimension \(w\) combines with \((x,y,z)\) to give a space with a simple Euclidean distance metric. All the dimensions: \((w,x,y,z)\) will be treated identically in respect of their intrinsic properties as *space*.

Now for the general connection to quantum mechanics, we will find that solutions for waves in this geometry obey this wave equation:
\[ \pm (\nabla_w^2 \Psi + \nabla_x^2 \Psi) = \frac{1}{c^2} \frac{\partial^2}{\partial t^2} \Psi \]

Wave equation for manifold.

This does not depend on any assumptions from quantum mechanics: it is simply obtained from the geometry. And when we put in a mass to determine the radius, we will find that this matches the relativistic QM Klein-Gordon equation – the most fundamental relativistic wave equation in QM.

This solution occurs because of the circular boundary condition on the \( w \) space. This BC means we can give velocity boosts to a wave or trajectory in the \( x \) direction, but not in the \( w \) direction. The latter would involve spinning coordinates around the circle or pipe of \( w \). But position is absolute in \( w \), and in all valid coordinate transformations for this geometry, we have: \( dw = dw' \).

- A physical model for “proper time” as a spatial motion is only realistically possible if \( w \) is cyclic, and on a tiny scale.

These are the boundary conditions on \( w \). It must be cyclic to ensure that the new dimension has the same properties of locality as XYZ space. It must be tiny so we do not normally notice it.

Now the example above works for light on a cylinder. But we are going to do something radical, and propose that we can model all physical processes in a geometry of this kind. That is, we are going to try to reduce proper time for all physical processes to motions in a similar type of geometry. We will keep our normal XYZ space, and add some underlying microscopic cyclic dimensions for \( w \), and call this WXYZ space. This will be the space-proper-time manifold.

For this to work, \( w \) has to have more than just one dimension (otherwise all we could get is a kind of simple boson, as in the example of light above). We will add two new \( w \)-dimensions, called \( w_e \) and \( w_p \), and we will take these as the surface dimensions for a torus. These combine in a Euclidean metric: \( dw^2 = dw_e^2 + dw_p^2 \). The torus rather than the cylinder above will provide our fundamental geometry. This means there is a third dimension, through the torus volume. But that is all we will add!

- Our fundamental model of space will consist simply of a torus embedded in XYZ space.
- Any point in the 6D volume can be represented by 6 Cartesian coordinates:
  - \( (w_1, w_2, w_3, r_1, r_2, r_3) \).
- Points on the 5D torus surface can be represented by 5 surface coordinates:
  - \( (w_e, w_p, r_1, r_2, r_3) \).
- Because the surface points have a boundary constraint in 6D:
  - \( w_3 = f(w_1, w_2, r_1, r_2, r_3) \).

Now the idea is that motion in \( w \) in our theory will completely replace the normal variable \( \tau \), i.e. proper time, in STR – for all fundamental processes! We start with the torus because it is a unique manifold that can model the electron, which is the fundamental elementary mass particle, with the lowest rest mass (apart from the ghostly neutrinos, which we will see is a construction).
Figure 5. LHS. The electron-proton torus. The electron is identical to a light wave that rotates around a microscopic torus with a half-turn around the minor circumference. RHS. The torus is embedded continuously in 3D space.

Note that particles or charges can pass each other much closer in ordinary XYZ-space than the torus radius $R_e$, which we will find is about $10^{-13}$ m. But they cannot pass much closer than the minor torus radius, $R_p$, which is around $10^{-15}$ m. For the electron wave motion:

- The electron particle-wave does two rotations around the large circumference for a full wavelength, turning 180 degrees on the small circumference with each full rotation.

This is the essence of the fermion model. To clarify the variables:

- The capitalised terms: $W_e$ and $W_p$ are taken as the circumferences, and $R_e$ and $R_p$ are the radii. (Note $R_e$ goes to the center of the torus pipe.)
- We take $w_e$ and $w_p$ as distance variables on the surface, so that: $dw = v(dw_e^2 + dw_p^2)$ is distance on the surface.
- The full metric when we add motion in ordinary space is: $ds = \sqrt{(dw_e^2 + dw_p^2 + dx^2 + dy^2 + dz^2)}$.

Now before we examine the solutions, we emphasize a general point about the explanation.

The motions in $w$ are going to completely replace proper time, and the fundamental metric equations will change like this.

$$c^2 dt^2 = (c^2 dt^2 - dx^2 - dy^2 - dz^2) \quad \quad 0 = c^2 dt^2 - (dx^2 + dy^2 + dz^2) - (dw_e^2 + dw_p^2)$$

Plus the boundary condition on $w_e, w_p$.

We move proper time from the LHS in the STR equation to the RHS of the TAU equation. It becomes a description of a purely spatial process in the TAU equation – which no longer has a term for proper time at all! In fact, it is just the STR equation for light in the higher-dimensional space.

This change of the fundamental equation reflects the fact that it will have to be a very powerful reduction! Everything incorporated into proper time in physics will need to be reduced to a purely spatial process – in six dimensions. We must do this via the atomistic reduction that the Standard Model already represents. I.e. we only have to reduce the Standard Model particles and forces, and all other processes in conventional physics (except gravity) will reduce through this.
At first this may seem almost impossible: the geometric model we introduce looks far too simple to contain all the complexities and parameters of the quantum Standard Model! But surprisingly, when we try, it actually appears to work! To reproduce all the processes of physics means that there must be strong reductionist relationships inherent in nature, and this is what we have found.

Note that this way of extending space dimensions is quite different to the conventional concept, which simply adds more space dimensions to the space-time metric. I.e. we can add additional dimensions of space: \( w_1, w_2, \ldots, w_n \), to the STR metric like this:

\[
c^2 dt^2 = \left( c^2 dt^2 - dx^2 - dy^2 - dz^2 - dw_1^2 - dw_2^2 - \ldots - dw_n^2 \right)
\]

String theory extension of space.

This retains the form of the STR space-time metric, but with more space dimensions. It has the normal pattern for a “covariant equation”. It now defines a space-time interval in \( 4+n \) space-time dimensions. This is the lesson normally taken from relativity theory: since space-time is fundamental, a generalisation of the STR equation must retain this form. But that is really just a guess based on thinking that we recognise a fundamental mathematical pattern – or a metaphysical assumption based on the belief in space-time as a kind of metaphysical reality.

TAU is fundamentally different, and it is not based on retaining the space-time manifold as the fundamental assumption. This is why TAU is radically different to string theory, or any other conventional theories based on taking the form of the space-time metric as the fundamental law.

So now we need to show how to derive key results from first principles of this geometric model. That is really all there is to it! To jump ahead to how to do this, our solutions must match with conventional equations of fundamental physics. They are normally written as covariant equations. This means they are written in a form like the metric equation. We briefly look at a few of these.

---

**Role in equations for massive particles** [edit]

The inverse reduced Compton wavelength is a natural representation for mass on the quantum scale, and as such, it appears in many of the fundamental equations of quantum mechanics. The reduced Compton wavelength appears in the relativistic Klein–Gordon equation for a free particle:

\[
\nabla^2 \psi - \frac{1}{c^2} \frac{\partial^2}{\partial t^2} \psi = \left( \frac{mc}{\hbar} \right)^2 \psi.
\]

It appears in the Dirac equation (the following is an explicitly covariant form employing the Einstein summation convention):

\[
-i\gamma^t \partial_t \psi + \left( \frac{mc}{\hbar} \right) \psi = 0.
\]

The reduced Compton wavelength also appears in Schrödinger’s equation, although its presence is obscured in traditional representations of the equation. The following is the traditional representation of Schrödinger’s equation for an electron in a hydrogen-like atom:

\[
\frac{i\hbar}{\partial t} \psi = -\frac{\hbar^2}{2m} \nabla^2 \psi - \frac{Ze^2}{r} \psi.
\]

Dividing through by \( \hbar \), and rewriting in terms of the fine structure constant, one obtains:

\[
\frac{i}{c} \frac{\partial}{\partial \ell} \phi = -\frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{\hbar}{mc} \right) \nabla^2 \phi - \frac{\alpha Z}{r} \phi.
\]

WIKIPEDIA 2021

Figure 6. The recurring role of Compton’s wavelength in some of the most fundamental equations of modern physics. Compton Wavelength. WIKIPEDIA 2021.
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To orient ourselves, what are these conventional equations going to look like in our new model, with space, time and proper time rearranged? Just like the STR metric, these have three parts, with space and time differentials and an invariant. E.g. the Klein-Gordon has space and time on the left and an invariant quantity of momentum squared on the RHS. We can briefly illustrate what happens with the Klein-Gordon equation, as the paradigmatic example. This is one of most fundamental equations in QM: component waves of particles in relativistic quantum mechanics are always K-G waves. Just as we rearranged the STR metric, we can first rearrange this to separate the spatial and temporal terms:

$$\frac{1}{R^2} \Psi + \nabla^2 \Psi = \frac{1}{c^2} \frac{\partial^2}{\partial t^2} \Psi$$

(Different combinations of signs may be allowed in complex valued solutions, and they correspond to particles and anti-particles, so we do not worry about the sign of $1/R^2$ here).

- The length $R = h/mc$ is the Compton wavelength.

This plays the critical role: it converts from mass to length. The LHS in our rearranged equation now has both operators dimensionally equivalent to: $(1/\text{Length}^2)$. But we have to unify these into one operator, which will be a 4-dimensional Laplacian for a four dimensional space. The basic complex valued wave solutions look like this:

$$\Psi(w, x, t) = A e^{i \left( \frac{1}{2} (p_w w + p_x x - E_w t - E_x t) \right)}$$

Prototype K-G solution.

with: $p_w = mc$ and $E_w = mc^2$ for a particle with mass $m$. These are the solution for a kind of K-G equation arranged like this:

$$\pm (\nabla^2_w \Psi + \nabla^2_x \Psi) = \frac{1}{c^2} \frac{\partial^2}{\partial t^2} \Psi$$

K-G equation for manifold.

We will obtain these K-G solutions purely from the geometry – not from any quantum mechanics. They hold whatever we take the function $\Psi$ to represent. We can take the real parts of the solutions alone and these must provide solutions for real-valued waves in our geometry (like EM waves).

We generally interpret $\Psi$ as a complex-valued wave function in QM, but we do not have to define any interpretation for it yet. We return to the physical interpretation later.

This works if $w$ is a cyclic dimension of space, with a cyclic length of: $W = h/mc$, which is just the Compton wavelength: $R = W/2\pi = h/mc$. This is a result of equating: $E = hf = mc^2$. The term $hf$ is the energy for light, and $mc^2$ is the relativistic energy for mass. By taking the wave to move at speed $c$, with one full wavelength around the circumference, we immediately get: $f = c/W$, so: $hc/W = mc^2$.

Hence: $W = h/mc$, or: $R = h/mc$. In this way we can treat the term $w$ as a spatial variable, like $x,y,z$, but it must repeat in a cycle: $w + W_0 \equiv w$, where $W_0$ is the appropriate cyclic wave-length. This is the additional boundary condition that lets us derive a K-G equation, and makes the model Lorentz invariant.

So this is the basic idea. Now the first main result is to show that we can realistically model the electron, photon, and electromagnetic field.
The torus geometry and electron model.

In the torus model above, the large radius is determined by the fundamental principle:

\[ E = m_e c^2 = h f_e \]

Energy principle.

This identifies the rest-mass energy for the electron in two ways, through STR \((E = m_e c^2)\) and through the energy of light \((E = h f_e)\). The reason for identifying them is that we are going to model an electron as literally consisting of light trapped in the cyclic geometry of the torus.

But because in the torus model, the electron wavelength is twice the circumference, (giving the lowest-energy wave), the frequency is: \( f = c/2 W_e = c/2 \pi R_e \). Hence: \( m_e c^2 = hc/2 \pi R_e \) and this gives:

\[ R_e = h/2 m_e c \]

Fundamental length.

This is half the reduced Compton wavelength for the electron. The factor \( 1/2 \) is because of the double-wave. So this length \( R_e \) has to be the radius of the torus in our model. We can then solve for wave functions on the surface.

Remarkably, the properties of frequency, angular momenta, magnetic moment, etc, calculated from this model correspond to the QM properties of the real electron – i.e. QM wave frequency, intrinsic spin, intrinsic magnetic moment, etc. When we work it out in detail, the general solutions are Klein-Gordon waves, and when the spin components are interpreted, they correspond to the Dirac wave functions for an electron.

- The torus geometry works for spin-\(1/2\) fermions like the electron.
- The simple circular geometry works for mass bosons, if we take one full wavelength in the circumference: \( \lambda = W = 2 \pi R = h/mc \).

This is a general result of using this geometry – we get constructions essentially identical to fermions and bosons. The double-rotation is the essential feature to give the fermionic behaviour, with the correct spin-\(1/2\), and SU(2) symmetry. If we represent the electron as a wave, it is like a double wave moving around on a mobius strip.

\[ \text{Double half-waves rotating in the torus.} \]

![Diagram](image)

Figure 7. \( W_e, W_p \)-diagram (no XYZ dimensions shown here). The torus is developed as a flat surface. The electron forms a double wave around the torus.

This predicts the intrinsic angular momentum correctly as \( h/2 \), and the magnetic dipole moments accurately, and other features. It is the double-wave (or half-wave) geometry that produces the properties of the real electron. The phenomenal properties of mass, spin, magnetic moment, etc, can be calculated quite simply. It is generalised by solving the electron wave function. The solution is separated into three parts, corresponding to the motion in the three different dimensions of motion (with \( r \) the direction of motion in XYZ space):
\[ \Psi(w_e, w_p, r, t) = A e^{i \frac{1}{\hbar} (p_r r - E_r t)} e^{i \frac{1}{\hbar} (p_e w_e - E_e t)} e^{i \frac{1}{\hbar} (p_p w_p - E_p t)} \]  

Electron wave.

The first two components represent the kinetic and rest-mass energy and momenta. But the second component contains a spin of \( \hbar/2 \), and the third component contains a small mass-energy with a second tiny spin component. But the relationships are not completely represented in this equation alone because the second and third terms are cyclic, they represent angular momentum, so they are the additional boundary conditions. These are extra linear relationships that match the Dirac equation, and give rise to the spinor properties of the electron. In the Dirac equation, which is the foundational equation of QED, they are imposed by adding the matrix terms to the SG equation. This correspondence is what makes the model feasible as a relativistic theory of the electron and EM interaction.

Space-proper time diagrams and Lorentz rotations.

Physics is normally visualized in space-time diagrams, and all the modern physicist’s intuitions are tuned around this representation – which also corresponds to using covariant equations. But we have seen how we can transform an equation from the usual covariant expression to an expression suited to our space-proper-time model. And the corresponding use of space-proper-time diagrams (or WXYZ diagrams) becomes the natural alternative tool for visualization. This involves quite a change from the conventional visualizations. It may be difficult to adjust our intuitions, for those of us brought up on space-time and the relativistic tensor calculus. We review WXYZ diagrams in the early Chapters, because they are essential to visualize the physical relationships. In this section, we briefly illustrate some of these.

To start with, what do Lorentz transformations look like in space-proper-time? If we give the plane wave we saw above a velocity boost in some direction in XYZ space, there is no effect on the torus dimension, \( w \), because it is orthogonal.

- We cannot give velocity boosts in \( w \), because motion in \( w \) is a rotation, and rotation is absolute.

The invariance of proper time is usually referred to the instrumental definition of its measurement (i.e. counting processes) in ordinary STR. In our model, it is referred to the absolute nature of rotation. But it is similar: rotations in \( w \) can be counted in an absolute sense.
Figure 8. The Lorentz transformation induces a rotation-and-shear transformation of the WXYZ space that we can call the Lorentz rotation. A purely classical rotation, left, would change \( w' \) in the new coordinates, but this contradicts the boundary conditions. The Lorentz rotation corresponds to tilting the axes while retaining the \( w \) coordinates.

For instance, on a Lorentz transformation, the trajectory of the moving electron tilts into a spiral, with component motions tilting into \( \text{XYZ} \). Note that the Lorentz transformations do not change their definitions at all – they are defined to make the STR metric invariant, and they make our rearranged version of the metric as the speed function invariant in precisely the same way.

When this is applied to electromagnetic fields we see they transform exactly like the classical EM field, with 4-vectors for momentum, current, etc. Except now we define 4-vectors in the 4D space manifold, not in the usual space-time manifold.

Figure 9. The Lorentz transformation of the EM in the WX. The red and blue lines show the current vector, for a charge rotating in \( w \). The resultant force of the field of a source charge \( q \) on a ‘test charge’ at field point \( x \) is always orthogonal to the 4D current vector. All conventional 4-vectors, for momentum, current, etc, correspond to similar diagrams.

The WX-diagrams are especially useful to visualize the momentum and energy relationships in our model. We briefly illustrate these without much explanation here.
Figure 10. Left. A stationary and moving particle (blue) with the same rest mass in the WX velocity diagram. They both move at the speed of light, c, in WX. Components of velocity are red vectors. Right. The momentum components in the WX momentum diagram.

The components in w represent the rest-mass and rest-momenta \((p_0 = m_0c)\), while the components in x represent the ordinary momenta. This is our version of the momentum 4-vector, with the 4-vectors now in 4D space (WXYZ) instead of space-time. Transfer of momenta must balance in each direction. But we now see we have conservation of momentum in w just like x,y,z.

Note that a single particle cannot simply split into two particles with the two momentum components – this contradicts the energy law. This is illustrated by the transformation of a stationary particle to a moving state, through a ‘collision’ with another particle.

Figure 11. Two particles interact on the left, and there is a transfer energy and momentum, resulting in two altered particles on the right. This illustrates the photo-electric effect.
A light particle with all its momentum in x strikes a stationary mass particle, and imparts some momentum to it. But it cannot be simply absorbed into one particle - the solution requires a reflected light particle. We need to assign momentum and mass to light, written here as: $p_1$ and $p_3$.

- These momentum-energy diagrams apply to all interactions – including the EM, strong and weak interactions, which are all orthogonal.

This illustrates that STR interactions are like classical interactions between particles with motions in orthogonal directions. This is perfectly valid to describe conventional STR processes, but the orthogonality of rest-mass momentum with linear momentum cannot be illustrated in conventional space-time diagrams.

**The physical interpretation.**

Although we generally have the same relationships in TAU as in conventional STR, the difference comes when we look at the physical interpretation.

- In TAU, all fields and particles must correspond to vibrational modes or distortions of the underlying manifold.

The electric field corresponds to a rotating (tilting) vibration of the electron ring into $XYZ$ space. This behaviour corresponds to the usual 4-vector transformations of the EM field, where moving electric charges have their electric fields tilted partially into magnetic fields. But it is caused by a rotating mass-charge affecting the space.

![Figure 12. This illustrates the electron torus tilting into ordinary space. The electric field is a vibration of this kind, with the electron ring vibrating longitudinally w.r.t. ordinary space.](image)

The rotating electron mass vibrates the torus, and creates the electric potential wave of a charge (and later, a strain effect creates gravity.) This shows the fundamental problem of solving the model: solving the vibrational modes of the 6D $WXYZ$ space.

Vibrational modes in 6D may be rather difficult to analyse in general. But we know what the effects must be in this case, from standard theory EM theory, so we can match the solutions to conventional physics, and pick out the specific modes that correspond to the EM force. The model
needs to effectively reproduce the conventional electrodynamic model. Next is a short summary of some of the relevant concepts of classical EM theory that we must link our model to.

**Classical Electromagnetism.**

For a phenomenological theory, matching with classical electrodynamics, we can assume the electron has an elementary electric charge, \(-q\), rotating with the wave, and this gives rise to the classical EM field. (The electron charge matches literally to a *classical photon* trapped in the torus geometry. We later take this rotation to be the source of the charge.) The *proton* has the opposite charge, \(+q\).

The EM force in the real world essentially comes back to the fields produced by just these two “point-like” charged particles, \(e^-\) and \(p^+\), electrons and protons, as they move around in space. Their charges produce electric potential fields. There are also “free EM fields”, photons, containing energy but no charge. The motion produces magnetic fields, but there are no magnetic charges.

In TAU there is really just one elementary electric charge, produced by the *electron/positron wave*. This is wave is duplicated in the proton, spinning in reverse, giving an elementary positive charge. So we really only need to produce this. In the Standard Model, protons are composed of three quarks with fractional \(0\) in the Standard Model \((+2/3\, -1/3\, +2/3)\), but there is no physical observation of these charges, and no explanation of why they come in fractions of the same elementary charge of the electron. In TAU, the electron and proton charges are produced by an identical mechanism.

Charges produce potential fields, and these produce EM fields, \(E\) and \(B\), which are classically described by Maxwell’s equations. The latter are often taken as the fundamental equations, but they are not really. The *force fields* are not fundamental: they are constructed from the *potential field*.

- Charges produce a spherical *scalar potential field*, \(\phi\).
- Changes of \(\phi\), produced by accelerations of charges, produce *vector potentials*, \(A\).

The potential field, \(\phi\) (or \(V\)) at a point in space, represents the electrical energy per charge. The spatial gradient gives the *electric (force) field*, \(E\). This has a direction. The *potential fields* from multiple charges superpose linearly. The potential field spreads out dynamically, as a spherical wave travelling at speed \(c\) from the central point of a charge. (Note we will limit the charge radius to be larger than \(R_p\) or \(\alpha R_e\).)

- In EM theory, the potential field is governed by a *retarded wave equation*. The wave travels outwards from the point-like central particle.
- The solution in three dimensions is the spherical harmonic function: \(1/r\).

This is illustrated using light-cones in space-time diagrams. (Here we switch to \(V\) instead of \(\phi\) - we use \(V\) in TAU and \(\phi\) in ordinary EM theory.)
Figure 13. LHS. Space-time diagram of charge stationary at $r = 0$. The potential $V(r,t)$ at field point $r$ at $t$ results from the potential field of the charge $q$ at $t'$. The potential field travelled at speed $c$ spherically outwards from the charge. RHS. A second charge, $q_b$, blue, is moving towards the field point $V(r,t)$ when it crosses the first charge. The retarded distance $r_b'$ is the same as for the stationary charge it crosses.

In the second diagram, the moving charge $q_b$ is closer to the field point $r$ by the time $t$. But its electric field at $(r,t)$ turns out to be equal to that of a stationary charge remaining at $r_b(t)$. Although the potentials contributed from both charges originate from the same retarded source point, the electric field produced at the field point $(r,t)$ by the moving charge is larger, because the gradient of the potential at the field point is greater for the charge B, because of its motion.

Figure 14. Lines of equipotential $V$ in a space diagram $(x,y)$. These are all at one moment, $t$. Left, stationary charge. Right, moving charge. The equipotential are circles (spheres in 3D) spreading out from the central charge.

The potential wave spreads out spherically at the speed of light, whatever the particle motion. Note that the equipotentials remain circles (spheres) on a Lorentz transform. But the equipotential circles for the moving particle become bunched up ahead, giving larger $E$-field from: $\nabla V$ at field-point $(x,t)$.

$V$ at $(r,t)$ depends on the retarded position of the charge, when it produced the field that travels to $(r,t)$. This is the intersection of the backwards light cone from the field point to the charge.
This is represented by *retarded potentials*:

\[ \phi(x, y, z, t) = \frac{1}{4\pi \varepsilon_0} \int_{v'} \rho(x', y', z', t-r/c) \frac{dv'}{r} \]  
Scalar retarded potential.

\[ A(x, y, z, t) = \frac{\varepsilon_0}{4\pi} \int_{v'} I(x', y', z', t-r/c) \frac{dv'}{r} \]  
Vector retarded potential.

(E.g. Lorrain, Corson, Lorrain, 1988, p.680-81). Note this has the *retarded time variable, t-r/c*. Note that the intersection point of the world-line of the charge with the backwards light cone is invariant w.r.t. frame of reference.

- The terms in \( t \) are asymmetric – the retarded equations are not time symmetric.
- This means electrodynamics with source charges is irreversible at a fundamental level.

Only the retarded solutions are physically real. There is a second set of mathematical solutions to the wave equations, called the “advanced wave solutions”, but these are not physically possible. They would describe the time reversal of normal physics. But time reversed physics does not work in reality. Advanced wave solutions are not physically possible.¹

This is the point where retarded fields enter into conventional electrodynamics, and similarly into TAU. This retardation is equivalent to the causal principle, that physical effects (waves) spread outwards from central causes (charges).

To illustrate how this leads to the Maxwell equations for \( E \) and \( B \), we start with the classical non-homogenous wave equation in the scalar potential function: \( \phi = \phi(r, t) \). This is the fundamental wave equation, with the space-time operator on the LHS, and an invariant, the *charge-density*, on the RHS. We will derive the Maxwell equation for \( E \).

\[ \nabla^2 \phi - \frac{1}{c^2} \frac{\partial^2 \phi}{\partial t^2} = -\frac{\rho}{\varepsilon_0} \]  
Wave equation in \( \phi(x,y,z,t) \).

\[ \nabla \cdot A = -\frac{1}{c^2} \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial t} \]  
Definition of \( A \).

Note that the first equation is the fundamental relation to the source charge, the second defines the *vector potential, A*. We can see how this connects to the Maxwell field equations.

\[ \frac{\partial \nabla A}{\partial t} = -\frac{1}{c^2} \frac{\partial^2 \phi}{\partial t^2} \]  
Rearrange definition of \( A \).

\[ \nabla^2 \phi + \nabla \cdot A = -\frac{\rho}{\varepsilon_0} \]  
Substitute \( A \) in wave equation.

\[ \nabla \left( \nabla \phi + \frac{\partial A}{\partial t} \right) = -\frac{\rho}{\varepsilon_0} \]  
Rearrange.

\[ E = -\nabla \phi - \frac{\partial A}{\partial t} \]  
Definition of \( E \).

\[ \nabla \cdot E = \frac{\rho}{\varepsilon_0} \]  
Substitute to get Maxwell’s 1st equation.

---

¹ So why is electrodynamics usually claimed to be *time reversible*? Because we can write a *general wave equation* that does not specify the time direction. However the *actual law of physics* is the retarded equation. It is irreversible. The fact that we can write a *mathematical equation* to describe the time reversal of processes does not mean those processes are physically possible.
The electric field is thus constructed from the scalar and vector potential fields – and the vector potential is constructed from the scalar potential. This illustrates that the field $\phi$ (or its four partial differentials, in 3D space and time) is what is fundamental. The field is produced by source charges, which is the fundamental connection between charges connected to point particles and fields across space produced by charges. The vector potential $A$ is defined from the differentials of $\phi$, and the electric field $E$ is determined from these.

In TAU, we similarly take the charges, but now with an underlying motion in 4D (or actually, in 5D, but we start with the 4D model). In our 4D space, we can rearrange the equations like this (we will replace $\phi$ with $V$ in the context of TAU):

\[
\nabla_r^2 \phi + \frac{\rho}{\varepsilon_0} = \frac{1}{c^2} \frac{\partial^2 \phi}{\partial t^2}
\]

Wave equation in 3D space-time.

\[
\nabla_w^2 \phi = \frac{\rho}{\varepsilon_0}
\]

Postulate. The rest charge density.

\[
\nabla_r^2 \phi + \nabla_w^2 \phi = \frac{1}{c^2} \frac{\partial^2 \phi}{\partial t^2}
\]

Rearranged.

\[
c^2 \Box^2 \phi = \frac{\partial^2 \phi}{\partial t^2}
\]

Laplacian in 4D.

Note that our 4D-Laplacian (box operator) here is not the d’Alembertian from special relativity. We have rearranged the construction to represent our 4D spatial model (as with the K-G equation and STR metric equation). The postulate now states that the rest charge is equivalent to the Laplacian component in $w$. The source charge term now appears as a component of the total 4D field. In 4D, 5D, and in constrained spaces, there are different harmonic functions to the 3D harmonics. But since there is no overall dispersion in our circular dimensions, they integrate to finite classical spherical wave functions, once we are outside small atomic distances: $> R_e/\alpha$. This integration can be done, and we can reproduce something almost the same as the classical laws – except now we have a difference: multiple light-paths (potentials) connect the same events. We must integrate and renormalise the electric potentials. We expect the same behaviour as in QED.

This illustrates how we can connect our model end-to-end with EM theory and QED at fundamental points, and obtain the equations from an underlying physical mechanism. And the mass-wave in the torus essentially duplicates the Dirac equation, and conforms to QM properties.

So now: what about all the other particles?

---

2 Of course there are non-trivial solutions without source charges, viz. free EM fields, or photons. But they are also defined by solutions for the potential field equation with zero charge density, i.e. for the homogeneous wave equation.
The particle geometry.

So far so good. This defines two nice particles, the electron and photon (which we get as the free EM field as usual). But the idea is to use this single manifold to model all the particles! It is now it is a matter of looking to see if other particles can fit. The next particle we construct is the proton.

There is a second dimension in the torus, the small radius, with wave solutions similar to the electron solution. This must correspond to a second larger stable mass particle, and the only possible candidate is the proton. So we postulate that the small torus dimension has the radius: \( R_p = \frac{\hbar}{2m_p c} \) to match the proton mass. Now this length is about 1/1836 of the electron-ring radius, \( R_e \), so the torus is very skinny. (Because: \( R_p/R_e = (\hbar/2m_e c)/(\hbar/2m_p c) = m_e/m_p = 1/1836 \).)

The proton has a short wave-length, hence a large mass-energy, and it will contain an electron-like wave function as a component wave. It will require this lower energy level to be filled to be energetically stable. The positive charge of the proton is produced by its electron-wave component, but it must be rotating in the opposite direction to the electron, i.e. a positron.

"Because protons are not fundamental particles, they possess a measurable size; the root mean square charge radius of a proton is about 0.84 - 0.87 fm (or 0.84x10^{-15} to 0.87x10^{-15} m.\(^3\)). In 2019, two different studies, using different techniques, have found the radius of the proton to be 0.833 fm, with an uncertainty of ±0.010 fm.\(^4\) Proton. Wikipedia.

Hence the charge radius and physical radius are very similar to the ½ Compton radius.

| Table 4. Energies and Compton wavelengths for four main long-lived particles. |
|--------------------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Energy-Mass-W-R-T                         | Model γ photon  | Neutrino ν      | Electron e-    | Proton p+       | Neutron N       |
| e- masses                                  | E/\(m_e c^2\)   | \( \frac{\hbar}{2\pi m_e} \) | \( \frac{\hbar}{2\pi m_e} \) | \( \frac{\hbar}{2\pi m_p} \) | \( \frac{\hbar}{2\pi m_n} \) |
| Energy (GeV)                               | E = hf          | 7.58E-08        | 0.511          | 938.3           | 939.6           |
| Mass (Kg)                                  | m = E/c^2       | 1.35E-37        | 9.11E-31       | 1.67E-27        | 1.67E-27        |
| W (meters)                                 | W = c/f         | 8.18E-06        | 1.21E-12       | 6.61E-16        | 6.60E-16        |
| R (meters)                                 | R = W/2\pi      | 1.30E-06        | 1.93E-13       | 1.05E-16        | 1.05E-16        |

We see that the ½ Compton wavelength that we adopt for \( R_p \) is very close to (20% smaller than) the measured average charge radius and physical radius. This match makes the model possible.

Essentially, the electromagnetic force and gravity operate outside the radius of about 10^{-16} m, while the strong and weak forces only operate within this distance, which corresponds to the physical boundaries of the torus. Note also the proton ring can be rotated into ordinary space at this scale – forming a 3-sphere.

But we also need a third particle, the neutron, which is universal in nature, like the electron and proton. It is similar to the proton, also a spin-½ fermion, but slightly heavier, and has no charge. But there is simply nowhere for a wave representing this in the simple solid torus. It requires another dimension, with the radius: \( R_n = \frac{\hbar}{2m_n c} \). It must be slightly smaller than the proton. And because of


the similarities with the proton, it should be parallel with the proton motion. There is only one apparent choice, which is to make the torus hollow inside. Thus we arrive at the basic TAU torus model, which looks like this.

Figure 15. The micro-torus geometry. It has three parameters, the radii, which are fixed by the masses of the electron, proton and neutron, \(m_e\), \(m_p\), \(m_N\). It is embedded in XYZ space. We use \(W\)'s for circumferences and \(R\)'s for radii.

The neutron is modelled as a wave on the inside of the pipe. It has a mass about 2.5 electrons more than the proton. The neutron must contain two electron-wave components – an electron inside the pipe, a positron outside – moving in opposite directions, so the electric charges cancel.

The neutron can therefore decay to a proton, as a lower energy state – because its mass energy is slightly larger, and its momentum is in the same direction – but to do so, it must have some way of transferring its momentum through the pipe, and the result must be to split into an electron and a proton. When we work out the details, this corresponds nicely to properties of the neutron and to neutron decay. But for this process there must be an electron neutrino, to balance momenta. And we find the perfect candidate for the neutrino is in the electron model already!

The main electron spin is around the large circumference, \(W_e\). But there is a secondary spin, around the pipe, \(W_p\). The wave (which may be initially imagined as carrying a point-like mass-charge around the torus) completes one rotation of \(W_p\) for every two rotations of \(W_e\), and so the momentum vector in \(W_p\) is tiny. This means the electron has two dimensions of motion in \(w\) (not counting its XYZ motion). Again, \(WX\) diagrams are useful to work out geometric relationships.

Figure 16. The 1-D electron as a wave motion in \(x\), \(w_e\) and \(w_p\). The double-wave motion of the electron gives strong relationships between the motions in the different dimensions.
These motions correspond to two wave components, and two orthogonal components of the electron rest mass. The spin-wave in $W_p$ has a very tiny mass-energy compared to the main electron mass-energy in $W_e$. (This secondary spin momentum also weakly connects the electron with the main proton mass wave.)

- This tiny spin-energy component is identified with the electron neutrino.

This is a novel prediction (and electrons do not contain neutrinos in the Standard Model). Perhaps it is not absolutely certain that this has to be the interpretation of the neutrino. But it is very hard to avoid. When we calculate the extra tiny spin-mass, it turns out to be 0.075 eV (or twice that, 0.15 eV). This is consistent with current empirical estimates, although they are not determined to better than a scale of magnitude yet. Only the sum of the three neutrino masses is known with any degree of accuracy, and is currently estimated between about 0.1 – 3 eV (opinions vary a little). Three electron neutrinos on our model would be about 0.22 eV (or 0.45 eV). We cannot predict the masses for the muon and tau neutrinos yet, but expect them to be comparable.\(^5\)

So while this prediction cannot be empirically confirmed to better than an order of magnitude yet, it is consistent, and this is quite a coincidence. The coincidence lies in the large difference of scale between the neutrino mass, and the electron and proton masses that it is calculated from: they differ in scale by about $10^{-6}$ – $10^{-9}$, but the result conforms to within a scale of about 10.

In summary, the TAU torus provides a remarkably good model to host the five major long-lived particles to start with: the photon, electron, proton, neutron, and electron neutrino. (And their anti-particles, which are reversed wavefunctions).

But is there room for the full set of particles in the Standard Model?

---

\(^5\) A guess based on dimensions is that the muon neutrino is about 12.25 times the electron neutrino mass.
Standard Model mass particles.

The model so far may seem far too simple. Yet we propose that it is *all we need for all the Standard Model particles and forces*! Is this possible? The Standard Model has about 24 particles, with their own parameters, while so far we have only three or four independent parameters, and five or six particle types. So how could such a simplistic reduction be possible?

Only by powerful coincidences between the geometry and the physics.

The geometry contains several further types of mass-waves. We cannot work these all out yet, but we can match general features and scales.

---

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 17.** Three particle generations in the standard model. We can model the first generation using the simple torus geometry, and then consider the 2\(^{nd}\) and 3\(^{rd}\) generations.

We have only so far only considered surface waves, travelling at \(c\) in 5D (the \(W_Wp\) surface plus 3D XYZ *space*). The odd dimensionality is important, as it allows coherent waves. But there are also waves possible within the volume, such as waves reflecting between the \(W_W\) and \(W_P\) surfaces. These *volume waves* will behave differently to surface waves. We do not know what speed they will travel at without some additional principle. But they can only have very short wavelengths and high energies and short life-times. They will not form stable particles, because there are many lower-energy modes to decay to. So we expect very brief transitory particles. And there are also wave combinations and masses plausible for mesons and other composite particles.

The torus pipe has a thickness, given by the difference: \(R_P - R_N\), between the neutron and proton radii. This is the smallest physical length in the model so far, corresponding to a large mass. On the assumption that waves in this dimension also travel at speed \(c\), the energies and times are on the scale of the transitory \(W^+, W^-, Z\) bosons. These are close to the heaviest particles in the Standard Model. (In fact waves in: \(W_P - W_N\) correspond quite closely to the vector boson energies, while the radius: \(R_P - R_N\) is about six times too large. This is only an estimate until wave functions are properly solved, but this is a good match to scale.)

Note also that there are two distinguished directions: in the plane of the torus, and parallel to the axis of the torus. These give rise to two slightly different components in the proton and neutron

---

\(^6\) When I first developed the model, I assumed there must be more dimensions (probably 9), or more structure in the geometry. And there may still be. But everything now seems to point to just this simple structure.
waves. *Up and down quarks* will have to be identified with components in these two directions. But *up* and *down* quarks are still pretty fuzzy in the Standard Model, their individual masses are barely known to within 20% (only their difference is known precisely), and they can never be individually observed. They also make up only one percent of the total proton mass in the standard model, the remaining energy is attributed to a flux of *gluons*, which we will associate with internal energy that strains the torus.

We see here the division of two realms of particles – which matches between the Standard Model and TAU. Long-lasting stable particles like electrons and protons have to match directly to real stable particles in TAU, and they do. But quarks can only match with *wave components* in TAU, and vector bosons can only match with transitory particles.

But there is a fundamental difference between TAU and the Standard Model in this respect. The scheme of TAU particles is more like the construction of complex atoms made by filling in electron orbits from the bottom up with increasing energies, rather than a mathematical construction from combining algebraic groups of elementary particle properties. To illustrate:

![Figure 18. Illustration of TAU particle components. The neutrinos are *electron neutrinos*. The electron* is a positron, and is a T*-reversed electron. As we go up, the rest masses (energy) increase, and the w dimension changes.](image)

The electron, proton and neutron thus all contain lower-energy wave components. Energy levels must be filled from the bottom up for the particles to be stable. The neutron can decay to a proton, creating an electron and anti-neutrino in addition. This means some particle constructions are reorganised compared to the Standard Model. But there is a basic correspondence with *mass, length and time scales* of the Standard Model particles.

![Figure 19. The particle mass series, from electron to the top quark. Subsequent mass groups are like 20-story sky-scrappers next to the previous group.](image)
Table 5. Particle mass groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Particles</th>
<th>Mass MeV</th>
<th>Ratios between groups</th>
<th>Distance/Gaps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>electron</td>
<td>0.511</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>up quark</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>down quark</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>185.9</td>
<td>Distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>strange quark</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td>Gap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>muon</td>
<td>105.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pion+.0.-</td>
<td>139.6</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>Distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>proton</td>
<td>938.3</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>Gap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>neutron</td>
<td>939.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>charm quark</td>
<td>1275</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tau</td>
<td>1777</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>Distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bottom quark</td>
<td>4180</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>Gap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>charmed b meson</td>
<td>6276</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bottom</td>
<td>9460</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>Distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W+ boson</td>
<td>80380</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>Gap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>higgs boson</td>
<td>125,100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>top quark</td>
<td>173,210</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The mass range for a group generally spans about the mass of the lightest particle, from \( m \) to about \( 2m \). The gaps between groups are much larger than the variance within groups.

There are a four elementary but composite particles included: \textit{pion (lightest meson)}, \textit{proton}, \textit{neutron}. Then the \textit{charmed b meson}, as the heaviest meson. The \textit{W- and Z bosons} are left out. They are both about the same as the \textit{W+}. All the other fundamental particles are shown, except photons and gluons, which have no rest-mass.

Physicists would normally consider these in terms of their particle group types. But note that there is a regular series of steps in the rest-mass groups. What causes this? A physical geometry that allows multiple wave function components, and can make stable particles. As a whole, the Standard Model mass particles reflect about 5 distinct mass scales, separated by about 5 orders of magnitude. This is a strong pattern. And there is an excellent correspondence with these scales in TAU. This makes the model possible.

The torus dimensionality also corresponds to the number of forces. The forces must transfer momentum from \( W \) directions into \( XYZ \). The EM force must connect \( W_e \) and \( XYZ \) (with the photon being a vibration tilting the \( W_e \) ring into \( XYZ \).) The weak force connects \( W_e \) and \( XYZ \). The strong force connects: \( W_Q = W_e \times W_p \) and \( XYZ \). There can only be three independent quantum forces in TAU. The relative strengths are also consistent.

So overall, the torus has the right structure to reproduce the \textit{first generation} of the Standard Model, and about the minimal complexity and dimensionality and mass-energy scales for the whole range. But the main feature missing so far are the \textit{three generations of leptons and quarks}.
Particle generations.

This triple structure of generations is the key pattern of the Standard Model. The structure for the first generation (electron, proton, neutron) is duplicated at a higher energy level (electron → muon), and then a third time (muon → tau). We can first look for the muon to solve the problem of modelling generations in TAU. This single additional particle should give us the fundamental mechanism for understanding generations, and should conclusively determine the interpretation. On the other hand, mesons and quarks could also be modelled, and the W+, W− and Z-bosons can also be modelled, so there are several lines of investigation, with strongly determined data and limited modelling possibilities.

This means the full theory must be very solvable – all the clues must be there to solve it if it is solvable. Other theories have investigated geometric properties in different ways, e.g. GUTs, seeking to unify the forces, and although these have not quite worked as thought, they show strong patterns of a similar kind to TAU. However, the question is how flexible TAU is to incorporate new features, such as the multiple generations. Although the simple TAU model is very constrained by its fixed geometry, it has more flexibility when we consider the dynamics of the geometry.

The muon is essentially an exact copy of the electron, but with about 207 times the mass. But there is simply no place for the muon in the fixed electron-proton torus, without some new feature of the geometry. The electron already occupies the lowest energy for the electric charge. We can try higher-energy superposition states for higher-masses, but we get higher charges, and this does not seem to work at all.

The key alternative is the dynamic distortion of the torus. There are local effects of energy on the spatial geometry. The torus is not an inert entity – it already vibrates in EM fields, and strains in gravitational fields. But another type of distortion is possible: a change of length ratios, from the ratio: \( R_e / R_p = 1836 \). This can plausibly change in high-energy collisions, because particle energies are contained in the stretching of the torus space. The distinctive mode of change is as follows.

![Diagram of TAU torus with mass and electric potential](image)

Figure 20. The TAU torus may change its length ratios while retaining its volume. The minimum is a 1/150-ratio to \( R_e \), when all the radii are made equal.

---

7 There are some parallels with GUTs (Grand Unified Theories), which appeared tantalisingly close in the 1970’s, but did not quite work. They also identify particles and forces in terms of a small number of symmetry groups. However they are patterns in abstract geometries, and based on gauge symmetries, while we propose the symmetry groups will be found to correspond to our specific concrete geometry in 6D, and we will eventually see that we must adopt a definite gauge.
The torus is elastic, but obeys a law of conservation of 6D volume. To conserve the volume, we must conserve the quantity: \( R_p R_p' \), because the torus volume is: \( 2\pi^2 R_p R_p' \).

- Actually, strictly speaking our hollow torus is: \( 2\pi^2 R_p R_p' - 2\pi^2 R_p R_n^2 = 2\pi^2 R_d(R_p^2 - R_n^2) \), but we will assume the ratio of the proton to neutron radius is fixed as a constant, call it \( \alpha \), so: Volume = \( 2\pi^2 R_p R_p' \) as the simple invariant.

Hence we introduce an average radius: \( R_A = (R_p R_p')^{1/3} \) as an invariant length characterising the torus. I.e. no matter how the radii change relative to each other, locally we always have the same value for \( R_A \). But note in the expanding universe, the real conservation law is:

- \( R_U R_A = \text{constant} \), with \( R_U \) the universe radius.

We will get back to this, and it is the reason the particle theory has to be consistent with the cosmology and gravitational theory, which both involve dynamically stretching space.

In terms of a ratio to the electron radius, this average radius is:

\[
R_A = (R_p R_p')^{1/3} = R_e(R_p/R_e)^{1/3} = R_e(1/1836)^{1/3} = R_e/150 \quad \text{Average radius.}
\]

This ratio: \( (R_p/R_e)^{1/3} = 1/150 \) is a kind of magic number in the model, because it is the invariant volume-average under (local) distortions of the torus.

- \( R_A \) is the minimal radius of the torus, when the hole in the centre disappears, and the two radii become equal: \( R_A = R_e' = R_p' \).

This distortion of the torus, expanding the proton radius to: \( R_p' \to 12.25R_p \) and shrinking the electron radius to: \( R_e' \to R_e/150 \), gives a wave-function solution like a very heavy electron, with 150 times the mass, and still one negative electric charge. The real muon is 207 times the electron mass, so this is in the right mass scale. But the muon a bit heavy for the simple model. But we may wonder: how much energy does this distortion really take?

This is also close to another “magic number” of electrodynamics: the fine structure constant, \( \alpha = 1/137 \). This suggests: \( (R_p/R_e)^{1/3} = \alpha = q^2/4\pi\varepsilon_0hc \), which we also propose as a lawlike relation. Another coincidence is that we must integrate the electric field energy down to exactly: \( R_e\alpha \) to get the mass energy: \( mc^2 = hc/r_e \) to match the electrical self-assembly energy: \( \alpha hc/r_e = hc/r_e \) or: \( r_e = \alpha r_e = r_e/137 \).

Note the torus radii could only be made smaller than this minimum value (with the same volume) by also changing the ratio of \( R_p \) to \( R_n \). This is possible too, so there are in fact several ways the torus could distort to host muon or tau particles without altering the general topology.

There is another variable also: the speed of light changes when the surface tension changes, and this modifies the simple mass-length relationships. These relationships merge in cosmology, where the expanding universe also distorts the torus.

So to make further progress, we need to analyse all the dynamic quantities of the torus together. But before proceeding further, we need to see how further properties are determined by considering gravity and cosmology. So we will leave the Standard Model now, and move on to gravity, which gives a new set of relationships. We return to particles subsequently, when we return to apply the gravitational-cosmological model, and examine the features of wave function collapse, non-local connections, entanglement and the interpretation of the wave functions.

To summarise, the particle model has very strong features for the first generation of particles and the EM force, it makes strong predictions and none have broken down yet, and with the torus
stretch and other features, there is just about exactly the right complexity to get all the particles and forces. At first it looks too simple, but if we make it any more complex we will probably get too many particles and forces. There is ample data and several clear paths to continue the modelling. However, the results of the TAU particle model will have to be consistent with standard particle physics, as this has such strong data, and we should not expect novel predictions here.

Gravity.

The main areas where predictions of TAU do diverge from standard theory are in gravity and cosmology. And this is where the most direct tests are found. The TAU theory for gravity is fairly simple, and its main features have been worked out. There is not much choice in this. It departs slightly from conventional GTR, and is empirically very testable. Gravity is produced by mass-energy straining the manifold. The strain function uniformly expands the torus. This is how energy is stored in the manifold.

![Torus circumference at x is: W(x) = KW0](image)

Figure 21. Curvature in a simple pipe. The theory of gravity is determined by the strain induced by a given mass-energy and the effect on the wave-speed, c.

Note the strain function does not really flatten out when we get close to a point mass. The main solution is an exponential function, and produces a singularity, and this has to be modified at very small distances. But in our solution, it does not simply flatten out. We return to this later. Here we deal with the solution at significant distances from the mass centre.

Energy in this model is stored in the elastic strain of space, and the curvature this produces gives rise to gravitational attractions. This strain represents potential energy – note that space itself is now a source for storing energy. In conventional gravitational theory (or potential theory), we distinguish between potential and kinetic energy. E.g. a test-particle m at a distance, falling towards a gravitating mass M, gains kinetic energy, and to keep energy conservation, it is said to lose potential energy.

Thus in a classical gravitational field, the potential energy is: \( E_p = -\frac{mMG}{r} \), and this trades off with kinetic energy of: \( \frac{1}{2}mv^2 \). The potential energy is set at zero for a particle “at infinity”, and energy conservation as it falls means: \( \frac{1}{2}mv^2 - \frac{mMG}{r} = 0 \), and the velocity is solved by: \( v = \sqrt{2mG/r} \). The field potential is written as: \( \phi = -\frac{MG}{r} \), representing the classical gravitational potential field.

Thus gravity (and other forces) involve a real exchange of potential and kinetic energy.
There is no equivalent representation of potential energy in conventional physics, where it is just taken as a mathematical definition. It may be called the “field energy”, but the field has no physical model. How is it “stored” physically? There is no mechanism.

In TAU, the potential energy for gravity is physically stored in the strain of space. The individual particle mass-energies are also stored in their strains. When \( m \) falls into \( M \), the combined strain as they approach each other is reduced slightly, as the superposed wave-functions have a slightly non-linear effect on strain. Thus the combined particle mass-energy when two mass particles approach each other is reduced, and this is the reduction in gravitational potential energy. It must be transferred to the kinetic energy. Thus we are able to have a fully realist model and realist mechanism for energy.

Energy is stored in the strain of space, and the underlying strain of “empty space” represents the background energy of space itself. Something keeps the giant inflated. We end up with an absolute energy content for space. This is only possible because we have a realist model for space. It corresponds to a cosmological constant in conventional GTR. It also means we do not have gauge symmetry, except as a local approximation (instead we will have a strong scale symmetry). This is a major point of departure from the conventional theories.

This also means that the energy “of space” can have local variations, e.g. clumping of internal energy, on a galactic scale. This appears as “free energy” in space, which acts like a gravitational attractor. This is proposed as the primary mechanism for “dark matter” in TAU. As galaxies evolve in the expanding universe, they retain a larger background spatial energy (gravitational potential energy) than the “cold” intergalactic space they are set in (due to the dynamic of transferral of energy between space and matter in the expansion process). Such local distortions of the manifold are like a kind of inhomogeneous fluid, flowing between regions, and self-attracting, and attracting particle masses. This model for dark matter has no associated discrete quantum particle, it is free energy of space.
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Figure 22. LHS. This shows the development of the torus surface, as we approach a mass on the right. Trajectories from left to right are moving towards the mass center. Straight-line-motion on the cone development (blue) is a geodesic (almost). Rotation at constant \( x \) (red line) is an accelerating path. RHS. The trajectories around \( w \). For the straight-line path, the increment \( \Delta x \) in the \( x \)-direction is not constant with each rotation. It accelerates into \( x \). The resulting geodesic is not actually a straight line, because the speed of light also changes.

This is a visualisation of the physical mechanism for gravity. Such a mechanism is only possible because we have a realist model of space as an aether, with real properties of strain and energy. To specify the theory of gravity, we just need to specify the strain function, and its effect on curvature.
and the local speed of light in the surface. This turns out to be surprisingly simple, and gives a theory matching GTR very closely—but with smooth solutions.

The strain produces two effects: an acceleration towards the centre from both the spatial distortion (because the curved surface now acts like a funnel for particles or waves), and a change in the speed of light. We now summarise the key equations of the theory. Particles are localised in XYZ, and the strain function is a spherical function around the mass centre. This is a simple exponential function:

$$R(M, r) = R_0 e^{MGc^2r}$$

Torus strain function.

Here \( R \) is any dimension of the torus (such as \( R_d \)), \( R_0 \) is the value of \( R \) in empty space (or at infinity), and \( r \) is the radial distance from a central source mass \( M \). We define the function as \( K(M, r) \):

$$K(M, r) = e^{MGc^2r}$$

Definition of \( K \).

This strain function is determined by more fundamental considerations, reflecting the manifold properties. It has the linear superposition property. If we take \( M \) to be composed of two masses: \( M = M_1 + M_2 \), the function gives the linear superposition: \( R(M, r) = (R_0 e^{M_1Gc^2r}) (e^{M_2Gc^2r}) \), and is identical to imposing the two masses in sequence. Note that this equation is valid when \( r \) is substantially larger than the torus radius, but when \( r \) becomes comparable to the torus radius it is no longer valid.

The result of the strain is this metric-speed equation at the field point:

$$\frac{ds}{dt} = \sqrt{\left(\frac{dw^2 + dy^2 + dz^2 + dr^2}{K^2}\right)} = \frac{c}{K}$$

TAU metric.

Here \( r \) is the radial vector to the field point, and \( y, z \) are orthogonal directions at the field point. Again, this is derived from more fundamental properties of the continuum. This means that:

- The speed of light in the orthogonal directions \( w, x, y \) reduces from \( c \) to \( c/K \).
- The speed of light in the radial direction \( r \) reduces from \( c \) to \( c/K^2 \).

Figure 23. The field point \( r \) is a distance \( r \) away from mass \( M \). The ellipse around \( r \) shows the surface speed, \( c(r) \), generated by the central mass \( M \) at the field point. The speed of light is now different in the directions parallel and orthogonal to the radial vector.

The speed-metric is required by continuum properties. It corresponds to surface tension and to speed anisotropy of light in an inhomogeneous medium. More generally, the solutions are represented by 4X4 matrices representing speed tensors: \( c_{ij} \). These correspond to the usual metric tensor, \( g_{\mu\nu} \). The central mass solution is symmetric so it can have a diagonal form. We now compare this with the usual Schwarzschild solution for GTR.
If we rearrange our speed metric, above, into the usual type of GTR line metric formulation, using: 
\( d\tau = c\,dw \), it is:

\[
\frac{dt^2}{c^2} = \frac{d^2}{c^2} - \frac{d^2}{c^2} \quad \text{TAU Line Metric}
\]

We call this \( K \)-gravity. This is exactly the form of the GTR Schwarzschild line metric, except we have used \( K \) ("big \( K \)) whereas GTR uses this "little \( k \)" function:

\[
k = \frac{1}{\sqrt{(1 - 2MG/c^2r)}} \quad \text{Definition of little-}k
\]

\[
dt^2 = \frac{dt^2}{c^2} - \frac{dr^2}{c^2} - \frac{dy^2}{c^2} - \frac{dz^2}{c^2} \quad \text{GTR Line Metric}
\]

(This is normally written in spherical coordinates, we have defined: \( dy = r\,d\theta \) and: \( dz = r\,\sin\theta\,d\phi \) as local orthogonal coordinates at the field point.) The difference between the TAU metric and the GTR metric is determined by the differences between \( K \) and \( k \). If we expand \( K \) as a Taylor series, we see that \( k \) is really the first two terms of \( K \). It is easiest to see as:

\[
\frac{1}{k^2} = 1 - 2MG/c^2r \quad \text{Definition of } k.
\]

\[
\frac{1}{K^2} = 1 - 2MG/c^2r + (2MG/c^2r)^2(1/2!) - (2MG/c^2r)^3(1/3!)+ ... \quad \text{Taylor expansion.}
\]

They differ in the second-order terms: \((MG/c^2r)^2\) and higher. \(1/k^2\) is the analytic continuation of \(1/k^2\). For the direct comparison of \( k \) and \( K \):

\[
k = 1 + MG/c^2r + (3/2)(MG/c^2r)^2 + ...
\]

\[
K = 1 + MG/c^2r + (1/2)(MG/c^2r)^2 + ...
\]

Now the factor \( MG/c^2r \) is small in weak gravitational fields. Hence: \( k \approx K + (MG/c^2r)^2 \) for large \( r \), and \( k \) is slightly larger than \( K \). Hence the Schwarzschild solution will predict slightly stronger accelerations than our \( K \)-gravity, for the same source mass. But note that for experiments in the solar system, we estimate the value of \( GM \) for the sun from measured accelerations and the assumed theory, and using \( K \)-gravity we must recalculate \( GM \) as slightly larger, and there is a kind of reversal of the effect at larger radial distances. In terms of empirical tests:

- Current measurements of solar system gravity are not precise enough to distinguish between the two predictions.

- But the differences can be tested with a practicable experiment in the solar system.

The difference will probably not be noticed accidentally by astronomers without a dedicated experiment, because it requires an experiment designed around the specific effect. An experiment to test this is explained in (Holster, 2017).

In fact, the TAU prediction initially appeared to be confirmed by the anomaly in the Pioneer spacecraft data, which was in free-fall over 20-30 years.\(^8\) But it subsequently turned out that the Pioneer data is too dirty to detect such fine anomalies. The Pioneer trajectory data initially showed anomalies on exactly the scale predicted by TAU. And this was a problem for NASA for about 15 years. But through a decade-long effort to reestablish consistency with conventional GTR, the NASA theorists searched for and found some extra small uncontrolled factors that were overlooked in the

---

original analysis and design. However it is not particularly convincing. Given there were several factors overlooked, and the theorists were looking for a factor to reconcile the data to a preferred model (GTR), and the key factor found (a tiny heat asymmetry in the spacecraft) is based on a complex theoretical analysis (not confirmed empirically), the Pioneer experiment cannot be taken as a reliable test of such fine-scale effects.

It was just an accident that the Pioneer data turned out to be just sensitive enough to pick up this scale of difference between TAU and GTR. Conventional tests of “alternative gravity” are limited to testing a narrow range of variations of GTR, but these do not test K-gravity. (We discuss this in more detail in the context of the Lunar Laser Ranging experiments, which are similarly claimed as strong confirmation of GTR, but where the experiments also fail to distinguish GTR from TAU.)

To calculate the effects of gravity in TAU, we need a principle governing the motion in the “curved space”. This can be derived from first principles of the continuum mechanics, but because principles of energy and momentum conservation hold, this turns out to be equivalent to the usual geodesic principle in GTR, at least to an extremely good approximation. Applying this we then find that:

- The K-gravity solution corresponds precisely to the GTR solution for a mass-density that is slightly smeared out in space (to infinity), not a mass concentrated entirely in a central region in empty space, as assumed in the normal Schwarzschild solution.

Smearing a mass out beyond a given radial shell reduces gravitational effects within that shell.

The substitution of $K$ for $k$ defines the K-gravity solution for $g_{\mu\nu}$. But we can now reverse the usual GTR derivation (from: $T_{\mu\nu} \rightarrow g_{\mu\nu}$), and instead derive the stress-energy tensor $T_{\mu\nu}$ required to produce this $g_{\mu\nu}$ (i.e. $g_{\mu\nu} \rightarrow T_{\mu\nu}$). This is analytically solvable. We consequently obtain the pressure-density distribution required to produce K-gravity in conventional GTR. The calculation shows the mass-density $\rho(r)$ required to produce $g_{\mu\nu}$ for K-gravity varies primarily with $1/r^4$ for large $r$. The series expansion in terms of $1/r$ is found to be:

$$\rho = (M^2G/4\pi^4K^2) + (c^4/8\pi Gr^2K^2)((2MG/c^2r)^4/3! + (2MG/c^4r)^4/4! + ...)$$

This solution shows something interesting about GTR. The defining equation is:

$$G_{\mu\nu} = R_{\mu\nu} + \frac{\kappa}{2}g_{\mu\nu}R = (8\pi G/c^4)T_{\mu\nu}$$

Einstein’s Equation.

This equates the space-time metric $G_{\mu\nu}$ on the LHS to a function of the stress tensor $T_{\mu\nu}$ on the RHS. Now $G_{\mu\nu}$ represents a geometric description in Riemannian geometry, and this purely geometric description still holds for K-gravity. But the application of the equation requires the physical interpretation of $T_{\mu\nu}$, the empirical term on the RHS. This is calculated from mass-energy distributions, requiring another theory. TAU forces us to reinterpret this term – as we must expect because it changes the physical interpretation of mass.

TAU means that mass is never concentrated at a point, it is always continuously distributed to infinity! The reason is illustrated in the strain diagram above. The presence of a mass continuously strains space, the strain function is continuous and positive to infinity, and this is responsible for

---

gravity. Hence it is impossible to have $T_{\mu\nu}$ or $\rho$ with “sharp boundaries” or a discontinuity in space – and so it can never go to zero.

Imposing: $T_{\mu\nu} = 0$ outside a region, and: $T_{\mu\nu} \neq 0$ inside a region, as assumed in the derivation of the Schwarzschild solution, means that $T_{\mu\nu}$ cannot be an analytic function across all space, and contains a singularity or analytic discontinuity. (Indeed this discontinuity in the conventional mass distribution is what really produces the usual black hole event horizon singularity.)

- K-gravity removes this singularity, and thus removes the black hole event horizon, normally assumed to be a surface at: $r = 2MG/c^2$ where quantities become infinite.
- But the curvature in K-gravity starts to become large around this distance, and it is still effectively the “black hole radius”.

Hence the nature of “black holes” changes dramatically in TAU. Strictly speaking there are no black holes as understood in GTR. But the curvature of space becomes large around the Schwarzschild radius so that particles and radiation effectively can become trapped. Dense concentrations of matter are still appropriately called “black holes”, and they occur when there is sufficient mass density that the Schwarzschild radius extends beyond the normal physical radius of a very dense object. But K-gravity predicts that “black holes” will behave quite differently in some respects to those predicted by GTR. E.g. they can leak radiation, and proper time does not slow to zero and quantities no longer become infinite.

The TAU alternative the GTR black holes remains consistent with observation. Although “black holes” at the centres of galaxies are assumed to be GTR black holes in physics, a GTR event horizon has never been observed, and its specific properties have never been confirmed. TAU would remove one of the main conceptual anomalies of modern physics, and it makes “black holes” simpler.

This close match with GTR means TAU predicts a viable theory of gravity on a local scale, and it is consistent with GTR at significant distance from the mass, but also has distinctive differences. However we see another fundamental effect: straining space changes the speed of light, $c$. This is evident in conventional GTR, as we already saw above. But in conventional GTR there is no physical explanation or mechanism – it is just a result of the formal equations. In TAU, there is a physical explanation.

The fundamental constant $c$ characterises a property of space. It is continuum property, related to the surface tension. When space is distorted, as under the gravitational strain, this changes. We will soon see that all the “fundamental constants”, $c, h, G, \varepsilon_0$ as well as the elementary masses and charge: $m_e, m_p, m_N, q$, must be taken to characterize properties of space in TAU. And they are dynamic and can change with changing properties of space. Their values are not set in stone, for all time, as magical values determined at the “creation” of “space-time” in a mystical “big bang” event.

But this gravity theory now raises two distinct problems:

- What happens at the central singularity, when we approach $r \to 0$? Can we extend the K-gravity solution to the centres of individual particles?
- Is K-gravity consistent for infinite space?
We will continue on with the second question, and we now return to our larger model of space.

**Global space.**

Our model means that at every point of ordinary 3D XYZ-space there are three more hidden dimensions. So the whole space is a six dimensional space, with a five dimensional hyper-surface on which ordinary long-lived particles are stable wave modes. But what is the topology of the large space? The main problem with the basic K-gravity solution above is that in infinite “flat” space, the *volume integral* of the strain function goes to infinity. I.e. a finite mass will produce an *infinite volume increase*, in terms of the 6D volume. This is not physically feasible.

Instead we have to make space finite, and using the model we know from cosmology, i.e. the expanding universe, we make XYZ space into a 3-sphere. It is extrinsically curved in a fourth dimension, which is one of the torus dimensions. So we return to consider the combination of the torus with ordinary space.
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**Figure 24.** LHS. The torus embedded at points in a locally flat XY plane. RHS. On the cosmological scale, XYZ is a 3-sphere, and the XYZ directions rotate into the \( w_2 \) direction as we move in a fixed direction on the surface. \( w_2 \) is the axial direction of the torus.

Note first that the diagram on the LHS shows the torus at two points very close together in \( x \). This illustrates that two particle trajectories can interact at much closer distances in \( x \) than the large radius \( R_e \). But the \( R_e \) is the natural limit. The electric charge spirals around the proton radius, \( R_p \), and cannot be localized more precisely in XYZ space.

Now Lorentz symmetry holds locally around a point, and space is “locally flat”. If the XYZ space extended flat in all directions, as indicated by the LHS diagram, it would correspond to a globally flat STR metric over infinite space. But this is not possible in TAU, because it would make the volume integral of the strain function infinite (and it is incompatible with an expanding universe). Instead, we make space a 3-sphere, a finite closed universe, and the volume integral becomes finite.
For a closed hyper-spherical universe, we can integrate around the whole universe, and the extra 6D volume is finite.

The finite radius changes the strain equation and gravity equations we saw earlier to a slightly modified form:

$$K(M, r) = e^{\frac{MG}{c^2 r} + \frac{1}{\pi R_U}}$$

Strain function in finite universe.

The additional factor of $1/\pi R_U$ comes from integrating the strain around the finite hypervolume. It is extremely tiny and can be ignored in all local gravity. But it is essential for the global consistency, and in the very early universe. And we see the strange feature that the radius of the universe enters into the local equation for gravity!

(Note also that $G$ and $c$ are constants for “background space”, without mass present. Once we get into the full theory we have to start distinguishing dynamic values for the constants).

Our first concern here is with the curvature, and construction of the hyper-space. The expanding universe is described in standard cosmology by the Friedman equation, and curvature is treated as intrinsic curvature, in the formalism of Riemannian geometry. We can generally translate our solutions back into these conventional terms. But our underlying model is very different. We define space as an extrinsically curved hyper-surface. This is not possible in conventional physics, with only three spatial dimensions. Note also that we disentangle time from space by splitting the effects into the spatial curvature, combined with the modification of the speed of light.

The striking point of difference is that space in TAU is an extrinsically curved 5D surface, bounding a 6D volume. Conventional physics treats 4D space-time as an intrinsically curved Riemannian manifold. The formal possibility of switching to extrinsic curvature is ensured by Whitney’s theorem (1933). But we do not just make a formal reinterpretation. We physically disentangle space from time. Space and time are thought to be quite inseparable in GTR; but they are separable in our slightly modified theory.

Space as a whole is then a kind of 6D aether. We should stress that our ordinary 3D space alone is not an “aether” as C19th physicists thought of it: it is a “surface” of larger manifold. The 6D space as a whole is a concrete manifold, with a finite surface, which can be distorted, vibrate, change shape. It has real properties, such as a surface wave speed (the speed of light, $c$), an elasticity (related to $G$), a 6D volume and a 5D surface area. A fundamental principle is that the total 6D volume of the manifold is conserved under distortions. Such a property cannot even be conceived in conventional
theories. But it is natural and inevitable in TAU, and it is the source of very powerful theoretical and empirical relationships and predictions.

Treating curvature as extrinsic may seem impossible to relativity theorists, but it is perfectly valid. It is guaranteed that we can do this by a foundational theorem of differential geometry: Whitney’s theorem (1933), which states that an intrinsically curved space in N dimensions can always be modelled as an extrinsically curved hyper-surface in at most 2N dimensions – and if N is odd, at most 2N-1 dimensions. Any intrinsically curved 3D Riemannian space can be modelled as extrinsically curved in 5D. The global curvature in our model is simple, and it can be modelled in 4D, with ordinary space as the 3D hyper-surface of a 3-sphere.

This means that if we travel in a “straight line” in space, say in the x direction, the x-vector really rotates. It does not rotate in the y or z directions, but in one of our w directions. By the time we are a quarter of the way around the universe, the x-vector will point completely into the original w direction. By half-way around, it will point in the opposite of the original x direction. It is precisely analogous to travelling around on the surface of a sphere.

This also means that the fourth direction of curvature must be in a specific w direction. To make this consistent and to match with the spin asymmetry of the electron, it proposed that this is the direction of the torus axis. We will call this direction w₁. It is always orthogonal to the w₂ direction at any point on the surface of the torus. It is parallel to w₁ from points on the outer or inner circumference. (The direction of w₁ of course rotates as we go around the small proton circumference on the torus). The direction of w₁ rotates into x as we travel in any x direction around the universe.

W₁ also provides an asymmetric direction for the spin direction of the electron and proton waves in the torus, and the asymmetric spin of the EM field. We use a “left-hand rule” to associate spin direction of the electron with motion, just like spin direction of the magnetic field produced by motion of electrons in a current. This is a major time asymmetry in particle physics. If the physics was time reversed, we would have “right handed electrons”. This should not be confused with the merely “conventional” labels for electric charges or magnetic fields. The physical asymmetry is that only one direction of spin is allowed. The asymmetry is apparent in ordinary quantum mechanics. It is often claimed that quantum mechanics the ordinary Schrodinger equation is time reversible, but this is not correct, as only half the possible wave function solutions are allowed. (See Holster 2003(a)).

Physicists get around this by defining time reversal for quantum wave functions as the combination of true time reversal, T (which reverses both trajectory motions and spin direction), plus complex conjugation, *, to restore the spin direction, and this is called the Wigner time reversal operator, T*. This is adopted because T* is a real physical symmetry. But it is misleading about the symmetries. The physical solutions are time asymmetric. This corresponds to the asymmetry of spin rotation in our model.

We can now take spins to be “± into the w₁ direction”. This spatial asymmetry – towards and away from the cosmological center – also allows a physical basis for the asymmetry of the weak force. In conventional theory, there is no underlying physical basis for a distinction of spatial directions.

• This model means that on a global scale, there is a unique frame of reference for space.
Locally, space is flat (STR metric), and we can transform between moving frames of reference, using the Lorentz transformations. This holds for ordinary physics on a local scale. But there can be only one consistent global frame in our model. This is essentially because rotation or angular momentum is absolute. This is obvious in our model because we have extrinsic curvature, introduced through additional dimensions of space.

This is seen if we consider sending light signals around a symmetric static universe. An experimenter could send two light signals in orthogonal directions, x and y. They will eventually circle the universe, and come back, and cross at the point they originated from. If the experimenter is in the true stationary global frame, the light beams will cross where they started, back at the original position of the experimenter. If a second experimenter is moving w.r.t. first experimenter, and sends two similar light beams (when the two experimenters coincide in space), those light beams will follow exactly the same paths, and meet back at the same point. But the moving experimenter will now have moved to a different position, and will not be at the point where the light beams meet. The experimenters will be able to tell whether they are really stationary w.r.t. the global frame.

We cannot expect that local covariance rules out a unique global frame of reference for the universe as a whole. It is empirically evident in the unique “stationary frame” for the cosmic micro-wave background radiation (CMBR). This is the frame in which the CMBR is isotropic. This special frame is adopted in cosmology as stationary. The Big Bang cosmology makes no sense in other frames. E.g. the “cosmological principle”, which claims homogeneity and isotropy on the large scale, can only possibly hold in (at most) one frame. A moving frame induces relatively different concentrations of matter and light in the direction of motion. This requires a global frame of simultaneity, and an absolute frame of space. It contradicts the usual space-time metaphysics. But remember, we are changing the number of spatial dimensions. That is the major change in the way we see space.

This brings us to the TAU cosmology.

Cosmology.

The global topology in TAU matches general features of standard cosmology, i.e. Robertson-Walker models for an expanding universe, but only up to a point. It departs for the very early universe, where conventional cosmology is a purely theoretical extrapolation. It similarly departs for long-term future predictions. And it departs in the interpretation of dark matter, dark energy, the Hubble tension, and gravitational constant, that are not explained by conventional cosmology.

At present the universe is expanding. The simplest solution from TAU predicts that the radius follows a simple cyclic function, it will reach a maximum radius after a certain time, and contract again. When it reaches a minimum radius, it will “bounce”, and go into new expansion phase. This solution may be modified, but it is good to illustrate the mechanics. However the big difference in the theory is that TAU requires that fundamental constants are dynamic, as they characterize properties of space, and as space expands and contracts, constants change and processes will run faster or slower as a consequence.

Now our conventional measured variables (for space, time, mass, charge) are fixed instrumentally to physical (atomic) processes that are governed by the constants: c, h, \( \varepsilon_0 \), q, \( m_0 \), \( m_p \), \( m_e \), and we do not normally notice this change – because all the local electromagnetic and quantum processes change
in unison. But gravity behaves separately, and we can measure changes in its relative strength to the EM force, and predict discrepancies in measurements taken across large time periods. However more generally, the fact that instrumental variables may appear unchanging to us does not mean that these variables are adequate to write the laws of physics.

When we write the laws of physics in TAU, we have to adopt “true variables” for the laws to be invariant over time. This time translation invariance is the most fundamental assumption of physics – it is the assumption that there are unchanging laws of nature. We can have changing constants without breaking this assumption, but they must be changing in a larger framework of simple invariant laws. However the laws of TAU are not time translation invariant in our conventional variables.

This gives the two key problems of the TAU cosmology.

- Constants c, h, G, etc, change values with expansion, and can be solved as functions of the universe radius, $R_u$.
- $R_u$ changes with time, and can be written as a function of time: $R_u(t)$. This is the expansion function, and it describes the history of the universe.

The first problem we can solve exactly – or at least, we propose an exact solution, which is consistent with our larger theory. Whether it is the only plausible solution is really still an open question. But this is a question that is simply not considered in conventional physics, and showing how a solution works is important as a concrete example. For the second, I put forward the simplest realistic solution I can think of, which has a strong logical consistency in the model. This is bound to be modified, but again having a concrete solution is important to illustrate fundamental features of the model.

This solution assumes a homogenous 3-sphere for space, characterized by one variable, $R_u(t)$. (I.e. we ignore cosmological inhomogeneities – and the possibility of a spatially distorted universe. The universe might also have an alternative topology, e.g. a 3-torus rather than a 3-sphere. We ignore this here, and only consider the simplest possible solutions.

The problem is to model the expansion of the universe consistently with the effect on the local micro-physics that happens in the torus.

Figure 26. Left, the universe at earlier time, $t_0$. Right, at a later time $t_1$, the hyper-sphere has expanded, the torus has contracted. A particle (blue) strains space, and as the universe expands the strain decreases. The solution must ensure conservation of total volume.

The fundamental principle is conservation of the 6D spatial volume. The aether acts like an incompressible fluid, with a surface tension. The volume is essentially the product of the torus
volume X 3-sphere volume. The fundamental effect is that as the 3-sphere expands, the torus shrinks to maintain the volume.

As the universe expands and the torus shrinks, the real dimensions of atoms shrink, the real speed of light increases, the real particle masses decrease, the fine structure constant is constant, the real linear momentum is constant. Because of the scale symmetry, as the torus shrinks, all the objects shrink with it. Rulers, clocks, us, etc. We are turning into shrinking people! Yikes! But we don’t seem to notice. Locally, all the material objects locked together in strong energy relations are shrinking together. But the opposite effect is happening on the astronomical-intergalactic scale: the distance between galaxies (or objects not bound by local forces) increases, as they are separated by the global expansion of space. This is the Hubble expansion. But to interpret it now, don’t we have to take into account that light was travelling slower in the past? ... and what about gravity? If the distance to the moon increases because of weaker gravity but the speed of light increases ... or the rate of supernova production was different in the part ... or the luminosity of stars in the distance ladder ... our inferences about measurements are have to be recalculated.

The upshot is that we need to find transformations from conventional instrumental variables, which are actually changing, into true model variables, which are not changing. These will be dashed variables. Note that this only applies to the base units for: $r'$, $t'$, $m'$, $q'$, or their differential quantities: $dr'$, $dt'$, $dm'$, $dq'$. This coordinate system is not changing. The instrumentally-defined quantities or coordinates use the mass of atoms and periods of atomic processes to define space and time measurements, and they are changing. This means fixing: $m$, $m_p$, $c$, $h$, $q_e$ as constant. This defines everything as constant by definition, except $G$.

It is quite well confirmed this works empirically: and the TAU model matches this result. Only $G$ appears to change, in instrumental coordinates. But what really changes? The TAU model starts with the 6D volume conservation.
Transformations and evolution equations.

The exact 6D volume is: \( \text{Vol} = (\pi/2)R_0^3R_w^3 \), but ignoring the small constant of integration \((\pi/2)\) the essential invariant is the invariant length, \( L \):

\[
L^6 = R_0^3R_w^3 = \text{Constant}
\]

Volume conservation.

But note that this equation only holds generally in the true variables, as we see. By the end of this section we will switch to using dashed variables for the true variables, when we need to use them. So we can continue to use our normal variables as they are.

We identify: \( R_w = R_A = (R_0R_p^2)^{1/3} \) from particle physics: the average torus volume-radius that we obtained in the particle theory. For a simple model we assume this is an average over a fairly homogenous universe.

Note we use \( R_w \) in the cosmology theory as a generic variable, and identify it with \( R_A \), as the specific amount determined by the two masses in the particle theory. It is essential the radii are in this combination, which corresponds to the combination of masses: \( m_A = (m_\phi m_\pi^2)^{1/3} \).

This is the topology the torus model for particles determines: the torus volume is the combination: \( R_0R_p^2 \). The invariance of this is the source of key relationships between local constants, that \( R_A \) depends on, and the global universe radius, \( R_U \).

Now: \( R_A = \hbar/m_\phi c = \hbar/c(m_\phi m_\pi^2)^{1/3} \). (Again, we ignore the small factors of \( \frac{\hbar}{2} \) for fermions here.) The true quantities for: \( m_\phi, m_\pi, c \) and \( \hbar \) may all be expected to vary with expansion in our theory. To solve the cosmology we must take into account changing constants, with changing basis units (our instruments are shrinking), and use the special role of the present moment as the reference point in the measurement of constants. It requires a set of transformed variables to represent, because it means that the values of constants measured at the present moment change, and this means that the basis units for space, time, mass and charge must change magnitude, in our normal system.

- So we define a transformed coordinate system with dashed variables, and their relationships with the universe radius, \( R' \).

A critical concept for this was recognised by Dirac (1969), who developed a cosmology in which the constants may change: \( G, h, c, m, q \). He started with a simpler theory (in 1937), but the first version failed.\(^{10}\) It does not take into account that a transformation of variables is required. In the 1960s, Dirac realised that a transformation makes more general solutions possible. If fundamental constants change, basis units for quantities may also change, and we must transform from our conventional system of “measured quantities” to a system of “true quantities” in which the laws are written.

Dirac showed in principle how this can be done as a differential transformation. His own theory was motivated by what he called the Large Number Hypothesis (LNH). Certain dimensionless numbers can be constructed from fundamental constants and global variables: \( c, h, G, m_\phi, m_\pi, q^2/\omega_0, \) the age \( T \), radius \( R \), and the number \( N \) of mass particles. The values of the dimensionless numbers have several distinct coincidences. Although his theories were rejected, Dirac remained convinced that these

\(^{10}\) Dicke, 1961; Dyson, 1977.
“large number coincidences” reflect physical relationships for the rest of his life. The problem was he had no model to determine how the constants should change, except to determine the Large Number relationships. He just made an educated guess to get a theory going. It was slightly wrong but a good idea. TAU gives a second version, but based on a more determined model.

Dirac’s theory relates the age of the universe (time) to the value of changing constants. However TAU relates everything to the universe radius. We do not relate constants directly to time.

We first provide the variable transformations and evolution of the constants in terms of the universe radius. And then solve the universe radius as a function of time, as seen in our own measuring system. We give functions for the values of constants like c, h, G, etc, in terms of a normalised radius of the universe, $R$-hat:

$$\tilde{R}(t) = R(t)/R_0$$

Normalised radius.

Here: $R_0 \equiv R_u(t_0) \equiv R_u(Now)$ is the present radius, and $t_0 = Now$ is the present time for us. We must recognise in the formalism that our measurements and observations are made at our present time, when the universe radius and the constants have their particular values $Now$. We use the special time variable: $T$ with the origin: $T = 0$ set at the time of minimal expansion in the past (the Big Bang). So $T$ effectively represents the time since the Big Bang, which is what physicists generally call the age of the universe. It has the same metric: $dT = dt$.

We can imagine physicists at a different cosmological time to us, say a billion years ago, who measure quantities the same way as us instrumentally. Some of the constants will be changed, and their basis units for time, space, mass and charge will be in a different system of physical units to ours. E.g.

- If we both define mass using the mass of the electron or proton as a standard unit, the basis unit for mass is reducing.
- If we both define length using the Compton radius of the electron: $r = \hbar/m_e c$ as a standard unit, the basis unit for length is reducing.

This means there is a difference between true variables, and measured variables.

- The laws of physics must be written in the true variables to have their correct form to match the model, which makes them time translation invariant.

Only in the true variables will the laws be simple and invariant and correspond to the model.\(^{11}\)

So we assume that there is a system of true variables for space, time, mass, charge in which the laws have their simplest form, and are time translation invariant.

- We will take: $(x,t,m,q)$ as our conventional measured variables, and $(x',t',m',q')$ as the true variables, and establish transformations: $(x,t,m,q) \Leftrightarrow (x',t',m',q')$.
- Similarly we take: $(c,h,G,m_e,m_p,q,\varepsilon_0)$ as our measured constants, and $(c',h',G',m_e',m_p',q',\varepsilon_0')$ as the true constants, and establish transformations between them.

\(^{11}\) If we insist that comparison with some standard mass like the electron mass is the definition of mass, that would make the electron mass constant throughout time by definition.
The same issue arises for our radius variable: \( R_0 \) and “age of the universe” variable: \( T \). We must use the true variables, \( R'_0 \), and \( T' \), to define the fundamental laws, and subsequently transform them back into our conventional variables, \( R \) and \( T \) to interpret ordinary measurements. We use normalised variables for these as the key parameters in evolution functions.

**Normalised variables.**

\[
\hat{R}' = \frac{R'}{R'_0} \quad \text{and: } \quad \hat{R} = \frac{R}{R_0}
\]

Definition of normalised radius universe.

\[
\hat{T}' = \frac{T'}{T'_0} \quad \text{and: } \quad \hat{T} = \frac{T}{T_0}
\]

Definition of normalised age.

The true normalised radius variable: \( \hat{R}'(T') = \frac{R'_0}{R_0} \) is used as the parameter in our functions.

Note below we often write: \( R \) or \( R' \) for the universe radius, \( R'_0 \) or \( \hat{R}' \), where it is unambiguous. We generally use a subscripted 0 to represent present values.

The basis unit transformations are defined as differential transformations like: \( dt = f'dt' \), where \( f' \)s are all simple functions of the normalised radius, \( \hat{R}' = R'/R'_0 \). The solutions for variables and constants in TAU are proposed as follows. We simply state these here, and explain their rationale in more detail in a Chapter.

**The variable transformations.**

\[
dx = \hat{R}' dx'
\]
Space metric transformation

\[
dt = \hat{R}'^2 dt'
\]
Time metric transformation

\[
dm = \hat{R}' dm'
\]
Mass metric transformation

\[
dq = \hat{R}' dq'
\]
Electric charge metric transformation

**The evolution equations for the constants in true variables.**

\[
c' = c_0 \hat{R}'
\]
Evolution of speed of light constant.

\[
h' = h_0 / \hat{R}'
\]
Evolution of Planck constant.

\[
G' = G_0 \quad \text{True gravitational constant is constant.}
\]

\[
m_e' = m_{e0} / \hat{R}'
\]
Evolution of electron mass.

\[
m_p' = m_{p0} / \hat{R}'
\]
Evolution of proton mass.

\[
q_e' = q_{e0} / \hat{R}'
\]
Evolution of elementary electron charge.

\[
c' = c_0 / \hat{R}'^2
\]
Evolution of electric force constant.

\[
\mu' = \mu_0
\]
Evolution of magnetic force constant.

(These must be determined and justified from the underlying mechanics of the manifold.)

The transformations are completed by specifying boundary conditions at the origin:

**Boundary conditions.**

\[
R \to 0 \text{ as } R' \to 0 \quad \text{Zero radius of the universe.}
\]

\[
T \to 0 \text{ as } T' \to 0 \quad \text{Zero age of the universe.}
\]

And boundary conditions matching true and conventional values at the present time:

\[
dx_0' = dx_0 \quad dt_0' = dt_0 \quad dm_0' = dm_0 \quad dq_0' = dq_0
\]

\[
c_0' = c_0 \quad h_0' = h_0 \quad G_0' = G_0
\]

\[
m_{e0}' = m_{e0} \quad m_{p0}' = m_{p0} \quad q_{e0}' = q_{e0} \quad \varepsilon_0' = \varepsilon_0 \quad \mu_0' = \mu_0
\]

This defines the general system of dynamic constants proposed in TAU, and we can now solve the evolution of conventional variables in terms of true variables.
Inverse evolution equations.

\[ c = c'/R' = c_0 \quad \text{c is constant.} \]
\[ h = h'/R' = h_0 \quad \text{h is constant.} \]
\[ G = G'/R'^2 = G_0/R^2 \quad \text{G is decreasing.} \]
\[ m_e = m_e'/R' = m_{e0} \quad \text{m_e is constant.} \]
\[ m_p = m_p'/R' = m_{p0} \quad \text{m_p is constant.} \]
\[ q_e = q_e'/R' = q_{e0} \quad \text{q_e is constant.} \]
\[ \varepsilon = \varepsilon'/R'^2 = \varepsilon_0 \quad \text{\varepsilon_0 is constant.} \]
\[ \mu = \mu' = \mu_0 \quad \mu_0 is constant. \]

Note that all the conventional variables except \( G \) are constant. This is expected as they are defined instrumentally. Conversely, all the constants except \( G \) vary with \( R' \) in the true variables.

Evolution of special quantities.

Note that our conservation of 6D volume law holds in true variables, by substitution from above:

\[ R_0'R' = R_0'h'/c'(m_e'm_p')^{1/3} = R_0'h'/c(m_e'm_p)^{1/3} = R_0R_{A0} = constant \]

But the 6D volume in conventional variables is not constant:

\[ R_0R_{A} = (R_0R_{A0})R \quad \text{Volume in conventional variables varies with } R. \]

This is an example of the fact that the laws of nature only appear correctly in true variables.

In true variables, constants change, to reflect properties of space, e.g. the speed of light reflects surface tension, and it changes with expansion. But in conventional variables, the speed of all our processes increases, including our clocks, so our measurement of time increases speed with light, and our measuring instruments shrink, but the speed of light appears to remain the same. A quantity may be constant in one system and variable in the other.

However dimensionless quantities have the same values in either system. There are only about four independent dimensionless quantities.

- The fine structure constant, \( \alpha \), is predicted to be constant:
  \[ \alpha = q^2/4\pi\varepsilon_0hc = q_0^2/4\pi\varepsilon_0h\varepsilon_0 = constant = 1/137 \quad \text{Fine structure is constant.} \]
  This holds in either set of variables (because it is dimensionless), and it follows by substituting from the equations above.

- The dimensionless ratio of electron to proton mass is also constant:
  \[ m_e/m_p = m_{e0}/m_{p0} = constant = 1/1836 \quad \text{Mass ratio is constant.} \]
  And this means the average mass ratio is constant:
  \[ m_e/m_{A} = m_{e0}/m_{A0} = (1/1836)^{1/3} = 1/150 \quad \text{Average mass ratio is constant.} \]
This is why it is possible to identify: \( \alpha \approx \frac{m_e}{m} \) in our model. There is also a dimensionless constant defined from \( c, h, G, m \), which we call the Dirac constant.

- The dimensionless Dirac constant, \( D \), changes with \( \tilde{R}^2 \).

\[
D = \frac{hc}{m_e^2 G}
\]

Definition Dirac constant.

Substituting values from above:

\[
D = \frac{hc}{(m_e m_p^2)^{2/3} G} = D_0 \tilde{R}^2
\]

We must use the mass combination: \( (m_e m_p^2)^{2/3} \) in the theory, because this is the invariant average mass corresponding to volume. Because \( D \) is dimensionless it has the same value in any variables:

\[
D' = D
\]

Identity.

And there is one more: the dimensionless cosmological ratio:

- The universe – torus ratio changes with \( \tilde{R}^2 \).

\[
\frac{R_U}{R_A} = (R_U/R_0) \tilde{R}^2
\]

Universe/Torus ratio.

We then state the fundamental relation, that was predicted in a different form by Dirac, by equating these two dimensionless constants:

\[
R_U'/R_A' = D' = D
\]

Dirac-TAU relation.

But we can just take it as an empirical postulate for now. Substituting for the definitions, with: \( R_A = h/c(m_e m_p^2)^{2/3} \) (ignoring the factor of \( \frac{1}{2} \)) this predicts the radius of the universe from purely local constants in its simplest form as:

\[
R_U' = R_A'D = h^2 / (m_e m_p^2) G'
\]

This relation holds at all times, and we can substitute the present values: \( h^2 / (m_e m_p^2) G_0 \), and we get the value as (the simplest possible combination, without geometric factors, except in \( h^2 \)):

\[
R_U' = h^2 / (m_e m_p^2) G = 6.91 \text{ billion light years}
\]

- Coincidentally, this is exactly half the measured age: \( 13.82 \text{ billion light years, times the speed of light} \).

It seems a strong coincidence that this coincides with precisely half the measured age of the universe times the speed of light. There are two main current methods used to estimate the age (time since the Big Bang), which give measured values of about 13.77 - 13.81 billion years.

Now the age predicted by these methods is really giving us estimates, one way or another, of the time it has taken light to travel across the universe from events, starting soon after the Big Bang.

So we have to predict the co-moving coordinates in TAU of this light, and this is what the result seems to represent: the age times the speed of light. We are measuring how far the light has come, and this seems to be what the TAU radius means, at first. The measurement of age from the CMBR also measures how far the light has come from its production in the primordial universe, divided by \( c \) to get the time.
Note that this result is the first Large Number Coincidence, that inspired Dirac to formulate his theory. But he did not know exactly what to use for mass in the constant \(D\), and he defines: \(D^* = \frac{h c}{m_e m_p G}\) (giving the electron and proton equal weight). Also he took the ratio as between the universe age and the characteristic electron time: \(T_u/T_e = D^*\), which corresponds to: \(T_u = \frac{\hbar^2}{(m_e m_p) G c}\). This is empirically wrong by about a factor of 100. He still thought this was a strong coincidence – because we are combining multiple constants with large powers, on the scale of \(10^{-30}\), to produce a result within \(10^3\). But our torus model forces us theoretically to adopt a different combination of masses: \((m_e m_p)^3\), and this gives an even more freakish coincidence!

Now our prediction almost looks like it is pointing to an exact relationship with the age of the universe – in which case, where does the factor of \(\frac{1}{2}\) come from? Well, factors of \(\frac{1}{2}\) and \(2\pi\) are floating around in our geometry, and in the choice of \(h\) or \(\hbar\). E.g. we should strictly define \(R_w\) as half the value taken above to conform to our electron-proton model. But we may also expect the relation to predict a comoving-distance around the circumference, the comoving distance from the light source, not the radius or total circumference of the universe. (The latter will turn out to be more like 30 - 100 bly.) But we should not worry about the factor of \(\frac{1}{2}\) initially, or conclude that it points to an exact relation yet. The close match to the exact measured age of the universe within a factor of 2 can be considered the very coincidental result. But to interpret it, there are two more questions.

First, our prediction is for the “radius” of the universe, in the true distance variable, \(R_{00}'\). But:

- How does this prediction of a value for \(R_{00}'\) relate to the conventional variable, \(R_{00}\)?

Second, the “coincidence” is that the predicted radius is related to the measured age, \(T_0\) by the speed of light: \(R_{00}' = \frac{1}{2} T_0 c\).

- But how does this predicted radius relate to the conventionally measured age in our theory? (And what is the relation between \(T_0\) in conventional variables and the true age, \(T_0'?\))

We will next determine the transformations: \(R' \rightarrow R\), which is also necessary to determine the predicted rate of change of \(G\) in conventional variables. Then we return to the second question.

**Predicted rate of change of \(G\).**

Note that our evolution equations above predict that:

- All the constants appear invariant in conventional variables except \(G\) (which actually just conforms to the instrumentalist definitions of conventional variables), but:
  - All the constants actually change in true variables except \(G\).

Hence the primary measurable prediction is that:

- \(G\) in conventional variables is decreasing with \(1/R^2\) (in true variables).

This predicts the rate of change of \(G\) w.r.t. the true variable, \(\dot{R}'\). But what we measure in experiments to determine the rate of expansion (the Hubble constant) is the rate of change w.r.t. the conventional variable, \(\dot{R}\). And this is determined from measurements made at the present time – but
referring back (through light sources from various types of stars) to distant events in the past. We have to translate the prediction for \( G \) into \( \dot{R} \).

We can relate \( R \) and \( R' \), using the differential transformations above. We integrate using: \( dR/dR' = dx/dx' = \dot{R}' \), and use the boundary condition that: \( R \to 0 \) when \( R' \to 0 \). (We will not assume a singularity in \( R' \) or \( R \) at the temporal origin, just a very small minimal value of \( R' \) and \( R \) close to the time origin we set for \( T \).) For an arbitrary radius, \( R \), we take the definite integral:

\[
R_1 = \int_{0,R1} R = \int_{0,R1'} \left( dR/dR' \right) dR' \\
= \int_{0,R1'} \dot{R}' dR' = \int_{0,R1'} \dot{R}'/R_0 dR' \\
= [R^2/2R_0']_{0,R1'} = R_1^2/2R_0'
\]

This gives the key relationships, for an arbitrary radius \( R \):

\[
\begin{align*}
R &= R_1^2/2R_0' = R'\dot{R}/2 & \text{General solution for } R. \\
\dot{R} &= R/R_0 = \dot{R}^2 & \text{Solution for normalised radii.} \\
R_0 &= R_0'/2 & \text{Solution for present radius.}
\end{align*}
\]

And the corresponding inverse relations:

\[
\begin{align*}
R' &= 2R/\sqrt{\dot{R}} \\
\dot{R}' &= \sqrt{\dot{R}} \\
R_0' &= 2R_0
\end{align*}
\]

The relation between \( R \) and \( R' \) is quadratic, not linear, but at the present moment the values are given by the simple linear relationship: \( R_0 = R_0'/2 \) or: \( R_0' = 2R_0 \).

Now substituting in the relation: \( G = G_0/\dot{R}^2 \)

\[
G(R) = G_0/\dot{R} \\
\text{Change of } G \text{ in conventional variables.}
\]

So the rate of change is only the linear inverse of \( \dot{R} \), not the squared-inverse, as on Dirac's original (1937) theory. Hence: \( dG/dt = d(G_0/\dot{R})/dt \) at the present time, when: \( R = R_0 \). So:

\[
\dot{G} = dG/dt = d(G_0/\dot{R})/dt \\
= -(G_0R_0/R^2)(dR/dt) = -G_0(dR/dt)/R_0 \\
= -G_0(d\dot{R}/dt)
\]

Hence the normalised rate of change of \( G \) is predicted to be just:

\[
\dot{G}/G = -d\dot{R}/dt \\
\text{Normalised rate of change of } G.
\]

Hence TAU predicts that the normalised rate of decrease of \( G \) at the present time is precisely the normalised rate of change of \( R \) in conventional variables. This escapes the fatal problem of the simpler theories, which make the rate of change of \( G \) the squared-inverse.

Hence the predicted rate of change in \( G \) is simply determined by the present rate of expansion. This is measured by the Hubble constant. Estimates of the Hubble constant derive from cosmological periods in the past, and the interpretation has to be checked in the context of the new model.

Strictly we need to know the radius expansion function, and our point in the expansion cycle (next section). But the simplest assumption is that the Hubble constant is fairly stable, and its measured value is about: \( H = 70 \text{ (km/sec)/Mps.} \) In units of \( \text{sec}^{-1} \) it is:
\[ \frac{dR}{dt} = H = \frac{(70 \text{ km/sec})/(3.09 \times 10^{19} \text{ km})}{s} = 2.3 \times 10^{-18} \text{ s}^{-1} \]

We convert this to a rate per year, and the normalised rate of change in \( G \) per year over the last few billion years should be about:

\[ \frac{\dot{G}}{G_0} \approx -7.14 \times 10^{-11} \text{ year}^{-1} \]

Simplest predicted change of \( G \).

(It may be a little smaller, depending on the point of the expansion cycle we are at, but probably no less than about half this value.) Note the inverse is the Hubble time, which would represent the time for \( R \) to increase from 0 to its present size at this rate of change, and by another coincidence, this is very close to the measured age of the universe: \( 1/H = 14 \text{ billion years} \).

Also, this prediction for the change in \( G \) depends on the present expansion rate, and as we will see subsequently when we solve the expansion function, it must be slowing in our model, but we take the value above as the higher realistic limit, and accurate over the past several billion years. So we must now examine whether this is consistent with measured values.

Several attempts have been made to measure the value of \( \dot{G}/G_0 \) directly. Note first that measurement of \( G \) alone is very problematic, and measurements vary between different studies at different times, well outside the standard errors estimated for the studies! Anderson et al (2015) finds a cyclic pattern of variation, with a period of about 5.9 years (which coincides quite strikingly with a variation in the Length of Day).\(^{12}\)

![Figure 28. From: Anderson et al 2015, p.2. “Comparison of the CODATA set of \( G \) measurements with a fitted sine wave (solid curve) and the 5.9 year oscillation in LOD daily measurements (dashed curve)”.

These are essentially the best (laboratory-based) estimates of \( G \) over the three decades up to 2015. This is a great illustration of how poorly we really know the value of \( G \). The standard errors are much smaller than cyclic variations, and measurements of \( G \) vary dramatically, in a 5.9 year cycle. These would represent \( \dot{G}/G_0 \) varying cyclically by about \( 10^{-4} \) parts per year! This would swamp any variation\(^{12}\) Anderson et al 2015. Note that variations in \( G \) are possible in TAU if the solar system passes through clumps of dark matter. But that is not proposed as the cause of these cyclic variations.)
on the order of $10^{12}$ in the short term. Since it is thought that $G$ itself cannot vary so much, it is expected that there is some local physical (e.g. mass flows in the Earth) variation, associated by Anderson et al with a similar oscillation in the terrestrial Length of Day. This is an interesting problem in itself, and it raises some questions over experiments.

However the average rate of change: $\dot{G}/G_0$ over longer periods can be measured much more precisely than $G$ itself. There are two main types of measurements:

- Estimates from cosmological data, mainly supernovae and pulsars, determining average change over billions of years, and:
- Estimates from lunar laser ranging, determining current rates of change, from data over several decades.

The most robust estimates from the point of view of TAU are from studies of supernovae and pulsars\(^\text{13}\). The simplest (most robust) cosmological studies limit the rate of change of $G$ to less than about $\pm 10^{-10}$ parts per year, as an average over about the last 9 billion years. Researchers then try to fit better models to take into account many cosmological features, to improve precisions. E.g. a recent analysis (Zhao et al 2018) claims the strongest precision so far from this kind of study, of around $3 \times 10^{-12}$ year$^{-1}$, but this is the result from some complicated modelling assumptions, including in this case an assumption about the dependence of $G$ on $t$: $G \propto t^{-\alpha}$. But this assumption and others do not hold in TAU.

“As examples to compare our results with other constraints, we adopt $z = 0.4$ ($z = 0.9$) and assume a power-law cosmic time dependence, $G \propto t^{-\alpha}$, then the constraint $\Delta G(z)/G < 0.015$ is equivalent to a constraint on the index of $|\alpha| \leqslant 0.04$ (0.02), which can be translated into $|(dG/dt)/G|_{t=0} \approx 3 \times 10^{-12}$ year$^{-1}$ (1.5 x 10−12 year−1 ). This is of the same order as constraints from pulsars [4], lunar laser ranging [3] and BBN [5] ($|(dG/dt)/G|_{t=0} \approx 10^{-12}$ year−1 ). Most importantly, the new method offers a novel and independent way to constrain Newton’s constant $G$ over a wide redshift range $0 < z < 1.3$, which could also be extended to $0 < z < 2$ by future SNIa observations [37].” Zhao et al 2018.

If we look at the modelling in this paper and others that claim very high precisions, we get a sense of how complicated it is to get from about a precision of about $10^{-10}$ (which is robust), to $10^{-11}$ to $10^{-12}$ ... $10^{-15}$? These claims of high precision involve modelling a lot of very fine effects. Some models are really being optimised to render the rate of change as close to zero as possible (i.e. using it as a condition, not a test). And most important, there is a major systematic problem with the method, as we see with the Lunar Laser Ranging analysis next. But we conclude initially that:

- The most robust cosmological studies show $\dot{G}/G_0$ is changing by less than $\pm 10^{-10}$ \text{y}^{-1}.
- This is consistent with the variation predicted by TAU, but close to the predicted variation.

However the strongest precisions are reported in lunar laser ranging (LLR) studies. These claim to set phenomenally accurate limits on the current average rate of change in $G$, measuring its change over the last few decades (with data from the 1970s – 2010s). Precisions were improved by about three orders of magnitude over 10 years, from around $10^{-12}$ parts per year (Turyshch et al 2007, Müller et al 2007), to around $[-5 \times 10^{-15}$ to $1.5 \times 10^{-13}]$ (Hofmann, F. and Müller, J. 2018). This involves

measuring the distance to the moon within a millimeter and estimating multiple parameters to fit the models. (Pavlov et al, 2016; Boggs et al, 2016).

- These studies have ruled out changing $G$ in the context of conventional GTR.

At first this appears to rule out the TAU prediction. But when we examine the LLR method carefully, we find it is not a valid test of TAU. The analysis in TAU actually predicts the same empirical result!

- The LLR experiments do not test TAU, and do not measure change in $G$ according to TAU.

We now explain this in some detail. First we may observe that:

- The LLR analysis is based on looking for changes in $G$ in the context of conventional GTR.

We may accept this analysis. But when we introduce the TAU variable transformations, we get a different analysis. The LLR analysis starts from Kepler’s Third Law, for the period: $P^2 = 4\pi^2 r_0^3 / Gm$. The time derivative gives: $\dot{G} = \frac{3r}{r^2} - \frac{2p}{P} - \frac{\dot{n}}{m}$. The method then depends on determining the values on the RHS empirically – primarily the distance term and the period term, as the mass term is regarded as effectively constant. If $G$ is changing, it is inferred that this will be reflected in changes of: $\frac{3r}{r^2} - \frac{2p}{P} - \frac{\dot{n}}{m}$. This holds in conventional GTR. The question is: how should these (conventional) quantities be related in TAU? TAU gravity is very similar to GTR in this domain, and it predicts the same relationship – but in true variables, not in conventional variables.

We can work this out by considering an idealised experiment, with an orbiting mass, subject to the expansion of space. In the true variables, we obtain these relationships in TAU:

$$G' = G_0; \quad \frac{dG'}{dt'} = 0; \quad \frac{\dot{G'}}{G'} = 0$$

$$m' = \frac{m_0}{R'}; \quad \frac{dm'}{dt'} = -\frac{m_0}{R'} \frac{dR'}{dt'}; \quad \frac{\dot{m}'}{m'} = -\frac{1}{R'} \frac{dR'}{dt'}$$

$$r' = r_0 \hat{R}'; \quad \frac{dr'}{dt'} = r_0 \frac{d\hat{R}'}{dt'}; \quad \frac{\dot{r}'}{r'} = \frac{1}{R'} \frac{d\hat{R}'}{dt'}$$

$$P' = P_0 \hat{R}'^2; \quad \frac{dP'}{dt'} = 2P_0 \hat{R}' \frac{d\hat{R}'}{dt'}; \quad \frac{\dot{P}'}{P'} = \frac{2}{R'} \frac{d\hat{R}'}{dt'}$$

Setting the boundary condition: $P_0^2 = \left(\frac{4\pi^2 r_0^3}{G_0m_0}\right)$ we have:

$$P'^2 = P_0^2 \hat{R}'^4 = \frac{4\pi^2 r_0^3}{G_0m_0} \hat{R}'^4$$

Kepler’s Law in TAU

$$\frac{\dot{r}'}{r'} = \frac{3r}{r^2} - \frac{2P'}{P} - \frac{\dot{m}'}{m'} = 0$$

Differential in TAU

So Kepler’s law does hold in true variables in TAU. But now we must transform the relationships into conventional variables, to see what this predicts for the LLR experiments. These are:

$$\frac{\dot{c}}{c} = -\frac{d\hat{R}}{dt}$$

$$m = m_0; \quad \frac{\dot{m}}{m} = 0$$

$$r = r_0 \hat{R}^2; \quad \frac{dr}{dt} = 2r_0 \hat{R} \frac{d\hat{R}}{dt}; \quad \frac{\dot{r}}{r} = \frac{2}{R} \frac{d\hat{R}}{dt}$$
\[ P = P_0 \hat{R}^2; \quad \frac{dP}{dt} = 3P_0 \hat{R}^2 \frac{d\hat{R}}{dt} \quad \frac{\dot{P}}{P} = 3 \frac{d\hat{R}}{\hat{R} dt} \]

And adding these up we get:

\[ \frac{3r}{r} \frac{2P}{P} \frac{\dot{m}}{m} = 0 \quad \text{TAU prediction for LLR.} \]

\[ \frac{\dot{g}}{g} = \frac{3r}{r} \frac{2P}{P} \frac{\dot{m}}{m} \frac{d\hat{R}}{dt} \quad \text{TAU Kepler relation in conventional variables.} \]

The first equation predicts the result measured in the LLR experiments.

The second equation gives the TAU relation in conventional variables.

- This means the LLR experiment confirms TAU just as much as it confirms GTR.

Hence the LLR experiment is not testing TAU against GTR. To test a theory you normally need to design specific experiments that distinguish its predictions from alternative hypotheses.

But this is not the only prediction of TAU. E.g. we get another empirical prediction from TAU using its relation: \( \frac{dr}{dt} = 2r_0 \hat{R} \frac{d\hat{R}}{dt} \) for the moon. This integrates to: \( r = r_0 \hat{R}^2 \). This should give the moon’s present radial spiral away from the earth from the effects of cosmic expansion and weakening G combined (but not from tidal forces). The factor of 2 adds the two equal components: the speed from cosmic expansion and the speed from changing basis vectors. Putting in the numbers:

\[ r_0 = 380 \times 10^6 \quad \hat{R} = 1 \quad \frac{d\hat{R}}{dt} = 7.1 \times 10^{-11} \]

We get: \( \frac{dr}{dt} = 2 \times 380 \times 10^6 \times 7.1 \times 10^{-11} = 5.3 \text{ cm/year} \)

This is twice the rate of separation of two unbound objects due to the Hubble expansion of the universe:

\[ \frac{dr}{dt} = 380 \times 10^6 \times 7.1 \times 10^{-11} = 2.7 \text{ cm/year} \]

However, in gravitationally bound systems like the sun, earth, moon, it is normally assumed that orbital distances are locked, and the cosmological expansion does not come into play. I.e. the expansion is not usually added in the analysis. (Although it is 1,000 times larger than precisions being claimed in some LLR studies).

In TAU, it is not immediately clear what effects to expect. We should still expect the locking of gravitationally bound systems against the cosmological expansion. But the situation is more complex. The galaxy provides a bubble of higher-energy space in a colder inter-galactic background, and this bubble reduces the local effect of global expansion. (This acts like dark matter). But the relative change in basis units should still show up, reflecting the changed value of \( G \) imposed from the larger outside space.

If we adopt this assumption, we should subtract the expansion effect for bound orbits, as in the normal analysis. The remainder is a natural component of 2.6 cm/year increase in the moon orbit. This is change is from the changing basis/weakening G, independent of the expansion effect (and before other effects like tidal friction, etc, are taken into account.) Tidal friction effects then only need to account for 1.1 cm/yr to make up the observed value of 3.8 cm/yr.

This appears to allow a consistent history for the moon’s orbit without any special hypotheses. In the present theory, it is a mystery why the moon is moving away so fast, at 3.8 cm/yr. When this speed
is projected back into the past, we find the moon would have been close to the Earth only about 1 billion years ago, whereas we know it is about 4.5 billion years old. So it is believed that the moon’s speed away from earth must have increased recently – within the last few hundreds of million years. The anomaly has been attributed to changing tidal patterns, but that is still hypothetical. In TAU, the distances to the moon appear realistic, back to 4.5 billion years ago, without these special hypotheses. There are other similar types of solar-system phenomenon that could be tested. So TAU is very testable.

What is concerning is that the LLR experiments do not actually test if gravity is weakening on alternatives to GTR – but they are taken as conclusive tests. Note that all the other LLR experiments, that are claimed as strong confirmation of GTR (e.g. tests of the equivalence principle) also confirm TAU just as strongly! They are taken as strong tests of GTR taken alone - but in fact they are only weak tests of GTR against TAU. The theorists have forgotten a cardinal principle of experimental testing: we must test alternative hypotheses against each other. For a well-known example used in the philosophy of science, the predictions of planetary movements and eclipses in C16th Ptolemaic astronomy were very accurate (and could be made more accurate with ad hoc additions of epi-cycles, etc), but they were really only weak tests of the Ptolemaic theory against Copernicus. Similarly, a solar system test of the acceleration predicted in TAU gravity versus GTR requires a specifically designed experiment based on differentiating TAU from GTR. This has not been done. The whole class of theories like TAU that incorporate changing constants is currently overlooked by NASA and the ESA and other high-profile experiments.

We should also beware that the interpretation of the LLR data models fine adjustments for multiple effects, such as tidal friction of the moon, solar perturbations, seasonal variations in orbits, changed speed of light in gravity and in the atmosphere, flow of molten cores within the Earth or moon, thermal expansions, etc. To get a sense of the sensitivity, the claimed LLR precision requires measuring the distance from the earth to the moon to within a millimetre! There is some intricate modelling involved, with practical ongoing calculations of lunar flow boundaries and other properties. We must be sceptical that these really set precisions of ±10^{-15} for G/G_0. Rather, they show that models can be fitted to match this idealised accuracy, but that is different from testing G/G_0 at this precision.\(^{14}\)

In any case, the LLR does not test TAU directly, but improved cosmological data can. Besides these tests, the general prediction is that gravity should appear to be substantially stronger in the very early universe. And this should result in some substantially different dynamics to conventional cosmology – e.g. galaxies or stars forming faster than expected. A variety of such anomalies is known. They have not yet been analysed in the context of TAU.

\(^{14}\) Another question is why these results do not reflect anything like the large variations found in G measured directly in other studies, as illustrated above? There may be real cyclic variations in G locally, due to unknown factors, such as mass flows with the earth. But then it seems strange that no sign shows up in the LLR experiments – or are they compatible with the claimed precisions? It can be difficult to know what to take seriously when scientists are primarily intent on proving their standard theories (GTR) are correct and experimental designs take this as a premise.
The time integration.

We saw the space integration is quite easy, but now we have to do the same kind of integration for time, to relate the true time variable to the conventional time variable. We must integrate using: 
$$\frac{dT}{dT'} = \frac{dt}{dt'} = \bar{R}^2,$$
and the boundary condition: \(T \rightarrow 0 \text{ when } T' \rightarrow 0.\)

$$T = \int_{0,T} dt = \int_{0,T'} (dt/dt') dt' = \int_{0,T'} \bar{R}^2 dt' = \int_{0,T'} (R'/R_0')^2 dt'$$  Time integral.

However (unlike the spatial integration) we cannot do the time integration until we have an evolution equation for \(R'\) in terms of \(T'\), i.e. the function for \(R'(T')\). We propose a full solution next.

But to illustrate what happens generally, an approximate solution can be obtained, for a period of approximately linear expansion in the recent past. For this, we can take \(R'\) as a linear function of time, e.g. \(dR'/dt' = H_0\), between the present time: \(t_0' = T_0'\) and an earlier time, \(t_1' = t_0' - \Delta t'\).

We get:

$$\Delta T = T_0 - T_1 = \int_{[T_0',\Delta t,T_0']} (H_0^2 t'^2/R_0'^2) dt' = H_0^2 T_0'^2/3R_0'^2 - H_0^2 (T_0'^2 - \Delta T')^3/3R_0'^2$$

$$= 3H_0^2 T_0'^2 \Delta T'/3R_0'^2 - 3H_0^2 T_0' \Delta T'^2/3R_0'^2 + H_0^2 \Delta T'^3/3R_0'^2$$

$$= \Delta T' - \Delta T'^2/T_0' + \Delta T'^3/3T_0'^2$$

If \(\Delta T' < < T_0'\), the third term is small, and we have: \(\Delta T \approx \Delta T' - \Delta T'^2/T_0'\). So an expansion may appear quadratic or cubic in \(T\) while it is really linear in \(T'\).

Figure 29. Looking back from a present time (at \(T' = 20\) here), we see the linear expansion in true variables is distorted in conventional variables. On the RHS, the conventional expansion rate appears to be reducing.

This shows a general phenomenon, which we may call the perspectival effect. If we mix up true and conventional variables, we will get the appearance of changing rates of expansion and non-linear time intervals, due to variable transformations, not real physics.

However a purely linear expansion is of limited use, and not realistic over several billion years (the period in which dark energy appears). The more realistic solution is a smooth cyclic one, as shown next. This demonstrates the more essential effects of changing expansion speeds.
Figure 30. Cycloid solution to the expansion $R'$ against conventional time and true time. The expansion in true time matches observations of the Hubble constants in the medium-past.

These are graphs of the cardiod solution, obtained next as a real solution to TAU. The solution looks totally different in the two different variables. What do the measured expansions correspond to? We cannot assume that the cosmological measurements we actually make correspond to either diagram. Instead we must work out the measurement procedures in detail for different types of measurements. Different empirical methods determine these through their measurement assumptions. And they can be mixed up. However the RHS diagram is what we think the key measurements really reflect.

Note that if measurements of the rate of expansion reflect true expansion against true time (RHS graph above), then in the period in the early-mid expansion (where we appear to be), we will see the expansion accelerating. But it will eventually slow. This shows how a dark energy effect may arise, so the universe appears to have an accelerating expansion although it is really in a cycle.

This also illustrates how the so-called Hubble tension may arise: different measurement procedures that have the same expected results in GTR have different results expected in TAU.

We now obtain the precise solution graphed above. It is not known if it is accurate when analysed against cosmological data in full detail, but it is at least broadly realistic and plausible, and it has such simple and powerful properties that it is ideal as one type of prototype solution.

The Cardioid solution for expansion.

We get the cardiod solution by imposing a simple conservation of energy principle. The evolution of our constants already means that the local momentum of particles in the manifold is conserved:

$$mc = (m_0/R') (c_0/R') = m_0c_0 = \text{constant}$$  

Momentum conservation.

Momentum is conserved on any expansion function. But the mass-energy is different:

$$mc^2 = (m_0/R') (c_0^2 R^2) = m_0c_0^2 R$$  

Mass-energy increases.

This is increasing with expansion! Particles are increasing their mass-energy as the universe expands! Where does this energy come from? It must come from the spatial manifold, one way or another.
We propose the simple hypothesis that the total kinetic energy in the global frame of the universe is conserved. The mass has a surface speed \( c \), but also an "expansion speed" in \( R' \), with a total energy:

\[
E' = m'v'^2 = m'c'^2 + m'(dR'/dt')^2 = \text{constant}
\]

6D Energy Conservation Principle.

(This is on the assumption that the speed \( c \) is orthogonal to the expansion, \( dR'/dt \). Particles have a cyclic component in \( R' \), but this is true on average). Note also that this takes: \( E = mV^2 \) generally as energy. This is consistent with STR. When we add up momentum diagrams, momenta in the different directions add up as vectors, and their squares add up like energies.

\[
P = mc = \gamma m_0 c
\]

Relativistic momentum.

When we add the momenta-squared, it gives the sum of velocity-components-squared, and we get the energy times mass. Using: \( u = dw/dt = c/\gamma \); and: \( v = dr/dt \):

\[
P^2 = m^2c^2 = \gamma m_0 (u^2 + v^2) = Em
\]

\[
P^2/m = mc^2 = (\gamma m_0)(u^2 + v^2) = mu^2 + mv^2 = mc^2 = E
\]

And this is generalised in TAU, to all component velocities, including speed of expansion (which is really in the direction \( w_1 \)), as well as the normal surface speed, \( c \). Note that these two components are not the rest mass energy and kinetic energy in STR, which add up like this:

\[
\gamma m_0 c^2 = m_0 c^2 + E_{\text{kinetic}}
\]

Total Energy = Rest Mass + Kinetic.

This is a different way of separating the energy components. \( m_0 c^2 + E_{\text{kinetic}} = m(u^2 + v^2) \). The \( E_{\text{kinetic}} \) is the extra energy we have to add to stationary \( m_0 \) to give it a speed \( v \). But the orthogonal energy components in the resulting system are: \( mu^2 + mv^2 \), and do not match \( m_0 c^2 + E_{\text{kinetic}} \).

Figure 31. Total resultant velocity, \( V' \), for a free particle in the expanding manifold.

So this takes the kinetic energy from both the motion in the space manifold and the motion of the space manifold into account. The present total kinetic energy is then:

\[
m_0'c'^2 + m_0'(dR_0'/dt')^2 = m_0'V_0'^2 = E_0'
\]

Present 6D kinetic energy.

From the conservation principle and the evolution of \( m' \) we have:

\[
V'^2 = E_0'/(m_0'/\bar{R}') = V_0'^2\bar{R}'
\]

And then from the evolution of \( c' \) we have:

\[
(dR'(t')/dt')^2 = V_0'^2\bar{R}' - c_0'^2\bar{R}'^2
\]

\[
= (V_0'^2/R_0')R'(t') - (c_0'^2/R_0'^2) R'(t')^2
\]

Equation of motion.
This is an equation of motion for $R'$, and it has a simple solution:

$$ R'(t) = \left(\frac{R'_{\text{MAX}}}{2}\right)(1 - \cos(\pi \frac{T'}{T'_{\text{MAX}}})) $$

Evolution equation.

Where $R'_{\text{MAX}}$ is the maximum expansion (in true variables). This is a simple cardioid function.

Figure 32. The cardioid solution for the universe expansion, blue. Time $T'$ is the angle around the circle. The radius $R'$ is a cardioid function, the length (black arrow) from the centre.

This is in true (dashed) variables, so must be converted to conventional variables.

The result for conventional time, $T$, is:

$$ T = \left(\frac{R'_{\text{MAX}}}{R_0'}\right)^2 \left(3T'/8 - \sin(\pi T')\cos(\pi T')/2A + \sin(2\pi T')\cos(2\pi T')/16A\right) $$

where: $A = (\pi/2T_{\text{MAX}'})$ and: $T_{\text{MAX}'} = \pi R_0'/c_0'$, so that: $A = (c_0'/2R_0')$.

There is one more essential result for interpreting the cycloid model, the comoving distance for photons. This tells us how far apart the origin and detections points for a photon are.

The co-moving distance of a photon moving between two moments of time is easily defined in terms of the radial angle $\theta'$, as defined in the diagram above. A change in the radial angle of $\Delta \theta'$ in a period $\Delta T'$ corresponds to a co-moving distance $\Delta L'$:

$$ \Delta L' = \Delta \theta' R' $$

Comoving distance.

where $R'$ is the radius at the final time (time of detection). This gives:

$$ \Delta L' = \Delta T' c_0 R'/R_0' = \Delta T' c_0 \delta R' = \Delta T' c' $$

Comoving distance.

where $c'$ is the speed of light at end of the period (time of detection). In the special case where we detect light at the present time from the origin of the universe (approximately the last scattering surface for the CMBR), we define $\Delta L' = L_0'$, and $\Delta T' = T_0'$, and $c' = c_0'$, giving:

$$ L_0' = T_0' c_0' $$

Hence the present co-moving distance of light from the origin (the Big Bang, or shortly thereafter) is simply the present age of the universe times the present speed of light!
• This is what appears to be reflected in the TAU relationship: \( \Delta R = R_0 = L_0 = T_0' c_0' \).

The peculiar problem with interpreting the Dirac Large Number relationship we obtained earlier was that it predicts a distance, \( R_u \), that should reflect the radius of the universe; but it actually corresponds to the measured age, \( T \), times the present speed of light, \( c \). The reason these are closely connected now turns out to be through the special form of the radial expansion function in time.

Note in the special case of light from the origin of the universe detected at the time of maximum expansion, \( L_{\text{MAX}}' \) is half the maximum circumference:

\[
L_{\text{MAX}}' = \pi R_{\text{MAX}}' = T_{\text{MAX}}' c_{\text{MAX}}' = T_{\text{MAX}}' c_0 R_{\text{MAX}}'/R_0' \]

This means that \( T_{\text{MAX}}' = \pi R_0'/c_0 \). Thus we can determine the eventual expansion, and subsequently our position in the cycle, from \( R_0' \) and \( c_0 \). This solution obviously makes the cosmology highly deterministic. We now return to the problem of interpreting the predictions.

**Interpreting the cosmological predictions.**

The main general feature is that expansion rates can look very different in different variables. E.g.

**Figure 33.** The cycloid expansion rates against conventional and true time.

**Figure 34.** Co-moving distance between light origin point (Big Bang) and detection point (CMBR), against conventional time and true time.

Two distinctive effects we find from the model are:
In the early-middle period the measured expansion should be accelerating – but it will slow, and is really cyclic. The inference of dark energy in the conventional model is just a way of reconciling it with GTR, but it is probably mistaken.

Conventional measurements of the Hubble constant estimated from different periods in the past, and by using different methods, should be inconsistent.

The first predicts a “dark energy” effect should appear but the cause is not “energy”, while the second predicts that a “Hubble tension” should appear. These effects have been confirmed over the last 10-30 years, and represent serious anomalies in conventional cosmology.

However the application of this model depends upon a re-analysis of measurements of the Hubble constant, expansion acceleration rates, etc, to determine what they are measuring in the context of TAU. Hence our problem comes back to determining the TAU analysis of measurements. Note there are two main methods for determining the Hubble constant: the distance ladder, and the CMBR.

- The distance ladder at its simplest involves identifying “standard” types of stars, supernovae, pulsars, etc, and determining (i) their distance from their brightness (luminosity), (ii) their recessional velocity from their red-shift.
- The CMBR method involves measuring the CMBR very precisely, which comes from a period quite soon after the Big Bang, and determining wave-length expansions or red shifts.  

Both methods are theory-laden.

“... The figure astronomers derive for the Hubble Constant using a wide variety of cutting-edge observations, including some from Hubble’s namesake observatory, the NASA/ESA Hubble Space Telescope, and most recently from ESA’s Gaia mission, is 73.5 km/s/Mpc, with an uncertainty of only two percent. ... A second way to estimate the Hubble Constant is to use the cosmological model that fits the cosmic microwave background image, which represents the very young Universe, and calculate a prediction for what the Hubble Constant should be today. When applied to Planck data, this method gives a lower value of 67.4 km/s/Mpc, with a tiny uncertainty of less than a percent.” Jan Tauber, Markus Bauer 2019. European Space Agency.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hubble Constant</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distance ladder</td>
<td>73.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMBR (Planck)</td>
<td>67.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio:</td>
<td>109%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“The CMB is a portrait of the young Universe, and the picture delivered by Planck is so precise that we can use it to scrutinise in painstaking detail all possible models for the origin and evolution of the cosmos,’ comments Jan Tauber, Planck Project Scientist at ESA. ‘After this close examination, the standard model of cosmology is still standing tall, but at the same time evidence of anomalous features in the CMB is more serious than previously thought, suggesting that something fundamental may be missing from the standard framework,’ he adds. [ESA Science & Technology - Simple but challenging: the Universe according to Planck.](https://sci.esa.int/science-e/www/object/index.cfm?fobj_id=28483)

The Planck project is a great experimental achievement, as are other leading experiments. But the comment that “we can use it (Planck data) to scrutinise in painstaking detail all possible models for the origin and evolution of the cosmos” is an overstatement, and shows the naivety of physicists

---

15 A third method was found in 2018, “gravitational lensing” of merging neutron stars using gravitational wave detectors. There is little data yet, but this should give an independent method over the next few years.
committed to GTR and the standard models. We cannot test all the “possible models” unless we know all the possible models, and this is a fatal flaw. Just as with the LLR data, no one has worked out a model with changing constants and changing basis variables, as in TAU. The focus on proving GTR and the conventional cosmology are true can detract from the goal of testing the theories.

To interpret conventional cosmology in TAU, we must interpret all the physical processes underlying the measurements, and their subsequent modelling. First there are rates of stellar processes and formation of stars, and radioactive and chemical radiation processes affecting formation and brightness of stars and their expected spectra. These are affected by changes in fundamental constants and gravity. Then in the conventional modelling, there are estimates of different material components of the universe, which includes ordinary matter (fermions/baryons, photons, neutrinos, etc), and dark matter (a large component), and finally dark energy (or cosmological constant) – another large component that has become essential to make the conventional models work. These ingredients are normally combined using GTR and the Friedmann model. Modelling the acceleration of the Hubble constant is a good example of how theory-laden the measurements are.

“The accelerated expansion of the universe is thought to have begun since the universe entered its dark-energy-dominated era roughly 4 billion years ago. Within the framework of general relativity, an accelerated expansion can be accounted for by a positive value of the cosmological constant $\Lambda$, equivalent to the presence of a positive vacuum energy, dubbed “dark energy”. While there are alternative possible explanations, the description assuming dark energy (positive $\Lambda$) is used in the current standard model of cosmology, which also includes cold dark matter (CDM) and is known as the Lambda-CDM model.” Accelerating Expansion of the Universe. WIKIPEDIA.

The cosmological constant (or dark energy) and other parameters in conventional models take some real effects of the TAU model into account. It appears from this point of view that cosmologists have measured a real Hubble acceleration effect, but the cause is not “dark energy”. But ultimately, in a TAU-type universe (any universe with changing constants), the conventional theory cannot work properly. It will just end up fitting more and more ad hoc parameters to cover discrepancies – like Ptolemaic astronomy. In developing TAU we need to be careful not to make the same mistake of making ad hoc adaptations to fit the theory to the data.

The conclusion we reach is that the TAU model with even the simplest cardioid solution fits surprisingly well, and it gives alternative explanations of several major effects, including Hubble tension and large number relations.

This type of alternative theory should be considered. It reveals physical mechanisms and explanations that cannot be represented in conventional cosmological theory. It emphasises the fact that:

- The entire class of theories with changing constants is presently ignored in cosmology.
- There are no realistic tests of such theories in cosmology or gravitational studies.

We now conclude with a brief discussion of dark matter, for which TAU also provides a mechanism that is not possible in ordinary cosmology.
**Dark Matter.**

In the TAU model of expansion, mass particles lose some component of energy from: \(dR_U/\text{d}t\) to increase their mass-energy: \(d(mc^2)/\text{d}t\). This creates a force slowing the expansion. In a truly homogenous universe it should average out for a smooth expansion. But with large clumps of matter (galaxies or galaxy clusters), it should result instead an uneven expansion rate, and clumping of energy.

![Galaxy traps energy](image)

**Figure 35.** LHS. In large clumps of matter (galaxy clusters), the extra gravitational strain increases the torus dimension from \(W_0\) (in empty space) to \(W_G\). RHS. As the universe expands, regions with clumps of matter expand more slowly than empty space, so: \(R_G < R_0\). This further increases the difference in: \(W_0 < W_G\). This appears to us as dark matter.

In the expanding universe, the clumping of matter does not just increase the local strain as in a flat space in equilibrium. Rather it is part of a dynamic effect. The presence of matter is expected to retard the local expansion, doing some work against it, so that the space within the galaxy retains a larger general strain than the “cold” background of intergalactic space: \(W_G > W_0\) and: \(R_G < R_0\). We propose that this is responsible for dark matter. It appears to be the only clear and obvious explanation in TAU. It works qualitatively at least, and corresponds to several features.

- Dark matter is present throughout practically all galaxies.\(^{16}\) This is important because in TAU, dark matter is created by concentrations of mass, as well as being gravitationally trapped with them.
- It makes up about 85% of the mass-energy, and is in a roughly constant proportion with ordinary matter in large stable galaxies. But there is a substantial range, with high ratios in some small dwarf galaxies. The conventional mechanisms proposed for this work much the same in TAU: the ejection of mass from small galaxies, and local galactic interactions.
- Dark matter concentrations are not known to form outside galaxies or clusters, i.e. it is not concentrating in intergalactic space (as far as we know).

---

\(^{16}\) A small number of diffuse dwarf galaxies have now been found (starting in 2018) without dark matter. (Two strongly confirmed, up to about 20 others detected). The TAU explanation must be similar to the conventional explanation: their dark matter has been stolen! By larger neighbouring galaxies. [At Last: Galaxy Without Dark Matter Confirmed, Explained With New Hubble Data](forbes.com).
• Also it forms halos and does not concentrate in the galactic centres (like ordinary matter). As in conventional theory, this is because it is relatively hot, and does not cool, like ordinary matter, by transferring kinetic energy.

Generally speaking, the behaviour of dark matter in TAU is similar to the conventional theory. But the key difference is that in TAU, dark matter has been created over time.

• In TAU it is expected the dark matter creation process started when stars and galaxies began to form (around 400 million years after the Big Bang).
• In TAU, gravity was stronger then, and kept galaxies stable.

It is commonly assumed that dark matter is required in the early universe to stabilise galaxies, just as it is now. So it is assumed there was about the same ratio (15% baryonic matter to 85% dark matter) throughout the history of the universe. But in TAU, gravity was substantially stronger in the early universe, and this off-sets the need for dark matter to stabilise galaxies. In fact, the two trade off in tandem: $G$ decreases with expansion, and dark matter increases.\(^\text{17}\)

This is the key difference with the conventional theory, and it also helps explain why observational effects of stronger $G$ may not be immediately apparent as might be expected. (The main effects are just as apparent as the effects of dark matter.) Otherwise, dark matter in TAU has generally similar behaviours to the conventional theory. It produces gravitational strain within galaxies. Once clumps are formed, they will gravitate like matter, and it appears they form stable boundaries. It primarily affects the rotational dynamics of galaxies, keeping them from flying apart, and giving a common rotation speed for stars at different distances. But in TAU, the mystery of dark matter is resolved: it is not associated with particles, instead being “free energy” trapped in the vacuum.

In terms of quantitative predictions for this model, the first main point to estimate the rate of dark matter creation required, and check if it is consistent. The universe has expanded roughly about 20 times (from red-shift data) since the start of galaxy creation, at about 500 million years.\(^\text{18}\) Now if all the extra mass-energy had gone to dark matter, this would give about a 5%-95% ratio of baryonic mass to dark matter. So the observed ratio of 15%-85% corresponds to about a 1/3 energy conversion into dark matter. This may be expected to be about ½ on simple dynamics (potential-kinetic energy exchanges), so this ratio is consistent as a general observation. It may become a prediction with a more complete model, but at present it is just a consistency check.

Now we can develop more exact models for the TAU cosmology, and try to apply them to predict the evolution of the cosmos, but it is quite a tricky exercise. \textit{Strong predictions} of the theory arise when we can isolate individual effects (as with gravity), but predictions for the TAU cosmology really needs full models of the whole shebang. Everything is interdependent, and the long-time processes of cosmology can be sensitive to initial conditions. The modelling also needs good feedback from observational data, as well as theoretical enhancement.

---
\(^{17}\) We should also expect that the constants $G$, $c$, $h$, etc, measured within galaxies do not reflect the general values for “cold space” outside, which is the majority of the universe. This difference is not that great, but it may have significant effects in long-term processes.

\(^{18}\) About 2/3’s of the simple estimate of: $14\text{by}/0.5\text{by} = 28$ on a simple linear expansion at the present Hubble constant.
This has not been done beyond elementary models, but it is now very feasible. Observations of dark matter, gravitational waves, the Hubble constant, very early galaxies, etc, are now gaining much greater precision, sufficient to test cosmological theories much better. This is quite recent. The first gravitational waves were only detected in 2015-16. The first estimate of the Hubble constant from gravitational lensing was in 2018. Dark matter maps and CBR maps have improved dramatically in the last ten years. The data is becoming available for much more precise tests of cosmological theories. But a substantial modelling exercise is required to test the TAU cosmology properly.

I conclude with a few general comments. The dynamics of the TAU manifold is much like a system in continuum mechanics, with an asymmetric thermodynamic process, and may be quite solvable in a general form. But it is in six dimensions, so it is not as simple as just plugging in ordinary continuum mechanics. A related feature is the existence of strong global properties, such as the energy balance between gravitational energy (in the strain of space) and the total mass-energy. These add to similar amounts when we integrate the strain equation, and consider the total matter in the universe. This also gives rise to relationships between the particle numbers and the global parameters, with the Dirac Large Number relation: \( N \sim D^2 \) between particle numbers and expansion. These kinds of global properties do not exist in the conventional theory.

The global particle number, \( N \), is one of the most interesting points. In Dirac's theory, \( N \) is expected to increase with expansion, requiring spontaneous particle creation – and allowing the possibility of a stable constant-state universe. But this does not appear to be the case. Instead, \( N \) appears to be set in the early universe, from \( D \) at an early time. It seems the main particle creation occurred around \( 10^6 - 10^5 \) of the current radius. On a rough estimate the Dirac relation gives: \( N \sim 10^{25}/10^5 = 10^7 \) particles. This is a feasible number, and lends support to a relationship of this kind. But the transition from the extremely high compression state to the era of individual particles is not understood in detail. The simple solutions (like the cardiod function) that apply to the smooth expansion period will probably break down in this period.

In the extreme compression state (“Big Crunch”), there were no particles as we know them, and space was just a large vibrational state. In the “inflationary expansion” period, space was not under the same constraints as in the post-inflation period after particle creation, because it was not retarded by mass-energy exchanges among particles – surface tension became very low. The mass-particles appeared when it expanded and cooled enough to form individual particles, much as in ordinary cosmology. This should give rise to a high level of homogeneity but also a non-homogenous scale, as observed in the CMBR. Once most of the stable mass particles (electrons, protons, neutrons) were created, it appears the main particle creation process ceased, and the fine structure constant, which is fixed to the proton-electron ratio, also froze out.

The TAU version of early dynamics requires more complete modelling of the process. But it highlights the weakest part of the conventional theory, which extrapolates the universe back to the recombination era (which is a sensible extrapolation) to the unification era (more speculative) to the tiny radius-inflationary era (completely speculative), and even back to an initial singularity, at which point physics turns into theoretical fantasy. Popular speculations in “quantum gravity” theory about our universe appearing magically out of a “quantum vacuum fluctuation” before time began (what vacuum?) should be regarded as fantasy. Such ideas and extrapolations do need to be worked out – it is a part of finding the limits of current theories – and we should not be too critical of theorists for pursuing strange ideas. But it is a matter of putting these speculative models in context. The theories
on this outer edge of the twilight zone are not real physics. They cannot be compared with the real physics of electrodynamics or quantum mechanics or astronomy or cosmology. And they cannot be taken as any kind of guide to judging other theories.

In TAU, at any rate, the minimum compaction radius cannot be less than the average volume radius value: \( L \approx \sqrt{R_U R_A} \), on the scale of 10,000 km. It means the ordinary physics of GTR and QM cannot be applied with any real confidence before the recombination period – when the universe reached thousands of light-years radius. The theory of cosmic inflation is perhaps the one theory in this realm that does have substantial evidence, based on the simple observation of homogeneity and anisotropy in the CBR. TAU has something similar: there was a period of extremely rapid expansion (very fast in conventional variables – much slower in true variables). But theories of underlying processes causing inflation based on GTR and quantum fields are extrapolations to a realm where only a unified theory could be expected to have any validity. TAU contradicts this whole field of early-universe cosmological speculation. And because it is a unified theory, it should be possible to extrapolate it more robustly, and to provide a realistic alternative to the very early dynamics.

We conclude this survey of the TAU cosmology here. It appears plausible and consistent with current observations, has a few striking points of confirmation, and is very testable in the future. We have seen strong relationships appear in the theory of gravity and cosmology, and we now return to the particle theory, and consider how gravity merges with particles close up.
Gravity and particle identity.

We now return to the gravitational strain close at the particle centre, and the merging of gravity and quantum mechanics. Here we make one more fundamental proposal. This final proposal is more speculative than the particle, gravity and cosmology theories, and has not been worked out in as much detail, in terms of equations of motion and testable predictions. But it is a very specific mechanism, and is coherent with other theories (there is a lot of work in this field). And it is really the most fascinating aspect of the whole problem, the mystery of non-local connections and wave function collapse. The theory proposed here appears as the natural extension of TAU. It is interesting in any case because it specifies a fully realist causal mechanism, something no other theories do, and something that many theorists think is impossible.

As we saw, the general strain function required for gravity is: \( R(M, r) = R_0 e^{\frac{MG}{c^2 r}} \). Here \( M \) is a gravitating mass, \( r \) is distance in XYZ-space to the mass, and \( R_0 \) is the torus dimension without the gravitating mass present. This gives the variable strain of the micro-dimension created by a mass \( M \). (Note \( R(M, r) \) may be used for \( R_A \), or \( R_e \) or \( R_p \)). This function holds at significant distances \( r > R_0 \). But the function has a central singularity.

- What happens physically as we go to the centre of a single particle, with mass \( m_A \)?

As: \( r \to 0 \), the function becomes infinite. This singularity is rejected as non-physical, and the strain function must be modified at small \( r \). But we propose to allow \( r \) to become extremely small. We will allow the gravitational strain to become very large, and to produce a thin filament. This filament extends \( R \) in the \( w_1 \) direction of space. It begins to appear when: \( R(M, r) \) becomes comparable to \( R_0 \).

- We propose to identify this gravitational filament as the particle identity.

We first briefly discuss the dimensions. With the normal strain function above, this filament would appear when the factor: \( \frac{mG}{c^2 r} \) becomes comparable to 1, so that the strain function becomes like: \( R(m, r) \approx R_0 e^1 \approx 2R_0 \). At this point \( R \) has essentially doubled, so the gravitational strain starts to radically distort the torus. We can define this as the “black hole radius” for the particle:

\[
L_B = m_A G/c^2
\]

Definition. Black hole radius.

(This is half the conventional GTR event horizon). Using: \( R_{Ad} = \hbar/m_{AC} \) and: \( D = \hbar c/m_A^2 G \), this means:

\[
L_B = R_{Ad}/D
\]

Rearranged.

This is about \( 10^{-55} \) m. So this is one natural choice for the radius of the filaments. However it is not the only choice. Note that the Planck length commonly used in physics is defined as:

\[
L_{\text{Planck}} = L_P = \sqrt{\hbar G/c^3} = R_{Ad}/\sqrt{D}
\]

Definition. Planck length.
This is equal to: \( L_0 VD \), and is about \( 10^{-35} \text{m} \). We propose that this is the more likely length scale for the filament radius. Note that these are two lengths in a spectrum of length scales defined around one fundamental length, \( R_A \), and multiples of \( VD \approx 10^{20} \). These are given in the following table.¹⁹

### Table 6. Length scale (reduced lengths).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Length (m)</th>
<th>Formulae</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dirac constant</td>
<td>2.54E+40</td>
<td>( \hbar c/m_A^2 G )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Square root Dirac</td>
<td>1.59E+20</td>
<td>( \sqrt{D} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Length (m)</td>
<td>Formulae</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_U ) universe radius</td>
<td>6.54E+25</td>
<td>( D R_A )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( L ) invariant length</td>
<td>4.10E+05</td>
<td>( \sqrt{D R_A} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_B ) particle black hole</td>
<td>1.01E-55</td>
<td>( R_A/D )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that only the Planck length: \( L_P = \sqrt{\hbar G/c^3} \) is independent of the particle mass. So it is identical for all particles. The idea is that at this distance, the particle turns into a very thin “filament of space”, extending into the \( w_1 \) dimension. This is literally an extrusion of space, in 6D.

\[ \text{Gravity makes filaments} \]

The normal gravitational strain function becomes significant in relation to the torus radius only around the black hole radius, which is phenomenally tiny. But we propose this happens at the Planck length, which becomes a general filament radius. Fundamental particles will then appear like tiny spherical “holes” (like “worm-holes”) with Planck-length radius. We must modify the normal gravitational strain function close to the particle for this. We know the strain function must be modified anyway, once \( r \) becomes much smaller than \( R_A \), because the geometry turns fully into six dimensions.

¹⁹ Note we can use either \( \hbar \) or \( h \) in the following definitions, to give reduced lengths, or full lengths, which correspond in the geometry to radii or circumferences. The black hole radius is the only one that does not depend on \( h \), since: \( R_B = m_A G/c^2 \), so the reduced value is the same as the full value.
At the Planck length, the factor in the normal strain function is: \( m G / c^2 L_p = m v (G / c h) \). In the normal strain equation, this is still a tiny expansion: \( R(m, L_p) = R_0 e^{m \sqrt{G \sqrt{c h}}} \), which is about \( 10^{20} R_0 \). It requires the additional factor of \( 1 / \sqrt{D} = 10^{-20} \) to get to the black hole radius, and become comparable to 1. In any case, we must modify the strain function to get filaments appearing at \( L_p \).

E.g. we could modify the normal 3D strain function: \( R_0 e^{\frac{m G}{c^2 r}} \) to: \( R_0 e^{\left( \frac{m G}{c^2 (r - L_p)} \right)} \) and then letting:

\[
\left( \frac{m G}{c^2 (r - L_p)} \right) = 1 \quad \text{we get:} \quad r = \left( \frac{m G}{c^2} \right) + L_p = \frac{\hbar c}{c^2 R_m} + \sqrt{\frac{\hbar G}{c^2}} = L_p \left( 1 + \frac{L_p}{R_m} \right). \]

So at this radius: \( R = R_0 e^{4} \), and this is where the filament appears. The Planck length acts like an event horizon for particles.

So we simply propose for the moment that the Planck length is the scale at which an individual mass creates a filament. We can then take filaments to have a common radius. This scale is attractive because the Planck length is invariant for all particles, and it matches properties found in certain discrete theories that emphasise the significance of the Planck length.

One main effect of this choice is on the 6D-volume integrals. The 6D volume of a filament is like: \( V_f = L_p^4 L_\phi \) where \( L_\phi \) is the filament length. The filaments are proposed to extend inside the universe hypersphere. Hence they have a maximum length (if they were extended across the whole universe) of: \( L_\phi < R_0 = D R_\phi \). Hence the filament volume for one particle may be as much as: \( V_f = L_p^4 L_\phi = (R_\phi / D)^3 D^4.5 \). For a consistency check we can compare this with the 6D volume of the full space, which is like: \( V_u = R_\phi^6 D^3 \). Thus the ratio is: \( V_u / V_f = D^{4.5} \approx 10^{200} \). This means the volume of space is enough for some \( 10^{200} \) individual particle filaments. If this number was comparable to the number of mass particles, much of 6D space of the universe would be in filaments, and they would play a major role in the expansion dynamics. However there are only around \( 10^{80} \) mass particles (electrons, quarks) and even if there were billions of neutrinos or photons per particle (assuming neutrinos and photons also have filaments), the filament volume is still vastly smaller than the main universe volume.

However the key question is: why should we introduce them? Because we have to do something with the gravitational strain close to a mass particle, and there are just two obvious choices. We can either make the gravity strain function smooth out into the quantum wave somehow; or we can extrapolate it, and turn it into a filament. The attraction of the latter is because it can now be used to explain and unify several well-known QM phenomena all at once.

- It allows us to specify an identity for the localised particle, as distinct from its quantum wave function, which extends across space. This helps resolve wave-particle duality.
- The filaments provide a mechanism for entanglement of separated particles. Entanglement will occur through connections between filaments.
- These connections provide a mechanism for non-local wave function collapse. This will occur through reconnections among a network of filaments.
- This provides a realistic mechanism for a Bohmian deterministic quantum theory, and is supported by that theory.

These refer of course to the most profoundly baffling features of quantum mechanics. Different opinions on these have inspired the variety of “quantum interpretations” – such as Bohr’s Copenhagen interpretation; de Broglie-Bohm’s deterministic underlying variables; Everett’s many-
worlds; physical collapse models; discrete space-time models; and others. These differ fundamentally in their interpretation of the *QM wave function and its collapse process*.

- The *wave-particle duality* lies at the heart of quantum phenomenon. QM particles act like *waves* with interference patterns and superposition properties – but they act like discrete particles, with individual identities, in particle interactions, where energy and momenta are transferred in discrete *quanta* between particles.

- The most striking non-classical and *non-relativistic effect* in QM is entanglement, with non-local connections between particle states across space. There is no causal explanation for these non-local connections, they appear to contradict the rules of STR, but they are real and pervasive in QM.

- A fundamental problem is wave function collapse, which is supposed to happen discretely in time, punctuating the smooth wave function evolution. But it requires the wave-function to collapse non-locally, everywhere in space at once. There is no established micro-physical condition for *collapse* to occur.

- Bohm’s deterministic theory shows that QM dynamics can be interpreted as the wave function acting as a wave-guide for an individual particle. This reproduces the *probability calculus* for QM, while taking particles as real point-like entities moving on real trajectories. But it requires wave functions to be non-locally connected across the universe.

- There is no agreement on what the *quantum wave function* represents as physical entity. It represents at least a probability amplitude, giving “probabilities of measurements” (Born, 1926). This the minimal interpretation. But it also seems like a physical disturbance, because of the interference and superposition behaviour. This is more baffling still in quantum field theories, with virtual particles.

For the general mechanism, our interpretation of filaments can be referred first to the de Broglie-Bohm *pilot wave* theory. The filament represents the point-particle, the wave function in space represents the wave guide. We take the QM wave function as a surface wave, and the filament as following it. This gives us a point-like particle to represent the electric mass-charge circulating the torus.

Figure 37. LHS. In the microscopic view, filaments follow paths on the surface of the WXYZ space. They are guided by surface waves. They are identified as the point-like mass-charges rotating on the torus. RHS. In the cosmic view, the filaments point into the interior of the hyperspace. We propose filaments of particles are connected in a network.

The two key problems are: how do the filaments move on the surface? And: what happens to the filaments inside the space? We start with the first.

Pilot-wave mechanics.

In the pilot wave theory, the (Schrodinger) QM equation is reinterpreted as governing a particle moving under both classical and quantum potentials. This is essentially similar to our 5D-surface space (which has KG-type wave functions). One key problem with the de Broglie-Bohm theory is that theorists have not been able to incorporate spin. But we now have the advantage that we now only need surface trajectories, because spin is produced from circular surface motions.

Figure 38. Pilot wave theory is often illustrated with this famous diagram of the double-slit experiment. In the standard interpretation, one particle (light or electron) goes through both slits, as a quantum wave, causing interference patterns. In the de Broglie-Bohm theory, there is a single particle, which goes through just one slit, but it moves on wiggly trajectories, due to the quantum potential. This duplicates the interference pattern.

The TAU version has the filament representing the particle, following the wiggly trajectories in the same way. The quantum potential must therefore be interpreted as acting on the filaments, which are the particle gravitational masses. We will not go into the mechanics here, but this is a profound and fascinating concept in quantum mechanics. Realism was scorned by the positivists, and it only became well-known in the 1980’s.
“De Broglie presented the pilot wave theory at the 1927 Solvay Conference. However, Wolfgang Pauli raised an objection to it at the conference, saying that it did not deal properly with the case of inelastic scattering. De Broglie was not able to find a response to this objection, and he abandoned the pilot-wave approach. Unlike David Bohm years later, de Broglie did not complete his theory to encompass the many-particle case. The many-particle case shows mathematically that the energy dissipation in inelastic scattering could be distributed to the surrounding field structure by a yet-unknown mechanism of the theory of hidden variables.

In 1932, John von Neumann published a book, part of which claimed to prove that all hidden variable theories were impossible. This result was found to be flawed by Grete Hermann [1935] three years later, though this went unnoticed by the physics community for over fifty years.

In 1952, David Bohm, dissatisfied with the prevailing orthodoxy, rediscovered de Broglie’s pilot wave theory. Bohm developed pilot wave theory into what is now called the de Broglie–Bohm theory. The de Broglie–Bohm theory itself might have gone unnoticed by most physicists, if it had not been championed by John Bell, who also countered the objections to it. In 1987, John Bell rediscovered Grete Hermann’s work, and thus showed the physics community that Pauli’s and von Neumann’s objections “only” showed that the pilot wave theory did not have locality.” Pilot Wave Theory. WIKIPEDIA.

The de Broglie-Bohm theory provides the starting point for our treatment, and we can adapt the pilot wave solutions with wiggly particle trajectories as the essential clue to our first problem. But there are several issues and differences. Deterministic QM has stalled on several fronts, including the problem of having strong non-locality without any mechanism, and also a failure to model spin systems. A key difference in our interpretation is to use the filaments to provide a realist mechanism for both the non-local connections and a wave function collapse. This adds a real wave-collapse, and a real causal transmission across space, to the usual deterministic theory, which has non-local connections, but no collapse. The collapse in our version may be simply conceived as chaotic, or it could be taken as intrinsically probabilistic. (Determinism punctuated by non-analytic points in trajectories). But the point is that determinism is not really the goal or the issue: causality and non-locality is the issue. Our theory is also intrinsically suited to spin systems, and we illustrate with the famous example of spin correlations.

The main point this leads into is the interpretation of the QM wave function and the probability current. Now so far we have just identified the wave function as playing the same kind of formal role as in conventional QM. However we really need to take it as a real wave perturbation in our theory. There are two essential proposals here: (A) the QM wavefunction ultimately represents a perturbation of space, (B) conservation of the probability current reflects conservation of 6D volume. This gives a natural interpretation of the probabilities. Exactly how a Bohmian mechanics will work is still an open question, but all the features are there.

But we now go on to the radical proposal of introducing filaments as particle identities, illustrated next with the example of spin correlations.
Spin and non-local connections.

The simplest illustration of quantum non-locality is through the connection between pairs of electron spin states.\(^\text{20}\)

![Diagram of Stern-Gerlach experiment](image)

Figure 39. Simple Stern-Gerlach spin experiment. The electron may be prepared with spin in a definite direction in the YZ plane. The Stern-Gerlach magnets can be rotated in the YZ-plane to measure spin up or down at any angle in the YZ plane. Two component waves (channels) will deflect, up or down, through the magnets. The spin of the electron interacts with the magnetic fields.

Note that the deflection into two channels on the RHS by itself does not collapse the wave function to one or other channel – the two components can persist as a superposition, and be recombined. The measurement collapse is made by detecting position (up or down channels) after the components are split, with a detector that localises the electron. The whole electron is detected at just one place. The spin is collapsed as a single quanta of angular momentum (\(\hbar/2\)).

The probabilities are determined by the angle of the spin state in the YZ plane, relative to the S-G magnets. For an electron prepared with spin-up in y, the probabilities are given by:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{prob}(+y) &= \cos^2(\theta/2) & \text{QM probability of finding spin-up in y.} \\
\text{prob}(-y) &= 1 - \cos^2(\theta/2) = \sin^2(\theta/2) & \text{QM probability of finding spin-down in y.}
\end{align*}
\]

where \(\theta\) is the angle of the new spin measurement to +y. The probabilities are for the electron to be deflected up or down.

This is for a measurement of one electron. We then consider two electrons prepared in a coordinated initial state, called a singlet pair. This state is essentially like a pair of electrons in the lowest orbit of a hydrogen atom. There is only one spatial wave-function (spatial state) for this orbit, and two electrons (fermions) cannot occupy the same state. But two electrons can occupy the single orbit because they can have opposite spins. Conversely, two electrons in such a state must have opposite spins (or more precisely, superpositions of states with opposite spins).

\(^{20}\) This experiment was originally done using silver atoms (Gerlach, 1923), but the principle is the same for any spin particles, with electrons the simplest in principle.
In the case of two electrons prepared in a singlet state, QM predicts that if the two magnets are set to measure spin at the same angle, the electrons are always measured with opposite spins – even though neither may have any definite spin at all before they are measured. This is required for momentum conservation: in the singlet state there is zero total spin, and the result must also add up to zero spin.

Now if the two magnets are set at a relative angle, $\theta$, i.e. measuring spin on different axes, the probabilities of pairs of outcomes are determined by the probability law above. Each separately has a 0.5 probability of spin up or down at any angle, but the conditional probability of detecting the second with spin down at a relative angle $\theta$ when the first is found with spin up (on +y) is $\cos^2(\theta/2)$.

The problem is to explain this correlation. The first idea that occurs is that the electrons have definite and opposite spin states when they separate, and we are just measuring pre-determined values. This would be classical determinism through fixed underlying states. Einstein at al (1935) started this debate by arguing that the purely statistical formalism of QM must be incomplete, and there must be underlying physical deterministic variables responsible for correlating the spins, otherwise it would imply instantaneous non-local connections of systems across space. Einstein rejected non-local connections as implying action-at-a-distance, contradicting STR and local causation.

However assigning a deterministic spin (in every direction) does not work. This was known in the 1930’s, and Bohr rejected Einstein’s argument that the description of the QM state is incomplete. (Einstein reasoned that it must be incomplete, on pain of contradicting local causation in space-time, which to Einstein was an unshakable principle). But physicists did not examine the problem in detail until John Bell (1964) showed something more profound. Bell’s theorem shows basically that any way of assigning simple classical determinate properties to produce the correlations contradicts the QM probabilities, and that this can be tested experimentally by sampling different combinations of angles for measurements. Aspect famously tested this in 1983, and the QM probabilities were confirmed – as everyone expected them to be – even when done non-locally.

von Neumann (1932) had given a proof against “hidden variables” in QM, but his proof assumes that hidden variables represent fixed and determinate outcomes of measured properties. QM means we cannot give an electron determinate properties of spin in every direction at once. But there is a more general way to model spin or other properties, using dynamic underlying variables.

---

21 It just depends on the fact that the probabilities are $\cos^2(\theta/2)$ functions. If they were linear: $\theta/\pi$ functions, a classical underlying variable explanation would work.
Now this does let “hidden variables” determine correlations. But the problem is that there must still be a non-local connection between the “hidden variable” properties of two spin-correlated particles. The lasting conclusion is that we cannot get rid of non-locality. We will illustrate this with a model that gives a concrete visualisation of the situation.

![Electron spin trapped in +y](image1)

**Figure 41.** Instead of assigning a single fixed spin direction, we use a rotating “spin vector” in the YZ plane. A spin measurement is equivalent to inserting a partition (triangles-and-bar) orthogonal to the spin-up direction. This traps the spin vector in just one hemisphere. If it is trapped above it has measured +y-spin. If it is trapped below, it has measured -y-spin.

In this model, the “spin vector” is an underlying variable with a rapidly time-varying state, giving it a probability of being found within a given angle when measured. Thus measured spin is determined by a dynamic state – the spin-vector angle at the moment the measurement is made. Note if spin is found to be +y on an initial measurement of y-spin, it will be measured as +y on subsequent measurements of y-spin.

In the same way, a determinate spin in any direction is created by inserting a partition to trap the vector up or down relative to that direction. E.g. to determine spin in z, the partition is rotated 90 degrees.

![Electron spin trapped in +z](image2)

**Figure 42.** Spin determined as ±z by being trapped on either side of the partition, now aligned orthogonal to z.

Spin can actually be measured in three directions, x, y, z. We can make the half-circles into hemispheres of a sphere, with the partition a circle dividing the sphere in two, and we get the full representation of 3-D spin, homomorphic to the Pauli matrices.

Note that this conforms to the QM principle that particles do not actually have macroscopic properties until they are measured.
In this picture, a particle in a definite (measured) spin state has a time-varying spin-vector state. Equally, two particles in two different prepared spin states (e.g. +y and +z) have partitions at different angles, but may at times have identical underlying spin-vector positions.

Now in this model, the process of making a measurement involves removing the existing partition and replacing it at a new angle. The spin-vector will be caught on one or other side. The probability of getting spin up or down on the new measurement is the probability of catching the vector on one or other side.

![Figure 43. Measuring spin of a spin-up (+y) electron at a new angle, $\theta$. It happens to be trapped in the $+\theta$ region, but could have been trapped in the $-\theta$ direction. The probability of being trapped in a given angular region is $\sin^2(\theta/2)$ in terms of the angle illustrated.](image)

We define the spin vector to spend the appropriate amount of time in the different angular regions, and we get the correct QM measurement probabilities back. But note that the probability is not proportional to the angle, i.e. it is not $\theta/\pi$. That would allow a classical model. The probability is $\sin^2(\theta/2)$ or $\cos^2(\theta/2)$ (depending which axis we measure the angle from).

It is also possible for there to be no spin determined, i.e. no partition inserted, and for the vector to freely rotate. This is a real electron spin state (circular superposition, no spin determined).

This gives a precise model for electron spin from a deterministic underlying variable. We now consider what happens with the measurement of two electrons in a singlet state.

![Figure 44. Two electrons in singlet state are separated and travel left and right. Either one could be measured first. For the QM probabilities the spin-vectors must remain connected across space, and instantaneously pointing in opposite directions, until one is measured. Then the connection breaks.](image)

This is the critical point: the two spin vectors must remain instantly connected across space, as if they are joined by a rigid axle that keeps them pointing in opposite directions. In the original
singlet state there is no definite measured spin state, for either electron. (The electrons themselves are indistinguishable, and in superpositions of left and right positions at once.)

We then consider the two-stage process when a measurement is made.

![Electron singlet pair → spin measurement](image)

**Figure 45.** Stage 1. Before any measurement is made, the two electrons remain *dynamically connected*, as if the *spin vectors* were connected by an axle (red line).

Once the spin of one electron is measured, the spin vector of the other is instantaneously fixed in the opposite direction. Both electrons take on a definite spin state – they both have *partitions* inserted – and the connection (axle) is broken.

![Electron singlet pair – after measurement](image)

**Figure 46.** Stage 2. Once a measurement is made (e.g. on the RHS), the *spin vectors* on both sides are fixed, in opposite partitions. The *non-local connection is broken*, and the spins are henceforth independent of each other.

This is a kind of mechanical “hidden variable” model for spin states. It can be *deterministic*, since the motion of the spin vector can be deterministic. However we may assume it is unobservable and *chaotic*, and gives rise to irreducible probabilities. (But now it is *possible* that they might be controlled – something not conceivable in the purely statistical interpretation).

In ordinary QM, the non-local correlations between measurements are described probabilistically, without any attempt to give a model of the states. This hidden variable model illustrates exactly what is needed physically to connect states if we want a realist model. (This type of explicit model is not used in conventional physics, because it implies a definite temporal and causal order to the collapse events, which contradicts the standard interpretation of relativity theory, which denies any
objective order of the space-like separated collapse events. But this is not a problem for us, as we have a realist conception of space and time.) We propose a real connection, using the filaments.

Bell’s theorem.

Bell’s theorem can be illustrated with our system. First we make transition probability matrices for the quantum system. We can consider measurements at three angles, \( 1 = 0, 2 = 30, 3 = 90 \text{ degrees} \). The first measurement can be made on the spin-pair particle because this determines to opposite spin for the particle we are going to measure. We can subsequently measure the spin at different angles on the particle.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Angle ( \Delta )</th>
<th>Angle 2</th>
<th>Measurements 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 and 2</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>up-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>down-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angle 1 Measure 1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>up-1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.4665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>down-1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.0335</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 47. Transition probability matrix. We measure the spin-pair particle at 0 degrees, and this collapses our experimental particle to spin up or spin down at 0 degrees. Then we can measure it at 30 degrees. The matrix shows the probabilities of each outcome.

The probabilities for the Measurements 2 match exactly what is expected for a particle prepared with the Measurement-1 values. That is to equivalent to saying: once the other spin-pair particle has been measured on some spin axis, our particle acts as if it has been prepared in a pure spin state, on that measurement axis.

The probabilities are calculated using: \( \cos^2(\theta/2) \) functions, where \( \theta \) is the angle difference. E.g.

- \( \text{prob}(\text{up}-2 | \text{up}-1) = \cos^2(\theta/2) = \cos^2(15) \)
- \( \text{prob}(\text{down}-2 | \text{up}-1) = 1 - \text{prob}(\text{up}-2 | \text{up}-1) \)
- \( \text{prob}(\text{up}-1) = \text{prob}(\text{down}-1) = \text{prob}(\text{up}-2) = \text{prob}(\text{down}-2) = 0.5 \)

The absolute probability of spin-up or spin down on any given axis is 0.5.

The probability of a given sequence is the product e.g. in the example: \( \text{prob}(\text{up}-1, \text{up}-2) = 0.5 \times \cos^2(15) = 0.4665 \). It does not matter what order measurements 1 and 2 are performed because the transition probability is symmetric since: \( \cos^2(\theta/2) = \cos^2(-\theta/2) \).
Figure 48. Transition probabilities for $30 - 90$ and $0 - 90$ degree measurements.

Note these are three different transition probability matrices, relating measurements on two angles.

Another possibility is a sequence with three measurements, through: $0 - 30 - 90$.

Figure 49. Transition probabilities for $0 - 30 - 90$ degree measurements, right. We obtain the joint transition probability matrix by multiplying the two separate matrices for: $0 - 30$ and then $30 - 90$. These represent the spin correlations between outcomes.

This represents transition probabilities for measuring angle-3 (90 degrees) by first measuring 0 degrees, then measuring 30 degrees, then 90 degrees. Note the total probabilities for up-3 and down-3 are still 0.5, but now the distribution of combinations is different to the previous one. E.g. the chance of obtaining up-3 is much higher given up-1 (0.358) than down-1 (0.1417). Without the interpolated measurement at 30 degrees, the probabilities are all 0.25, as above.

Now so far this is just standard QM, and we see the well-known feature that interpolating measurements in a sequence of spin measurements (or any measurements) changes probabilities of the outcomes. (This leads to the quantum Zeno paradox: if we could perform measurements continuously closely together, the state does not change.)

- With an isolated spin system, this is taken to mean that measurement disturbs the spin state.
Measurements do not just measure an existing state and leave it fixed. We know this because we can measure at 0-degrees, 90-degrees, then 0-degrees again, and when we measure 0-degrees again, it is not correlated to the first measurement. E.g. we can get: up-0 \rightarrow up-90 \rightarrow down-0. Now this is quite comprehensible: measurement (or state preparation) physically affects the system, and resets the spin variable. There is no other realistic choice in ordinary QM: the wave function collapses, and a new state is “prepared” after the measurement.

But the special problem raised by the spin correlations is that the measurement causing collapse is now being performed clearly at a distance, on another particle. That is to say: measuring the spin on one electron that may be many miles away prepares the second electron in a specific spin state, without otherwise physically interacting with it. The second electron behaves exactly like it has been collapsed into a prepared state, with a pure spin.

(In fact all quantum systems are spatially distributed, and wave collapse is always “instantaneous” over a spatial wave function. So wave collapse is intrinsically non-local, even with a single particle. But the spin-pair example brings home how definitely non-local the effect is.)

The big question in the field is to establish for sure that the correlations are caused by a non-local dynamic connection across space, rather than being somehow predetermined by a system of underlying local variables. The arguments are mainly due to Bell’s theorems.

- Bell’s Theorem shows that the correlations cannot be explained by having pre-determined underlying variables, and we are required to have a dynamic connection.

We can show Bell’s reasoning in a simple way with our example.

For a hidden variable explanation, we imagine that we assign a determinate outcome for each particle on its next future measurement, with outcomes specified for all possible future measurements. (There are an infinite number: one for every angle. We now just consider assigning three simultaneously). We combine a collection of particles with determinate states in a statistical ensemble. We choose electrons in pairs, with opposite spin properties for every angle, so that takes care of the correlations. But the problem is whether we can make a statistical ensemble to duplicate the QM probabilities.
Figure 50. We see individual transition probabilities in the three boxes. We make an ensemble of particles labelled up or down on all three spin angles, 0, 30 and 90 degrees. This shows the eight possible combinations of properties on the right. Then we solve for the statistical probabilities $A, B, C, D$ required to get the QM probabilities. There is no solution – in this example, $C$ is negative and cannot be a probability.

We construct an ensemble in the proportions of $A, B, C, D$ to try to duplicate our QM probabilities. Because of symmetry, there are only 4 independent values, as e.g. (up, up, up) is equivalent to (down, down, down), etc. So: $A + B + C + D = 0.5$. We can then set conditions on them in pairs, to ensure the correct probabilities for each combination. This gives us four equations in 4 variables, and we can solve this. But there is no consistent solution: this example requires a negative value for $C$.

- **There is no solution for the QM probabilities. There is no ensemble that could work.**

The idea of the ensemble is that each individual particle is drawn from a collection of pairs, where each has pre-determined properties for spin on each axis. This determines the outcome of the next measurement only. (When a measurement is made, another state is drawn from the ensemble.) This is enough to ensure the correlations, because each pair is chosen with opposite spin properties, for every possible next measurement. If spin could be described by such an ensemble, this would remove the need for a non-local connection between the two spin states. But this example shows it cannot. Bell’s theorems show more generally it cannot.

But note that there is a system with a transition probability that could be modelled like this: if we set the probability proportional to the angle, not $\cos^2$ of the angle. Then we could have correlations without a dynamic connection. But it does not work for QM probabilities.

Bell’s theorem essentially shows that we cannot remove the non-local connection across space. Not even with our deterministic system! So we accept it.
Entanglement and wave collapse.

This kind of model with dynamic underlying variables illustrates the feature that has proved impossible to remove: an “instantaneous connection” must be maintained between separated particles, which correlates states “instantaneously” at the two locations. This entanglement through spin is just one example: it is a generic feature that arises throughout QM. Whenever two or more particles interact, their states may become entangled. The striking thing is that they act like they are physically connected, but there is no plausible connection through ordinary 3D space.

Our “spin-vector” model also illustrates that the connection is as simple as a single “axle” connecting two rotating “spin vectors”. The proposal is that the “axle” is provided by the filaments.

The filaments connect particles separated in space. This provides exactly what we need for the spin model. We say the spin states are fixed relative to each other by the filament. The connection is equivalent to a single “axle” connecting two electrons. This is outside ordinary space. In ordinary physics there is nothing outside 3D space at all, and nothing inside 3D space that could connect them, and the effect is no less than magic. There is a lot of work in this area, checking if there are any possible ways to circumvent non-locality proofs. None can be found. We take the bull by the horns instead, and propose a real mechanism.

It would be ad hoc to propose such filaments as an explanation for entanglement, if this was their only role. But in the context of TAU they arise independently, and it is a problem what to do with them anyway. Assigning them this role in entanglement is a natural interpretation. The filaments provide the minimal non-local connections required. Without such a physical connection, QM is simply left with mysterious connections that have no explanation. Filaments will also let us make a distinction between smooth evolution and wave function collapse.

On the other hand, our fundamental theory TAU no longer tells us what these filaments are going to do, except in general terms. To make anything of them, we have to match them with properties found in quantum mechanics. The first is the transmission of information through them.

The filaments themselves are in vibrational states, corresponding to the particle wave functions. The speed of transmission in the filaments (which could be torsional or wave-like) will be greater than the speed of light, because the filaments are very thin, and a scale principle applies. As we saw in the
cosmology, the speed of light increases for ordinary space with the ratio: \( v(R_u/R_w) \). Assuming the filament radius is the Planck length, \( R_u\sqrt{VD} = R_u/10^{20} \), we may expect a surface wave speed to be something like: \( cD^k \approx 10^{10}c \). This travels a distance of one light year in about 0.003 seconds. So it can connect quite distant events almost instantaneously. But note this speed is not known. There may be torsion waves, or transverse vibrational waves (like guitar strings), and the speed may be as much as: \( c\sqrt{VD} \approx 10^{20}c \). The most extreme speed would be: \( cD \) which would connect particles across the universe in the time of one particle cycle: \( DR_u/cD = R_u/c \). We cannot tell until we can develop a robust 6D continuum mechanical analysis. It may seem complex. But there are a lot of symmetries, and cannot be so many possibilities.

In any case, we take the filaments to provide the critical connections between wave functions. E.g. in the case of the spin vectors, the filaments can carry spin through torsion. More generally they relate position-momentum properties. But now our physics has several modes of interaction, replacing the wave-particle dualism of the conventional model:

(a) Superposition of wave functions in space.
(b) Particles (filaments) following-and-creating wave functions in space.
(c) Filaments interacting, and making nodes or connections with each other.

The first mode is normal QM superposition. The second follows the Bohm pilot wave mechanism. The third is novel and involves breaking and reconnecting of filaments as the model for wave function collapse. Initially, we just propose that this happens, to give ourselves a theory – or to recognise what a theory must include.

![Filaments switching node connections](image)

**Electron interacting with proton.**

Figure 52. An electron in a singlet state with another electron is absorbed by a proton. This reconnects filament nodes.

---

22 There is a problem from the fact the connection is not instantaneous. If two separated system can be measured very close to simultaneously in the filament frame of reference, they may get conflicting results, and this could contradict QM. For collapse events separated by 1,000 km, the time is about 3 x10^{-13} secs. This is about the minimal time for an electron measurement, so this is not very likely. But there are several ways this could be resolved to avoid a theoretical conundrum.

23 This allows a space-symmetric universe, where every particle has a mirror image on the opposite side of the universe, connected directly by a filament.

24 This also raises the question of the length of filaments. We could match wave motions in the filaments to periods of particles, but the estimates we get vary from \( 10^{-3} \) – \( 10^{8} \) m, depending on assumptions. So this is still an unknown point of the model. What we need now is a unified solution to TAU.
The measurement of one electron (through being localised with a proton) breaks the singlet electron-electron connection, and establishes a new electron-proton connection. This represents a position measurement of the electron. Note that it also breaks (at least some) external connections of the proton, since it is equally a measurement of the proton. (So note that there may be multiple node connections.)

In this mechanism, wave collapse only happens when two filaments come in close contact in the surface to interact. Two interacting filaments must separate from previous connections, and connect with each other. This now raises questions about the filament interactions, the nodal structures that could be formed, and the reestablishment of the quantum spatial wave function when connections are broken.

How does an electron filament separate from one node (the other electron), and move to join another (proton)? It moves through space? We normally see this as an “instantaneous” wave collapse, but now it takes a finite time.

![Filaments in transition between nodes, with a photon intermediary wave?](image)

**Figure 53.** The filament of an electron, half-way between its original singlet state node and its next proton node. This is an EM energy exchange.

This also raises the question of photons. Photons exist as QM surface waves, but do they have filaments? By assumption, the mass particles have filaments, with the Planck length radius. But photons have no rest-mass component, and in TAU, they do not have a gravitational strain. They are like electrons turned sideways. We can imagine we turn the filament sideways, so that it points along a wavelength through space. Now photons can have entangled states. However, when we look carefully, we find that photons are not entangled with photons. Rather photon modes are entangled with each other. (e.g. van Enk, 2004).

One hypothesis is therefore that photons have filaments, but they only join back to themselves, in loops. E.g. when an electron absorbs a photon, it produces an electron with a higher energy, and another photon.

This then raises the question of the number of particles that can be entangled. We have shown only pairs of particles. But there may be more than two particles connected at a single filament node. And it also seems that the construction may be hierarchical. This corresponds to systems of filaments embedded in higher-level filament networks. Do they keep joining up to further nodes higher up?
As far as the nucleus is concerned, this multiple-joining allows the nucleons to maintain their individual particle identities, while forming the nucleus as a single entity. This should conform to standard QM for ordinary atomic systems. Then an atom is formed by as second node connecting an electron with the nucleus. So we have a second level hierarchy. We will have to make our filaments behave to match the way particles, atoms, etc, combine, in constructions of processes and states. But the particle behaviour itself is in the phenomenon: we are just making it explicit.

There are many phenomena that could be considered. E.g. superconducting states. But the fermion versus boson behaviour is the most fundamental. Two fermions cannot occupy the same state while multiple bosons can. This was proposed by Pauli in 1925 as the exclusion principle for electrons, and in a generalised form it is regarded as a fundamental principle. But it is one of those profound quantum mechanical rules with no underlying explanation. We can now try to explain it in terms of the impossibility of filaments occupying the same state.

Having filaments gives a new mechanism to explain the behaviour. It seems like the difference between fermion and boson behaviour in TAU will relate to filament behaviour. This is another reason to think photons have only self-joining filaments. The massive vector bosons ($W^+$, $W^-$, $Z$) persist for only a microscopic time, and may be unable to form stable filaments. The formation of
stable filaments may also be expected to provide the distinction between real particles and the virtual particles in quantum field theory.

But another question is then how many filaments? If it works to record particle interactions using just one filament, fine; but what if it requires two or more filaments per particle?

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 56. Is there just one filament per electron and proton? Could there be two?**

TAU does not tell us this, so we will have to work it out from observational physics.

- How many connections are possible or required to make entanglement work?

We can bring it back to known theory by relating it to the construction of the Hilbert space for complex particle systems. But now it raises questions over how complete that construction is. It lets us illustrate how distinct constructions could be possible.

It is also worth noting a major logical difference between having one or two filaments, if we construct larger hierarchical filament networks.

- With just one filament per particle/node, joining above, networks can only make simple tree hierarchies, from above. These are limited for representing information.
- With two filaments (or more) per node, networks can make all kinds of complex relational structures, including CAT2 type networks. These networks allow general graphs or relations, and are ideal for representing information.

The speculative but interesting question this relates to is the possibility of complex hierarchical nodal structures. We see a second-level node for the atom above. But could there be multiple levels above atoms? Representing entanglement among larger entities. Do measurements or collapse events occur in a hierarchy, with “cascading” effects?

E.g. can we entangle measurement systems and object systems, and use collapse to switch “measurements” on or off? We can then potentially use collapse to transmit signals non-locally, by testing whether an entangled measurement produces interference. This is the question of superluminal signalling. Conventional proofs in QM tells us this cannot be done. (E.g. Ghirardi et al 1979, 1980). But these proofs make an assumption: that the result will be as if no intermediate collapse occurs. The question we are asking is whether there is a real collapse, and it appears to be still an open question. Systems in ordinary atomic physics or chemistry are not normally conceived with higher levels of hierarchical complexity. E.g. interference experiments are rarely designed with

---

hierarchical collapse sequences of measuring devices – where “measuring devices” themselves go into superposition. However it is possible to test for such effects.

This is also related to one of the oldest questions in QM, about the cause and description of wave collapse. The filament construction in our theory is reflected by the Hilbert space description in ordinary QM. The Hilbert space for a single particle, say $H_2$, is a kind of state-space, representing the possible wave functions for the particle. Any possible QM state is a vector in the Hilbert space. For a system with two particles, we take the Hilbert product space: $H_1 \otimes H_2$. The system as a whole has a state vector in this space. For more particles, we may take multiple products: $(H_1 \otimes H_2) \otimes \ldots \otimes H_N$. Now in the standard picture, the state vector evolves smoothly in the Hilbert space (by the Schrödinger equation) until a measurement is made, then it “collapses” to a new vector – which is a subspace of it present range. E.g. for our two-particle spin system, it will continue in smooth evolution until one electron is measured, when the state vector will collapse in the space: $H_1 \otimes H_2$, from a superposition of spin-location states to a specific spin-location state. This collapse generally happens physically when a particle is localised in physical space.

But one of the famous conundrums of QM measurement theory (Schrödinger, Wigner and others) is that the measuring instrument (say the atoms in a detector that absorbs an electron in one channel) can be included in a larger Hilbert space, say: $H_1 \otimes H_2 \otimes H_3$, describing the system and the measurement instrument together. Then how do we get a collapse event in this larger space? Do we have to measure this system in turn from the outside? Is that an infinite regression? And why not just have a smooth evolution in this larger space, with multiple “measurement outcomes” coexisting in superposition?

The measurement collapse to a single state vector in: $H_1 \otimes H_2$ might be replaced by a superposition of separate measurement outcome states in $H_1 \otimes H_2 \otimes H_3$. But do measuring instruments really persist in superpositions of states? And can we keep extending this until we get to the whole universe? There are several radically different answers suggested in the literature, depending on the interpretation of QM adopted.

But the primary observation for us surely comes back to the specificity of our conscious experience. We think there is a collapse because we consciously register only one outcome for experiments, or observations. Only one atom absorbs the electron. Only one lotto number is actually picked.

If both outcomes persisted in superposition, in a larger Hilbert space, then supposedly, both conscious states of an observer persist. This is highlighted by Schrödinger’s cat as an absurd outcome. Everett’s “many worlds” interpretation of QM takes this conclusion seriously, allowing all outcomes to persist, and splitting observers into multiple “realities” all at once – perhaps the most radical metaphysical implication in scientific history! (Seriously? Yeah, seriously! The world splits every instant and everything happens! Do you believe that? No not really.) Other models propose physical conditions for collapse. Others try to show it doesn’t matter or is not measurable.

TAU gives a mechanism for discrete collapse events. They are now recorded in the interactions of the filaments. This also means TAU may allow some different possibilities to the conventional theory. The Hilbert space vector describes surface wave functions, in superpositions, and this is just to say that the surface waves evolve smoothly between collapse events, as usual. But the Hilbert space itself is now determined by the particles/filaments/nodes.
Complex systems.

We cannot introduce another level of quantisation, representing superposition of filaments. Filament arrangements represent particle states. We have mixtures of states. Now collapse events (measurements) mean the state vector changes, but can also mean the state space changes. Changes of the state space are of fundamental importance in non-equilibrium or far-from-equilibrium thermodynamics – where structures and structured processes appear in nature. It is not simply the steady evolution of the system in a given state space that matters, but changes of the state space, which are changes in the possible states of the system.

This is illustrated by the early-universe entropy production, which is a phase-change phenomenon. In our theory, as in the conventional one, the universe began expanding in a very homogenised (maximal-entropy) state in the initial highly compact space (with few states available), but when it exploded, a vast number of new states became available, as stable particle states. Once it flipped into the larger exploding state space, the first homogenous state that crystallised out represented a very low entropy state indeed! For a universe expanding with many particles, the “equilibrium state” is not the homogeneous state, like a thin featureless gas, it is a gravitationally clumped state. The universe is in a far-from-equilibrium process, evolving through gravitationally clumped states, creating complex structures and entanglements: galaxies, stars, planets, chemistry, life, etc.

We have a natural explanation of thermodynamic irreversibility, given the universe has a cyclic collapse. It is not expected to be time symmetric, because the laws are intrinsically directional, through retarded causation, i.e. retarded potentials. While the universe is expanding and contracting, processes go about their normal thermodynamic cycles, and produce complex structures. At end of a cosmic cycle, everything gets compressed, the state space gets compressed, the entropy is suddenly forced down. When the universe expands again, the thermodynamic behaviour continues in a new cycle, in the same direction.

We do not have the major problem of explaining time asymmetry with directionless space-time that conventional accounts have, because time is intrinsically directional, and has a direction specified in the fundamental laws of physics. Time directionality is evident in several fundamental laws. First in retarded potentials. Second in the directional spin of the QM wave. Third in the asymmetry of the weak force. Fourth, in the general asymmetry of the probabilistic laws of QM. (Holster, 2003 (a)). Actually these are already present as lawlike asymmetries of physics, they are just not recognised as such, leading to the “mystery” of why the universe is asymmetric in time when the laws are symmetric in time. Time asymmetry is not mysterious in TAU.

But the question that genuinely puzzles scientists is how so much complexity has arisen. Planet Earth is bursting at the seams with complex systems – largely because Earth has developed life. Life involves vast molecular complexity, supported by informational complexity: cells, DNA, genes, organs, neural networks, nervous systems, language, consciousness and thought. How do we explain all this complexity? And is it simply due to classical interactions? Or is there a role for quantum features? Or further structures?

Note the number of filaments and their connectivity now gives a measure of complexity, and a different source of complexity to simple wave disturbances. It provides a topological complexity. The
TAU filaments introduce the question of higher levels of hierarchical complexity, forming complex entangled QM systems. This leads to the possibility of experiments testing for “cascading” systems of hierarchical entanglement – tests of whether logical structures of filaments play a role. These effects have not been considered much yet, and experiments may be difficult.

But we might also expect to see it play a role in complex natural systems (the fecundity of nature: everything gets used somewhere). And nowadays, the role of quantum entanglement is increasingly found to be important in complex natural and living systems.

If entanglement is really embodied through filament networks, it may provide structures that come into play in natural information systems. The brain or nervous system is the most spectacular candidate for a large-scale entangled system. And scientists have been considering this for some time. But the brain is immensely complex, difficult to observe in operation, and it is not evident how to test the hypothesis that it creates and sustains a single large-scale quantum mechanical system, relating many hierarchical parts (neurons). Or what the “hierarchical structure” could be like. But we do know what the system is made from in bulk.

The brain is about 90% liquid water, with 10% structural material (by molecule count). A quantum brain would require that water solutions are able to act as a host for coherent quantum waves, entangling many particles. If this is possible, we might expect that some related properties may be evident in simpler water systems. And indeed, water with solutes of various kinds, surface constraints (e.g. cells, membranes) of various kinds, under the influence of EM treatments of various kinds, is now well known to display many inexplicable behaviours. (E.g. Ball 1999, 2008; Pollack 2013; Ho 2012(a), Chaplin Website, for different views).

In fact there are many weird and wonderful water phenomenon There are experiments that show inexplicable “water memory” effects, others showing fine-grained exclusion zones and “water structures” at interfaces and surfaces, and others showing inexplicable effects of weak EM fields on water properties. Another phenomenon suggested as having a quantum mechanical explanation is the “floating water bridge”. Subtle effects are evident in the universal role of water in processes of transcription of DNA, protein reactions, cellular mechanisms, neural mechanisms, etc. Roles for coherent quantum mechanical states in some water phenomenon have been proposed since at least the 1980s.

Multiple explanations for various anomalous water phenomenon have been proposed, but there is still no scientific consenus, and there remains a lively debate. Water itself remains the most mysterious substance in chemistry, and it has delicately balanced micro-properties (tiny molecule, high dipole moment, high ionisation, high mixture of covalent and ionic bonding), that makes water states extremely difficult to observe, or to model quantum mechanically. In fact our best models of water still cannot even explain the boiling and freezing points (or another 60-odd known anomalies).

So it is suggested that simple water systems may provide a natural laboratory for testing information effects of entanglement and collapse phenomenon, and this is in parallel with the idea that our brains have a fundamentally quantum mechanical level of operation. Alternatively, experiments with complex entangled states are increasingly possible in condensed state quantum physics, especially with the rise of quantum computing technology. It is this area, of low-energy, delicately controlled, nano-physics that TAU filaments may have some application.
This concerns the role of quantum processes in information systems, and leads to some very metaphysical questions. So having raised the question, we will conclude this survey with a few brief comments.

Metaphysics.

TAU clearly disrupts conventional metaphysics of modern physics, which is based on taking 4D space-time as the fundamental entity. According to most physicists today, all reality must be defined in the space-time manifold model. The possibility of realism about space and time is not considered a viable question by most. This has strong implications in academic philosophy of physics. It is probably why physicists take time reversal symmetry as a fundamental principle, and refuse to consider evidence that time is asymmetric. Metaphysical theories tell physicists that time should be symmetric. But time actually has a preferred direction in physics, as in life and in consciousness.

Metaphysical beliefs in physics like “everything must exist eternally in a symmetric space-time” have the function of constraining the possible theories that can be considered, and constraining the imagination. Metaphysical beliefs or codes remain a powerful method for the demarcation of belief systems. E.g. time flow, simultaneity or the aether are generally regarded as out of bounds in physics today.

However, apart from this function of controlling belief systems, “space-time metaphysics” is very abstract, and has little practical impact in the real world. The philosophical meaning primarily taken from modern physics is more likely to be materialist reductionism. The message is that theories are already so good and the foundations are so well understood that there is no chance of any serious fundamental revision of “scientific reality” possible any more. It is allowed that a unified theory may change things a little of course – but only within the limits of known physics, by resolving some puzzles, making the known theories work a little better – but without changing the fundamental knowledge of reality that has been built up over the last fifty years.

TAU radically contradicts this conservative message. It means that the world is a very different place to the one imagined in conventional physics. Not just in the abstract philosophy, but in real things. The most radical difference is of course that it introduces higher dimensions, with real structures and processes. And these become essential bearers of information. What other metaphysical consequences does it lead to? Implications are most evident for a theory of consciousness.

We know that the content of consciousness is closely connected with the state of the brain. But the origin of consciousness itself remains mysterious. There are no really specific models that link it directly to fundamental physics. Certainly none that are generally accepted. But the filament structures we have introduced in TAU opens a new possibility.

---

26 It is popularly held that the Michelson-Morley experiment along with the Einstein-Minkowski version of Special Relativity conclusively ruled out the possibility of realism about space or time over a century ago, by dismissing the classical spatial aether. But we should realise by now that is very naïve.
The possible dependence of conscious states as quantum states has been long considered as an important question by realists about mental states. There is substantial evidence and considerable speculation that a coherent QM wave function, representing a complex hierarchical state, is produced by the brain, and this is responsible for conscious content. This is a realist concept, of a mental-physical correlate, and an alternative to classical reductionism.

Reductive materialism makes the brain a discrete Turing machine, just like a digital computer, with a classical mechanical state. Both classical and quantum systems can represent information. However a single complex quantum state is much richer, and represents a relational state wholistically – as illustrated by the radical differences between digital and quantum computers. As suggested above, it can potentially be “self-observing”, which we can associate with having higher-level hierarchical states, that can induce or observe collapse of lower-level states.

Materialists traditionally argue that all that is required for consciousness is a “functional representation of information”. This simple mechanical reductionist view was developed in the context of classical physics, and became the “functionalist view” of intelligence, with Turing and von Neumann. But it seems to explain nothing about consciousness. It is independent of any empirical facts about the operation of neural processes or fundamental physics that must ultimately underpin a reduction of conscious states.

To some cognitive scientists (studying brain processes) and some philosophical realists, it seems very likely that “conscious states” correspond to single wholistic quantum mechanical states, not to classical “digital information” states. There is no evidence that magnetic disks or transistor arrays that represent information are conscious – any more than a book is conscious. There is equally no evidence that software programs are conscious, even though they can act “intelligently” in a behaviourist sense.

Traditional materialism (functionalism; reductive behaviourism) is anti-realist about consciousness, and often denies it exists. Materialists instead propose “behavioural criteria” to define the “meaning” of the term consciousness, or the meanings of language for “conscious states”. For these philosophers it comes down to a semantic problem of how to define the term “consciousness”. Realists by contrast think consciousness is real, and must be associated with some kind of specific states, processes or entities, that produce and support the peculiar quality of “conscious experience”.

Now consciousness has now also been long and famously associated with the mysterious phenomenon of wave function collapse in quantum mechanics – sometimes through an appeal to an “observer” that has to be added from outside physics proper – or sometimes as pointing to a non-physical aspect of reality – or as a level of physics not yet comprehended.

Now with TAU, the filaments introduce a network hierarchy of physical connections and information-carrying structures that can potentially play the role of a realist correlate of conscious states. It appears suited to this because of the wholistic nature and interconnected nature of such a network.

Although it has been rejected as a meaningful question by some positivists, logical behaviourists, pragmatists, etc. Some philosophers claim to explain “consciousness” with semantic-behaviourist theories, not as a natural phenomenon. They think that if we can explain our language for talking about consciousness there is nothing further to explain. But a scientific explanation of the phenomenon is required.
But this raises another fundamental question for us: what ultimately happens to the particle filaments “above”? Do filaments always join to other filaments? Does the nodal structure just stop at some level? Or do nodes keep joining inside the large “internal space” of the universe, to even higher-level structures? Are there nodes representing our personal conscious identity? If so are they temporary states, dependant on the body, or do they persist independently?

We do not try to answer these questions here. But once we introduce a filament structure, the universe is suddenly filled with potential information and interactions that are outside the domain of causation of purely local forces in 3D space. There are many empirical questions to be answered about TAU before we have to confront this. But it still leads us to ask: what would it mean in terms of the reality we live in? The fact that it has strong implications is exactly why it is interesting as an alternative to standard scientific metaphysics.

I think we will remain confronted with a choice between two new world views, mirroring the two main views currently held, but in a more complex physical universe.

Figure 57. Two possibilities for the interior of the TAU universe. LHS. Empty. Filaments connect QM particles, but they are shallow and transitory, and dependant on material surface particles. RHS. Universe full of filamentous structures. It supports entities and information processes inside.

In the “full universe”, the first level (red) may be transitory, and dependant on material particles, but a second level (blue) may contain permanent entities, and in this case, there might be a series of levels (yellow). These levels are not dependant on material objects for their existence. Is there a central entity holding them all together?

The first picture is still consistent with materialist reductionism. Materialists could identify consciousness as a special kind of filament state without stretching too hard. This state has the “wholistic” quality of a multi-particle quantum wave function, and the idea is that it enables an hierarchical quantum logic, with a certain autonomy from the purely mechanical particle behaviour alone. This may have some advantages in specifically explaining the generation of conscious states, by the central nervous system. But this picture can still deny any permanent entities in the filament network. I.e. it can deny “minds”, “souls”, “spirits”, etc, as long-lasting entities that host conscious states. It can deny anything carrying a lasting personal identity beyond the transitory states of consciousness. This is the conclusion that materialists primarily want. The denial of conscious states is not really so important: the denial of minds as containers of consciousness, the denial of non-
physical entities carrying personal identity, is the main point. So this view can remain consistent with atheism, moral nihilism, spiritual nihilism, and other conclusions that materialists want.

In the second picture, we have a complex hierarchy of entities, which may include lasting or permanent entities, at higher levels in the filament network. This could include “minds” as autonomous entities – i.e. lasting entities representing personal identity – the souls, spirits, ghosts, angels, demons, gods, etc of traditional folk belief; or the spiritual entities of various theologies. In this picture, states of consciousness are transitory and connected to physical events (just as we experience them), but they are states of higher-level entities. This allows realism about all kinds of non-physical entities. This does not reflect the specific views of any theology. But it allows spiritual belief systems to be consistent with material causality.

Now the reason for bringing this up is not argue for either choice here. It is an open question. The point is just to illustrate that if TAU is confirmed as a scientific theory, it opens up these possibilities. It resurrects these traditional metaphysical questions as real debates within science. The present state of science claims to leave no scope for such questions – fundamental physics claims to have all the essential answers about the contents of the natural world. But TAU means the natural world is much larger and more complex than our present scientific metaphysics recognises. Most certainly it introduces something dramatic: a world filled with hidden information. How such information is communicated among physical systems then becomes a new mystery.

TAU is a proposed as a unified theory, and if it is successful it might be thought – or feared – that it spells an end to fundamental scientific questions. But the opposite is the case. TAU opens up far more questions, scientific and philosophical and metaphysical, than presently conceived as possibilities in the current era of scientific certainty.

I will conclude this survey of the theory here. It is an attempt to give the big picture. Obviously there are a lot of detailed questions, derivations and conceptual explanations required. These are addressed in subsequent Chapters.

To conclude we now briefly propose answers to the questions that we began with.
## Questions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questions</th>
<th>Answers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What is dark matter?</td>
<td>Free energy in space; clumping of background energy; created by interchange with gravitational energy in the expansion process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is dark energy?</td>
<td>Not a real substance. Partly an observational effect from changing constants, but a real acceleration in part of the expansion cycle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Why are different measures of the Hubble constant incompatible?</td>
<td>Observational inconsistencies from failing to take into account the changing constants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Why did stars and galaxies form so fast in the early universe?</td>
<td>Gravity was stronger.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the quantum wave function?</td>
<td>An abstract mathematical description of a real perturbation of space. Adamant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What causes wave function collapse?</td>
<td>Reconnections of particle filaments, reflecting localisation of particles in space.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What provides the space-like connection for quantum entanglement?</td>
<td>Particle filaments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is there a deterministic level of physics underlying quantum mechanics?</td>
<td>There is a <strong>determinate level</strong> of underlying properties, but trajectories are intrinsically chaotic, and not <strong>deterministic</strong>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the speed and frame of reference for wave function collapse?</td>
<td>The speed of waves on the filaments $\sim 10^{10}c - 10^{20}c$; in the frame of the filaments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is quantum mechanics the fundamental description?</td>
<td>It is fundamental for the wave perturbation, but not for the particles or for measurement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Why are there so many independent parameters in the Standard Model?</td>
<td>Because it is a phenomenological description of a simpler fundamental geometry.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does the Standard Model represent the complete set of particles?</td>
<td>No.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is there a reduction of the Standard Model to something simpler?</td>
<td>Yes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Why can’t physics predict any particle masses or force constants?</td>
<td>It does not have the fundamental model that determines the relationships.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Why do the electric charges of the electron and proton exactly match?</td>
<td>They are (time-reversed) wave components of exactly the same type.  Adamant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the neutrino mass?</td>
<td>About: $m_\nu = \sqrt{1-\left(m_\nu/m_\mu\right)^2} \approx 0.075eV$ for the electron neutrino.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Why does the weak force fail time and space reversal symmetry?</td>
<td>Spin is asymmetric in the torus, associated with a global spin state of space itself.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the quantum description of gravity?</td>
<td>Bohmian mechanics for the particle filaments. There is no quantisation of gravity as a force.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is the black hole event-horizon singularity physically real?</td>
<td>The event-horizon disappears for black holes, (but another appears as filaments for particles).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is the black hole central singularity real?</td>
<td>No. And no space-time worm-holes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question</td>
<td>Answer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is General Relativity fundamental or an approximation?</td>
<td>Approximation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the source of irreversibility of processes (thermodynamics)?</td>
<td>Retarded causality, through centralised coordination of waves. This creates an entropy cycle in the global expansion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Why are the fundamental laws asymmetric in time?</td>
<td>Causality is based on wave motions, and intrinsically directed to the future. Also there is an asymmetric direction of spin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Why are the fundamental laws asymmetric in space?</td>
<td>Filaments point in a common direction, to the inside of the 3-space, and have an asymmetric direction of rotation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the flow of time in physics?</td>
<td>What Newton said.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What generated the low-entropy state of the universe?</td>
<td>A cyclic expansion and contraction of the state-space.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What will the future expansion of the universe be?</td>
<td>The universe will recontract and collapse.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What happened in the very early universe before the Big Bang?</td>
<td>It “bounced” at maximal compaction, when the radius was still about 10,000 km.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Why is the universe made of matter instead of anti-matter?</td>
<td>The universe may have very large regions of matter and anti-matter, separated by voids.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do dimensionless ratios of constants reflect physical relationships?</td>
<td>Yes. $q^2/4\pi\epsilon_0hc \approx (m_e/m_p)^{2/3}$ and: $R_{universe} = h^2/m_em_p^2G$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do the fundamental constants of physics change with time?</td>
<td>Yes, but they are determined by the expansion of space, not by time as such.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How many dimensions does space have?</td>
<td>At least six. (Possibly nine ... ).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is String Theory the only way to generalise to a multi-dimensional space?</td>
<td>No.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix. TAU Project Summary.

TAU Quantum Particles.

TAU starts by postulating a six dimensional geometric model that naturally reproduces basic principles of relativistic quantum mechanics. To obtain particles, this is implemented as the torus model. This geometry largely determines the theories of quantum particles, gravity and cosmology that develop. It models the key long-lived relativistic QM particles, as the natural wave function solution for the geometry. This gives an exact model for the electron, the electromagnetic force, and the photon to start with. It matches with classical and quantum electrodynamics. It also provides a proton, a neutron and a neutrino. These are all the key long-lived stable particles. They have their main properties predicted more or less exactly.

The geometry predicts further unstable higher-energy particles, which may be identified e.g. with vector bosons. It indicates two orthogonal components of protons and neutrons, which may be identified with up and down quarks to match the Standard Model. In addition to the long-range EM force, it allows two short-range forces, on a scale corresponding to the weak and strong forces. Solutions for short-lived particles and forces have not been solved yet. The next step to fully reproduce the Standard Model.

TAU provides the appropriate quantum properties, and appropriate length scales, for the general mass scales of the Standard Model particles and forces. There is every prospect of reproducing the full Standard Model because the is a viable model for the first-generation of particles. What is primarily missing is a strong theory for the three generations of particles (e.g. the muon and tau in addition to the electron.) A mechanism is proposed, but has not been solved or confirmed. Finding a solution for the muon in particular would strongly confirm the model.

- The basic particle model generates relativistic quantum particles with properties and equations matching known physics, reducing electrodynamics and STR to a simpler basis.
- The general hypothesis is that all the fundamental particles can be constructed from space, with the whole range of particles determined by a natural geometry. The full reduction of the whole Standard Model is the open question.
- This possibility appears convincing from general considerations. There is only limited flexibility to adapt the theory, and solutions are strongly determined.

TAU Gravity.

Gravity is determined in TAU by curvature of space and its effect on the speed of light. This curvature is directly produced by particle energies, which are stored in the local strain of the micro-dimension. This gives a physical model for mass energy and gravitational potential energy. There is a natural strain function for the micro-torus in the vicinity of a mass. This curves space and changes the local speed of light. Gravity is not quantised, or quantizable: as in GTR, it is not a force. The local solution matches the standard GTR Schwarzschild central mass solution closely for weak gravity (but with measurable differences). It has stronger differences in strong gravity, as we approach a central mass. It changes the nature of black holes. These differences can be tested with practical experiments. The strain function can also be extended to very short distances, down to the quantum level of individual particles. At the particle centre, this results in a “filament-like” extension (and extrusion) of space. These “filaments” are not introduced ad hoc: they are the natural extension of the solution for gravity, where it merges with the quantum wave. They individuate particles in the model – representing wave-particle duality. The filament radius (at the 3D surface) is tiny (Planck
scale). But the filaments may extend for large distances. Filaments of interacting and entangled particles are connected, through nodes, and this gives quantum jumps and entanglement properties. Wave function collapse events are reconnections of filaments. This means entangled particles are physically connected, outside ordinary space, through the filaments. The connections are “almost instantaneous” because the speed of transmission through filaments is much faster than the local speed c in the surface. Smooth evolution of the surface waves follows quantum mechanics. The surface waves provide wave guides for the almost-point-like filaments. The dynamics for the motion of the filaments corresponds to a version of Bohmian deterministic mechanics. Thus gravity is merges with particle dynamics at the quantum level.

- Whether the predictions for weak gravity in the solar system can be confirmed by experiment is the immediate decisive question.
- There are significant differences for black holes, and galaxy and star formation. These can provide further tests.
- Bohmian mechanics provides a general principle that can be extended in TAU to complex particle systems and spin.

**TAU Cosmology.**

The TAU cosmological model is largely determined by the gravity model. It conforms empirically to the main sequence of conventional cosmology after the Big Bang, but it explains effects like dark matter and dark energy quite differently, and predicts some very different effects. Most of these effects relate to known anomalies in cosmology. A striking prediction is a set of direct relationships among fundamental constants \((c, h, G, \epsilon_0, m_e, m_p, q)\) and the expansion parameter \((R_{\text{Universe}})\). In TAU, the constants characterise properties of space, and change with expansion. These relationships strongly unify the gravity, particle and cosmology theories. This requires a set of transformations, changing from our customary instrumentally-defined variables (for space, time, mass, and charge) to the true model variables. The laws of nature are only time translation invariant in the true variables. This means observations referring across significant cosmological periods must be recalculated. An early theory of such transformations was proposed by Dirac, to explain the “large number coincidences”. TAU gives a precise version, with an underlying mechanism. The simplest solution to TAU model so far indicates that we are somewhere around halfway through the expansion phase of a finite closed bounded cyclic universe. Novel generic effects are predicted, including precise relationships between fundamental constants, stronger gravity in the early universe, Hubble tension, the “dark energy” effects, and real dark matter. The closed cyclic universe means a directional thermodynamic cycle. A simple solution to the cosmological sequence is provided here, but this may change substantially when fitted more precisely.

- Whether the cosmology is consistent when closely compared against detailed cosmological observations is the main question.
- Primary relationships predicted between fundamental constants and expansion are consistent, and the predicted rate of change of \(G\) is close to experimental limits.
- The prediction of the dark energy effect, Hubble tension, dark matter and other effects are broadly confirmed, and open to be tested more precisely.
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